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THE REFUSAL OF WORK 

This Echanges pamphlet (il ,50) originallypublished in l 978but being reprinted regularly, was 
for the most part a discussion on the meaning of the then trendy ideas around the 'refusai of 
work'. The debate started with some comments on Paul Lafargue' s book 'The Right to be Lazy' 
and other more recent publications on the subject (e.g. Zerzan's 'The revoit against work'). 
Sorne considerations could seem out of date and irrelevant to the world crisis, but the various 
texts still bring a lot of material and diverse opinions not at ail out of date and still useful for 
an analysis of the some present tendencies of the class struggle. 
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"WORKERS AGAINST WORK: LABOR IN PARIS AND 
BARCELONA DURING THE POPULAR FRONTS" 

In no. 56 we published a short review of a pamphlet reprint of Michael Seidman's essay "Towards a 
history of'workers' resistance to work: Paris and Barcelona during the French Popular Front and the 
Spanish Revolution, 1936-1938". Seidman' s work on this subject is available as a 400 pages book with 
the title in the headline above. The following review written by an American comrade was originally 
published in the journal Discussion Bulletin. We might return to Seidman 's book and other material on 
the same subject in another issue. 

The underlying thesis of"WorkersAgainst Work" is a provocative one: despite their phraseology, both 
the Spanish and French Left during the Popular Fronts essentially functioned as agents of modemization 
in their respective countries for a bourgeoisie.that was either too lazy (as in the case of Spain) or too 
wrapped up in authoritarian parochialism (as in the case of France). As for the workers, they were 
expected to work and increase production. Butitdidn 't corne off quite that way. In both countries during 
the Popular Front period, a massive résistance to work and work discipline in the form of sabotage, 
absenteeism, slowdowns, theft and other factory related actions erupted in the wake of rising 
expectations. According to Seidman, this resistance, 'apolitical' and hidden, and ignored by traditional 
historians' emphasis on what political parties were saying or doing, can be measured in reports from both 
management and revolutionary militants who seern curiously united in denôuncing the 'Iaziness' and 
'irresponsibility' ofworkers in meeting production goals. This spontaneous resistance against work, 
which had no ideological platform or conscious expression, left no rnemoirs or reprots, nevertheless lay 
bare a tremendous gap between the expectations of ordinary workers and the expectations of the rninority 
of militants and activists in ail groups of the Left claiming to represent the workers' interests. Injust one 
of the rnany examples, while in power, Leftist parties' 'anti-fascism' led to political and electoral 
alliances, workers on the shop floor interpreted anti-fascism quite differently. "Fascist" became a 
popular everyday epithet applied to particularly hated foremen and managers. Thus, from an ordinary 
worker' s viewpoint, the struggle against work discipline also became a struggle against 'fascism'. 

In a book that is nearly 400 pages, Seidman backs up his arguments with a fascinating wealth 
of documentation from the period. If there is one complaint I could make - beside the outrageous price 
of the book - it is that perhaps he treats the categories of ideological militant and apolitical worker in 
too static a manner. In periods of ferment and change, where everything becomes open to questioning, 
probably there was a much more Iluid interchange between the two layers, especially on the shop Iloor, 
than is credited here. 

Certainly, the questions raised here are still far frorn being dated. In fact, they are relevant to 
today's issues and struggles and it is to the author's credit that he challenges many of the orthodox 
'Iiberal', 'rnarxist' and 'anarchist' interpretations of the time period. 

C.P. 

Michael Seidman: Workers Against Work: Labor in Paris and Barcelona during the Popular Fronts. 
University ofCalifomia Press, 1991. ISBN 0-520-06915-3. $42,50. 
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The main bulle of material in this issue of Echanges has to do with Spain: The development ofSpanish 
capitalism and capitalism in general - Various workers struggles - The developrnent of the dockers' 
union Coordinadora and in general the question of 'alternative', 'struggle' unions. This issue also 
con tains other rnaterial about this everlasting discussion about various forms ofunionism, in a section 
inconnection with ourpamphlet' 'Goodbyeto the unions". Wehavepreviously had some material about 
rnovements in Europe outside of the traditional union channels, especially in Italy in France. Much 
material which has appeared in our French edition or in other journals has previouslynot been translated 
into English, but the last half year we have made an effort to have a lot of material translated into English 
on these rnovernents and a lot of other questions. There is now a lot of rnaterial ready for publication. 
We have focussed on Spain in this issue. In the next issues we will publish more material on especially 
struggles in ltaly and France frorn the beginning of the 90's and link the Spanish, ltalian and French 
experiences to a discussion on 'alternative unions' in general. 

Alltogether there will in the next issues be a great nurnber of articles which we think will be of 
interest to the present and future re.aders. Sorne of the rnaterial more or less ready is the following: Latin 
America (Argentina, Guatemala, El Salvador)-Class struggles in France 1991-93 (general analysis, '91 
Renault strike, '92 lorry drivers actions, struggles in the health sector, '93 Air France strike, Jan. 94 
dernonstration against private schools) - Discussion on alternative struggle organisation and unions 
(Italy, France, Spain)- Struggles and social conditions in the US - Struggles in Germany- Struggles in 
ltaly - Struggles and conditions in ex-USSR - The Nordic countries - Yugoslavia - Indonesia - UK. - 
Struggles in Holland - Remarks on ongoing debates on the ultra-left. 

We are as always interested in receiving material on struggles and social conditions frorn 
readers. Echanges has never been preoccupied with achieving a big circulation, but we are of course 
interested in the help of our present readers in getting new readers and subscribers and other help and 
ideas for the distribution of the Echanges bulletin and pamphlets. The production of Echanges is the 
work a couple of persons and any help in any way is highly appreciated. 

BONNE ET HEUREUSE ANNÉE 199,! 
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SPAIN attractive candidate for the ruling elite. As a Demoaat, bis potential ability to control amgress ... likewise increased bis 
appeal. 

The coune of the Clinton administration bas already become clear ... The promise of a midcDe class tax eut .. 
bas been immediately abandoned. The promise of a rcorganized healthcare system has been tumed into a program of 
"controlledcompctition"whichbenefitnoonebuttheinsuranœindustry.TheClintoncabinetissofullofpro-business 
conservatives that any chanœ of"change" can be immediately dismissed. .. Clinton's inauguration speech, with it's 
overriding stress on sacrifice, bodes il1 for the working people. .. 

WORKERS S1RUGGLES - TIIE DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE DOCKERS' UNION 
COORDINADORA AND THE QUESTION OF ALTERNATIVE UNIONS: FROM 
AUTONOMY TO BUREAUCRACY -DISCUSSION ABOUTTIIEDEVELOPMENT OF 
CAPIT ALIST PRODUCTIONME1HODS ('POST-FORDISM') AND CHANGES IN THE 
WORKING CLASS 

Introduction: 
The material below is to a large extent written by a Spanish comrade of the journal Et cetera, 

who has contributed to Echanges for many years with material and discussions we have found very 
useful. It deals with many of the same questions as similar articles by and discussions with the conirade 
in the pages ofEchanges: ThecharacteranddevelopmentofSpanishcapitalismandcapitalism ingeneral 
and correspondingly of the trade union movement and the composition of the working class, worlcers 
strugglesin Spain,Spanishsyndicalism,and thedevelopmentoftheSpanishdockers' union Coordinadora. 
( l) Rather than having a lot of smaller articles and discussions scattered over a number of issues of 
Echanges, Ihavehereput togethermaterial written overa period of a coupleofyears, and complemented 
it with explanatory headlines, remaries, notes and with various other material relevant for the themes 
being discussed. I have chosen to print the material more or less chronologically according to the dates 
when it was written, rather than trying to separate it in various sections. This because even if dealing 
with various subjects lilce the Coordinadora, actions of Asturian miners or Madrid bus drivers, or the 
changes in capitalist production methods, it's to a large extent the same discussions and problerns being 
posed. Sorne ofthematerial was written as letters toEchanges and someofit forotherjoumals, so there 
will be a certain grade of repetition of some of the points made, but this doesn 't matter that much since 
it's important questions which are discussed. 

One of the subjects discussed below is recent changes in capitalist production methods ( often 
called 'post-fordism', in the articles below called 'dispersed fordism'): decentralised production,just 
in-timeproduction, etc.; and theeffectson the composition of andstrugglesoftheworkingclass. On these 
questions many participants in Echanges have views differing from the Spanish comrade which don't 
need to be repeated here. A separate pamphlet will be published which contains the articles below (in 
better translations) and other contributions. 

Another subject is the development of the Spanish dockers' union Coordinadora and the 
questionof'altemativeunions' in general. Anumberof articleson this has appeared thoughtout theyears 
in Echanges. TheCoordinadora struggled effectively formanyyears againstrestructuring in the Spanish 
ports, withstood attacks from unions, governments and employers, and has managed to remain 
independent from the UGT and CCOOunion federations whileorganising 80-900A, of the 10.000 dockers 
in Spain's 23 ports. It was a 'strugg]e organisation' launching a number of conflicts, based itself on 
workers' assemblies, revolœble delegates, delegates and officers having the same wage as ordinary 
dockers and actually working on the docks, job rotation (no dockers working for a particular shipper/ 
company) and control over hiring, and autonomy for the branches in the local ports. It appeared to be 

PHll..ADELPmA SOLIDARITY 
This US publisher and distnbutor bas published a catalogue with a great number of' 'anti 
authoritarian socialist publications'', most of them written/published by or in the tradition of 
the English Solidarity group and Castoriadis, but a lot of otherthings also. Write to Box 25224, 
Philadelplùa, PA 19119, USA. 

WORKERS SOLIDARITY 
This is a veryuseful 8 page newsletter produced by the syndicalist Workers Solidarity Alliance 
(PO Box 40400, San Francisco, CA 94140). Subscription for six issues plus one issue of their 
bigger journal Ideas &Action costs $7,50. No.4/Jan. 93 contains: The situation in Gennany 
(interview with Gennan syndicalists) - On General Motors in Canada, USA and Mexico - 
Houston transport workers - Short articles about a number of struggles in USA and Canada. 
No.5/March 93: A number of articles on struggles and union organising efforts in USA, and 
on varions anarchist/syndicalist meetings. 

(AJ(IIA/1 
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The Clinton 'operation' has already lost its brilliance ... Saw an article in The Nation which 
mentions that Clinton took only two minutes to impose his austerity programme while it took 
Carter two years to do the same. Every twelve years one has a Democratic president to do the 
dirty work that the Republicans don't have the guts to do. In fact Clinton has done litle until 
now ... Alomostall his plans have to bediscussedin theCongress. Theideaof'sacrifice' seduced 
naive Americans, but this was shortlived. For the average man there is nothing ... there was a 
bigfuss about the health insurance and now there is practically nothing ... This morning I heard 
that in fact the project was to organise a competition between the 'groups' providing medical 
care ... A dream ... It is frightful... this makes you frightened to be sicle. There are too much 
capitalist interests in the health business to think about imposing a real national health system. 
The unions are in favour of such a system but their opinion has less weight than the pressure 
of any politician. Wall Street is going well ... after all, the comparues are still sacking workers. 

PLJ/93 

THEDEMANDFORHUMANSACRIFICE 

(Extracts from Workers Solidarity no.5, March 93): 
On January 20th the Clinton administration officiallytook power ... able to winthe presidency with fewervotes than M. 
Dukakisreceived when he lost theelection in 1988. The reason forthis strangetumof eventscan betraced tothe spurious 
campaign of rnillionaire industrialist H. Ross Perot, who managed to soak off sufficient support from Bush to allow 
Clinton to win. It becarne very clear during the election campaign that no substabtial difference existed between the 
candidates. The biggest differences were in style and circumstance. Clinton claimed to represent "change" (as did Perot 
and, patheitically, Bush), but he also professed to "care" more about people. Ail candidates embraced the trickle-down 
economics ofReagan, believingthat deregulation and tax incentives for capitalists wouldrevive the economy .... Ail three 
agreed that any hope for American capitalism would entai! sacrifice on the part of the American people ... 

By any analysis, Bush was a failure as a conservative president. He had tried to "hold the course" set by 
Reagan ... but unlike Reagan he was unable to advancethe conservative cause and was beginningto face opposition from 
the Arnerican people and congress ... If we jettison the beliefthat the ruling eliteofthe US has sorne overwhelrning loyalty 
to either of the capitalist political parties, the idea that they could seek to engineer the defeat of the candidate of the most 
conservative party ... does not seem infeasible. lftheir interests are viewed as maintaining capitalism above ail else, then 
facilitatingthe election ofthe candidate most capable ofdoingthat... seems a logical move. lt's no accident that Clinton 
owes his election to the overt actions of a millionaire industrialist. He probably also owes it to the covert actions of many 
others. 

The capitalist reorganization began under Reagancouldno longercontinueunder Bush. With thatreorganization 
pushing more and more people into poverty, a crisis of legitimacy was looming on the horizon A social system which 
can no longer provide the basic needs of a large portion of it 's population can expect nothing else. So, in steps Clint on 
with ... a calculated similarity to Kennedy ... Clinton's fiscal conservatism and sales ability ... made him an extremely 
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an exemplary case of the possibility of having a permanent 'struggle organisation'. Because of its 
organisation principles and practices mentioned above, and because of the history ofSpanish anarcho 
syndicalism, particular attention has been paid to the Coordinadora by a number of 'Iibertarian' 
organisations ail over the world. Interestingly some ofthis 'discovery' of the Coordinadora took place 
at a time when signs of the direction the union would develop could very clearly be seen. The tendency 
has partly been to consider the Coordinadora as embodying the 'anarcho-syndicalist principles', partly 
to argue that it shows the possibility ofhaving permanent 'revolutionary' unions under capitalism. 

We will here just quote one example from the libertarian press, qui te accidentially chosen: some 
articles by Don Fitz, anAmerican who has done very much valuable to make known the struggles of the 
Spanish dockers. In an article in Discussion Bulletin no.31 the comrade writes: 
"Finding the US labor movement in such a degenerated state often results in radicals abandoning the 
workplace as af ocus of organizing. Ore/se, it can lead to bizarre ideas about unions, such as the belief 
that unions "must " become refonnist or that unions cannot survive as revolutionary organisationsfor 
any length of time within capitalist society ... Coordinadora lias survived since 1976 as a union which 
is as revolutionary in ifs intemal structure as in its social goals. ·' In an article in ldeas & Action no.11 
it is talked about "the revolutionary union of longshoremen ". 

Irrespective of sympathywith, admiration for and recognition of the importance of the struggles 
of the Spanish dockers, our analysis has ail the time been another one, that the workers struggles under 
present-day capitalism in no way can be ascribed to more or Jess expressing some old political and 
ideological ideas and that ail experience shows the inpossibility ofin the longrun maintaining permanent 
mass struggle organisations. The development of the Coordinadora shows this clearly. And even if 
putting forward this idea of permanent struggle organisations, it' s something else to even describe the 
Coordinadora as 'revolutionary' or more or less "anarcho-syndicalist'. This amounts to nothing else than 
trying to press a real, living movement into one's own political and ideological schemes and 
preoccupations. Even ifwe don't use political labels on ourselves, many people describe Echanges as 
'council communist' (with some justification given the background of some participants). In. relation to 
an organisation as the Coordinadora with what used to be its organisation principles and the struggles 
it has waged, we would be just as justified to call it 'council communist'. However, to do something Jike 
that - rather than just spreading information aboutit and analyse it - wouldn 't make any sense for us at 
all. We will publish a separate pamphlet about the Coordinadora, which partly will contain some of the 
material below in full version and better translations. 

RH 

( 1) Material about Spain, and about the Coordinadora, has appeared regularly in Echanges from the beginning. For the 
last years we canin particular refer firstly to the last article dealing specifically with the Coordinadora in no.5 7, written 
shortly after it concluded an agreement with the bosses and the state in 1988 in which could be seen signs of changes in 
its practicepointing to developments becorning more and more clear in the followingyears.Secondlyto an article in no. 5 8 
about the December '88 general strike in Spain and to the discussions and material which followed after that on the 
subjects we just mentioned (see no. 58, 61, 63, 64 and 65). 
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SPAIN: UNIONISM AT A CROSSROAD 

The following is a sumrnary of a rnuch longer article by a Spanish comrade, covering rnuch of what he 
has written in Echanges no. 58 onwards. 

Background 
A low level ofunion membership. The unions search for mechanisms thatallow its bureaucracy 
to survive within the frarnework of the new working and production conditions since the 
restructuring of the end of the 70s. A climate oflow conflictuality after a successful government 
strategy of splitting the class in regions and sectors. The rapid introduction of automation in 
industry together with work organisation techniques from Japanese industrial authoritarism, 
and a growing precarisation ofwork, let the unions' tactics to defend basic workers' rights 
appear obsolete. 

Two fondamental positions inside the PSOE (1) and the government: traditional 
socialists see unions as useful instruments of mediatorship that have to get adjusted and 
integrated; the neo-liberal currency sees the unions' apparatus as an obstacle for a normal 
economic development, above ail since the unions have finished their job of crushing the 
autonomous workers' movement and legitimating the new mode! of exploitation. The 
marginalisation of the union bureaucracy and its loss of power ex.plains its radicalisation and 
orientation towards a unity of action between the national union federations UGT (2) and the 
CCOO (3). The changes in the relations of production puts the existence of these unions 
themselves in question, so they are. looking for a new definition of their fonction, like the 
"service union" and "social policy" (travel agencies, housing, pensions etc.), thus trying to 
adapt themselves to the "social worker", the mass workers' possibilities having been destroyed 
by electronie technology and new organisation of work. They demand the right of participation, 
a stronger legal position for collective bargaining, but they are in a deep financial crisis too. The 
CCOO have to carry the additional load of the PCE (4) crisis, with the latter being in a phase 
of dissolving. Two positions developed inside CCOO, the "pressure bargaining" and the 
"mobilisation bargaining", both demanding to be recognised as negiotating partners in the 
future labor market, regulating industrial relations. Yet they are conscious of the dangers that 
lie in mobilising the workers, which shows a certain inability of the union to control the workers' 
movements. 

Anarcho-syndicalism: a marginal force 
After the fall of the Franco regime, libertarian organisations were booming, but not for long, 
one reason being the criminalisation of the movement ( e.g. the Scala case) that was to prevent 
a disruption of the consensus policy of the Moncloa pact of 1978. The internai reasons being 
the non-adaption to the new conditions and the split into two organisations, the " traditionalist'' 
CNT/ AIT (boycotting the union and factory committee elections, demanding assemblies and 
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USA 

ON THE DEMOCRATS COMING TO POWER 

Bill Clinton arrive, tout va changer, 0 K 

LEITERS FROM 1WO AMERICAN COMRADES 

Clinton' s victory in the elections has palpably raised man y people' s hopes - particularly arnong 
groups who have been excluded under the past 12 years of'Republican mie. There is a vague 
but widespread feeling, "things will change''. Already Clinton is being very cautious, waming 
people not to get their hopes up high. Significantly, a few days after the election, the Chamber 
of Commerce, a very influential business group, issued a statement stating that the recession 
may very well have a third wave coming and that no comforting indications of any sort of 
recovery are on the immediate horizon. But expectations are there -and the new rulers may not 
be able to dampen them. And as these expectations are dashed - as they inevitably will be-there 
is of course the possibility of new cycles of struggles erupting ... 

CP 11/92 
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c/ass people or workers' rights.'' Myself I believe that generations of proletarian militants 
risked and gave their lives and fteedom to build the unions. In the same paragraph be tells us 
aboutmediation. Thatis1RUE,buttherebasbeenmediationsinœthebeginningoftheworld ... 
everything is mediation. Belonging to a tenants union means to accept the principle of 
ownership and of renting, exactly as to get a wage or a retirement benefit from the state also 
means accepting the wages system and the state. Of course we are not talking about obtaining 
the democratic freedoms that is aiso mediation. The only solution would be the ideal suicide 
like 'the Bonnot gang' the permanent insum:ction? 

C.B. is somewhat joking with us (p.32-33) when with despise he's pushing aside the 
'achievements' of the trade unions. Of course I agree that it is better to keep your ten fingers 
than to get an invalidity benefit, but can we completely eliminate accidents? Accidents happen 
every day on the street or at home. In fact, with this example (well chosen I admit) all social 
regulations are concemed. The workers fought for these regulations 1) politically to get it 2) 
fonning their own solidarity funds. It is a very superfial view of the proletarian conditions to 
neglect that.. 

P. 36: "Let me just add a final word. It bas always been my point of view that workers 
themselves know bettertllan anybody else or any sort of group or organisation what 's good for 
them and what their interests are ... " Pure demagogyl If the working classknows whatis good 
for it and where its interests are leading it, what is the need to go ahead with such an useless 
discussion?Either 1) everything iswell ina blue sky and theworkingclass bas got what it wanted 
or 2) it bas been manipulated and emasculated sinœ thevery beginning, and after so manyyears 
there is no hope and we can discuss something else. 

The key to these surprising declarations is perhaps page 33, where in the second 
paragraph C.B. reproach to the unions to ignore that capital and workers are natural enemies ... 
C.B. haswithoutdoubta reasonforsayingthis-1 am notoneofthosewhomaintainorpropagate 
illusions.about the role of unions, and I see that their membership number is diminishing. A 
member of Solidarity (1) told me some time ago that "we spend too much time in the union". 
In a certain meaning C.B. is fighting ghosts, but I don't agree with bis abrupt declarations on 
the origin and role of the unions. Limited, corrupted, refonnist if you want, the unions are a 
creation of the worlcing class ... I think that by definition a union can 't be revolutionary in an 
advanced capitalist system. Changing society bas nothing to do with a wage rise. It is for this 
reason that anarchosyndicalists ( or the different varieties of factory worlcers groups) are futile 
in their endeavours (see Spain). 

PL3/93 

(1) Noteby F.chanp: A leftwing US socialist organisation, many ofwhosemembers amtnl>uteto joumals likeAgatnst 
The Currem and Labor Notes. 
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the recognition of the union groups in the enterprises) and the [iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil 
"refonnist" CGT (taking part in the enterprise elections), both 
having little influence amongst the worlcers. As a political 
manoeuvre, a courtdecision gavethe "historical property" of the 
CNT confiscated by the fascists to the CNT/AIT, thus giving the 
money and buildings to an organisation with no real presenœ in 
industrial relations, while it might have given the CGT fuel after 
wiruùng the SEAT factory committee elections at the Barcelona 
plant Anyway, the SEAT sucœss could not be repeated, leaving 
the CGT as a minority force with ponctuai presence in some 
conflicts, but all in all marginal. 1 1 

,. 

The Coordinadora: From autonomy to bureaucracy 
The rote of the ports haschanged with the globalisationof marlcetsand changes in international 
production proœsses, so a new organisation of work was introduced with new information 
technologies and automated systems for the handling and moving of freight between different 
means of transport. Traditionally port worlcers had had some autonomy at work which meant 
a real power over the goods. The restructuring at the end of the 70s tries to shift that power to 
the employers. With workers' resistanœ against this restructuring finally being defeated, the 
dockers' union Coordinadora (5) goes through its own restructuring to adapt itselfto the new 
phase. It no longer tries to be a "fighting union" where everyone could intervene and act 
spontaneously, but changes into a "conœrted union" doing collective bargaining and 
regulating working relations according to the companies' mies like the usual unions. Sorne of 
the reasons were the erosion of the assembly dynamic, the inertia of struggles and the low tide 
of theseyears wherethe delegates remained the sameeven though theoretically they could have 
been premanentlyreplaced bynewones. Themechanismsof negotiationsfavoured specialisation, 
demanded certain konwledges, the worlcers delegated their representation to the bureaucrats 
who had the competenœ. A competition between ports about higher parts of the transport 
throughloweringofcostsandtheofferofsocialpeacesplitthefonnerpolicyofacommonfront 

* 
In my opinion the general strike on Dec. 14, 1988 was a tuming point in the reœnt history of 
tradeunionisminSpain. Thecall ofCCOOand UGTwasasucœss; Spain wastotallyparalysed, 
not because the unions were able to mobilise but because they were able to create an outlet for 
the diffuse discontent in the country. But, paradoxically, this success was useless, it did not 
hinder or prevent any of the bard measures against the workers, thus questioning the meaning 
of such confessors' actions (days of strike) that have become syrnbolic and ritual acts of the 
masses. 

CVG 
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Notes byEchanges: 
(1) PSOE (Parttdo SocialistaObrera deEspana!Socialist Labour Party of Spain, the ruling 'socialist' party in power 
since 1982) 
(2) UGT: Union General de Trajabadores/Gmeral Union ofWorken, traditionally close to the socialist party) 
(3) CCOO: Comisiones Obreras!Wotkers Conunissions, traditionally close to the communist party). 
( 4) PCE: Comrmmist Party of Spain 
(.5) Coordinadora: The narne nonnally used for Coordinadora Estatal de los Estibadores Portuartos, meaning 
somcthing lilœ the national coordination of port stevedores. 

DISPERSED FORDISM AND THE NEW 
ORGANISATION OF LABOUR 

Tiûsarticle by a Spanish commde was origina)ly appeared inEtcetem, a journal published in Barcelone. 
We publish a facsimile of a sunuruuy from the US journal Libertarian Labor Review. The reason for 
publishing it is firstly that it provides some infonnation about a truckers strike in Spain in 1990, and in 
a forthcoming issuewe will have more about latertruckersstrikesin Spain and France. Secondly because 
thegeneral subjectofthe is relevant for a letter bythe samecomrade published belowand whichcontains 
a reference to this article. 

LEITERS ABOUT THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF TIIE COORDINAOORA 

Below we publish letters from a Spanish to a Norwegian and a French commde, answering some 
questions posed about the Coordinadom. 

Letters from Barcelona 
... ln regard to Coordinadora: 11ùs is a question to be critically evaluated because it is a good 
exampleforunderstanding how a workersorganisation bom ina context defined both by social 
political conditions and by a detennined concept of dock activities, becomes a classical union. 
strongly managed by the bureaucracy. ln fact a new strategy is being implemented in the 
worldwide sea commodities transport. Consequently, the rote of the ports is changing and so 
aneworganisationoftheworkingproœssistakingplaœinthedocks. Thisprocesswhiehbegan 
in the late 70s, is now finishing. (1) In fact the history of the Coordinadora is also the history 
of the resbucturingproœssofport activitiesin Spain. Sincetheworkers resistanœ is overcome, 
Coordinadora is developing its own resteructuring in the sense of adopting to the new era; that 
is to say, to change from being a 'confrontation union' (where everybody could make 
spontaneous interventions) to a 'concertation union' (1 mean a union closely attached to the 
policy of the social agreement). In this sense can be seen a proposai of the managers of 
Coordinadora (legal advisers and union leaders) to introduce a fundamental revision of the 
Coonlinadora statutesforthe removal of the clauses wbich makes it difficult to transform it into 
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to PHOENIX PRF.SS, PO Box 824, London NI 9DL for a list of ail their tilles and for a Joan system whereby its 
publications can be supported. In Anardûst Yearbook 1994 Phoenix Press presents the book as follows: "Important 
doaimentfromtheminers'strikeof84/8S,showinghowthepicketingwasorganised.Aworkingclass,insider'saccount, 
not the usual midcDe class outsider'& one. Altacks the left for their ignorance and irrelevance. •' 

(8) Henri Simon: "To the bitter end Grive des mineurs en Grande-Bretagne (Mars 1984-Marsl985}, 
Editions Acratie. Available from Echanges for FF3.5 or a similar amount in English money. 

LEITER FROM AN AMERICAN COMRADE 
The pamphlet "Goodbye to the unions", read three times, interested me, but also disappointed 
me. I am neither surprised norupset bythe quotations about the British unions in general given 
by C.B. and in particular the quotation concerning the miners union. I could give similar 
quotations myself. ... among many I suggest the book 'King Labour {British Working Class 
1850-1914)' byDavidKynaston published in the UK. Ali the unions have skeletons in their 
cupboards and perhapsthe English more than the others because their movement is olderthan 
in other countries. We also have to consider the specific conditions of this country. IfI am right, 
in 1854 Engels complained about the 'l'embourgeoisement' of the English working class. 
David Douglass (bureacrat of the English miners union NUM who launced the polemic) even 
though beautifyingthepresentadvantagesof the unions, recognises mistakes, errors, corruption 
and bureacratisation. Maybe be irritates us with bis seductive implications about the unions 
which, accordingto him, still embodiesprinciples which can allowthem to go beyond what we 
can think. (lt is evident that the unions, or at least the membersl, can and must go 'further'. It 
is also clear that in a period of social tension any organisation can become a catalyst). But DD 
don 't say for sure that they are instrument for a social revolution. .. I have no knowledge of this 
milieu to have a well founded opinion on the various facts given by CB and DD ... 

It is not the heavy 'attack' on D.D. about the actions of the unions which bothers me, 
but a certain attitude of C.B ... I have often seen the sarne thing with some ultraleft people on 
the question of the party .... To sum up: we have the 'workers' and/or the unions on one sideand 

the other side a mythical working class 
(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil hanging between the sky and the earth 

f~~ J,tftf.~.iî g,~.7 and acœpting in fact the crumbles (it 
~~fW~e would be stupid to refuse them, CB tells 
CLASS... _ us) brought by unions œrtainly built by 

some little green men imported by the 
bosseswho,notbeingsilly,haveinvented 
the union to castrate the working class. 
See page 30, 7th line: "ln this sense the 
origin of the trade unions ... have nothing 

Il~____,,. '-A ,,,._., 1 ~3.2~1 Il todowiththesimp/edefenceofworking 
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DISPËRSEù .. FORDISM. & THE NEW 
ORGANIZATION OF LABOR: 

TOWARDS A NEW TYPE OF STRUGGLE? 
The following article is adapted from one 

that appeared in the Spanish anti-authoritar 
ian journal Etœtera #18, June 1991. 

For eleven days in October, 1990 (10th • 
20th), Spain witnessed one of the most violent 
labor conflicts in recent memory in a strike 
conducted by the "owner-operators" in the 
trucking industry. 

While this struggle involved only some 15 
percent of those working in the sector, it 
brought with it wide-ranging disruption and 
tensions (confrontations with police, persecu 
tion of scabs, burning of trucks, etc.). Within a 
few days of the strike's beginning, its impact 
could be seen in the empty shelves of the major 
supermarkets in Bilbao and Catalunya, and in 
the scarcity of goods in the central markets of 
Madrid and Barcelona. Disruption in the in 
dustrial centers was even greater, with re 
ported losses ranging from 50,000 to 200,000 
million pesetas. General Motors had to close. 
Firestone, Nissan and Seat shut down their 
assembly lines, as did Citroen. Many other 
enterprises suft'ered similar interruptions in 
the productive process: Fasa-Renault, Miche 
lin, Ford (which had to hire 25 airplanes to fly 
in supplies Crom its plants in Great Britain and 
Germany), the chemical industry ofTaragona 
and many lesser industries. In addition, the 
border at Irun was blockaded by the strikers. 

Given the nature of the demanda raised by 
the strikers: government intervention against 
"illegal" truckers, demanda relating to the fix 
ing of tariffs, inspection of vehicles, etc.--this 
strike could be dismissed as simply a conflict 
between big and small capital; that is, be 
tween the large employers' organizations that 
control the major part of the longhaul trans 
port market.and the little guys who own and 
operate Crom one to five trucks. As such, this 
struggle would be of little interest. What is of 
interest, however, is how this battle highlights 
the profound structural weaknesses in the pro 
ducti ve process growing out of the capitalist 
restructuring of the past 20 years, as well as 
the objective limita of modern techniques for 
organizing and managing the workforce. 
LIBERTARIAN LABOR REVIEW #11 Wiriter 1992 

- •• • ~ ~· • . - •· • - - r . •· .. ' 

a miner in looking at this [Brendel's] work .... " What we would like to state clearly is that bis 
'partisanship' doesn 't primarily stem from being 'a miner'. In reality Douglass is just as much 
arguing from and defending his position as not only a longtime, but also extremely committed, 
union official (although at a relatively low level), as well as from a position of a leftist political 
being and activist. 

For those who have read the above mentioned critiques, until a proper translation of 
Brendel's book is available we can say little more than what we 've said here, and to refer to the 
pamphlet "900<fbye to the unions" and much other material published by Echanges 
throughouttheyears. Forthose readingFrench, wecanstronglyrea,mmenda200pageanalysis 
by a participant in Echanges of the 84-85 miners strike, situating it in the context of the trade 
union movement, the autonomous struggles and the history of the NUM in the postwar 
period.(8) 

RH 

(l) THE HEA VY STUFF présents itself as follows in Anarchist Y eaibook 1994: "New look and emphasis 
have been given to the thoughts of Class W ar activists. Every edition will put our ideas to the front of struggles and help 
create areal revolutionarymovement that isnotaftaidtomuckit, ratherthansnipe fromtherear." Address: c/o London 
C. W., P.O. Box 467, London E8 3QX. 

(2)Available from 121 BOOKSHOP, 121 Railton Road, Brudon, London SE24. This bookshop isopen 1- 
S Wed and Thurs, 2-S Fri, 1-S Sat and 3-S Sun. Tel: 07127466SS. 

(3) FLUX is a 'Magazine oflibertarian socialism' published in Nottingham. In Anarchist Y earbook 1994 it 
presents itself as follows: '' Aiming to question old dogma and ideas in a constructive and non«cterian way. Covers a 
range ofissues relevant to libertarian socialism today. Past editiom have included debates on anti-fascism, pomography, 
New Social Movements, the judicial system, veganism, and lots more. Quarterly, nearly. Always looking for peopleto 
get involved." The address is: flux, Box A, The Rainbow Centre, 180 Mansfield Rd., Nottingham. ES for a year's 
subsc:ription. 

( 4) We are making a general statement here about the phrases used bythe revie\\'1:1' and about the differences 
we've had with Wildcat on such questions - on the latterwe can referto aitiques in Echanges no. S 1 and S3. At the tirne 
of writing this we haven 't read ''Outs ide and against the unions" carelùlly enough to have an opinion on it or to know 
if the reviewer's critique in anyway isjustified. The pamphlet is 14 pages. writeto: Wildcat, BM CAT, London WCl N 
3XX. 

(S) For readers who haven 't seen Goodbye to the unions, this remarie by Douglass refers to an mticle in this 
pamphlet by Theo Sander, with the title "Rise and decline of the shop stewards movement as a mediating force". 
Although naturally with some emphasis on the miners union, it isa very short and general article on the subject. lt is this 
- and nota question of'language' or ofknowledge • which is the reason why general tenns lilœ 'shop stewards', 
• convenors' and 'plants' are used. The references to Vietnam, and to not caring about unions and conummities being 
wiped out, we don 't go into here - the latter is a purely polemical remarie meaningless to try to discuss. 

(6) This is a referenceto that Douglass fora whilehad a oolunm in aoommunist partypaper, theDaily Worker. 
(7) D. Douglass: PIT SENSE VERSUS THE ST ATE. Phoenix Press. !4.50. ISBN O 948984 26 O. Write 
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Capital'& Project 
The cycle of capitalist restructuring of the 

past two decades has had as its main objective 
the reopening of a path for a renewed cycle of 
capital accumulation, an accumulation that 
was increasingly being restricted by the very 
process that had been instituted to bring it 
about. This process, which bas come to be 
called "Fordism," was characterized by the 
massive concentration of the labor force 
around the assembly lines of the giant manu 
facturing complexes (especially in the auto 
industry and the manufacture of consumer 
goods), and the appropriation by management 
of workers' inherent knowledge, leading to a 
deskilling and degradation oflabor. This proc 
ess, however, was limited by the very fact that 
great numbers of workers were brought to 
gether in the productive process, thus making 
possible the formation of a class opposition. 
Succeeding cycles of struggles eroded the accu 
mulation of capital in the industrialized coun 
tries, causing management to seek to intensüy 
the exploitation of labor power in the 1970s. 
This is the epoch of social pacts, of austerity, of 
the neo-liberal models that sought to under 
mine the foundations of the welfare state. 

In order to achieve its main objective, capi 
tal has been obliged to institute new methods 
of organization-both to eut down on the costs 
of production and to overcome the resistance of 
the so-called mass worker. These new methods 
have resulted in a territorial decentralization 
and increased flexibility in the production 
process through the displacement of much of 
the assembly and finishing process towards 
the capitalist periphery, composed of countries 
which offer advantages in the availability of 
cheap labor (Turkey, South Korea, Philip 
pines, Brazil, Mexico). This dispersion on a 
world scale bas its counterpart on the regional 
level within the industrialized countries them 
selves. So we see the decentralization of the 
big manufacturing centers in smaller produc 
tion units, and the extension of subcontract 
ing, through which big corporations displace 
certain phases of production (and their costs) 

Page 16 
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to smaller firms wbich are given the tasks of 
providing the parts and components for the 
final prodw:t. 
The New Industrial Culture & its Li.mita 

In order for this new productive process to 
work in practiœ, it becomes increasingly nec 
essary that each link in the production process 
chain needs to . be perfectly c:oordinated. In 
other words, each part or component that goes 
into intermediate products on the way to final 
assembly must be at its destination in the 
correct quantity at the proper time. This sub 
stantially increases the vulnerability of the 
process, putting a greater burden on manage 
ment to eliminate the possibility of disruption 
of the continuous flow of goods and compo 
nents, whether by accident or design (sabotage 
or· other acta of worker resistanœ). Conse 
quently, we see the development ofnew meth 
ods of"human resourœ management," and the 
"enterprise spirit" bec:omes a priority. Hence 
the proliferation of"quality ofwork life," team 
concept," "customer focus" and other devices 
designed to get workers to identüy with man 
agement's objectives. 

But the nature of the dispersed production 
process, which makes the situation ofincreas 
ingly larger sections of the work force ever 
more precarious (characterized by the growth 
of part-time and temporary workers),. maltes 
achieving such a consensus very dillic:Ult. For 
this reason, corporate strategy orients itself 
towards a ditrerential treatment of each 
worker, according .to hia/her relative impor 
tance in the chain, determining a wage and 
functional bierarchy within the enterprise. 
This renewed stratification of labor results in 
increased divisions witbin the working class, 
pitting employed against unemployed, tempo 
rary workers against permanent workers, 
skilled against unskilled, workers covered by 
fringe benefits against workers without these 
guarantees, etc. 

From Japan to the United States and Eu 
rope, one of the principal preoccupations of the 
transnational corporations ia the "manage 
ment of human resourœs." Management of 
the electronic technology demanda a comple 
mentary strategy that begins with the neœs 
sity of generating a consensus among the dis 
tinct levels of the bierarchy-a "corporate cul 
ture" in which each worker assumes as hia/her 
own the objectives determined by the techni 
cal-financial center. Such a consensus is essen- 
LIBERTARIAN LABOR REVIEW #11 

tial to the efficient management of the widely 
dispersed production process. Just-in-time, to 
tal quality, and other watchwords put forth by 
the most aggressive Japanese transnationals 
are in the technological, as:well as ideological, 
vanguard of this process. But the forma for 
obtaining this consensus differ from place to 
place. In Europe the welfare state, to the ex 
tent that it still lives, serves this role. But as 
the recession points towards the abolition of 
the welfare state, capital increasingly is turn 
ing towarda the Japanese model. 

The technologies of surveillance and con 
trol that are integrated in the automation 
proœBB in order to enforœ the physical control 
of the productive sequence demanda increased 
management control as well. 'l'he goal is to 
create the "ideal" in automation, a self-regu 
lating process in which humans and machines 
are fully integrated. This reduces workers' 
ability to organize resistance in a mass way 
reminiscent of the "old workers' movement." 
Thus, the struggles that have taken place 
witbin industrialized countries over the past 
decade have been largely localized and "corpo 
ratist" in form (railroad engineers, air traffic 
controllers, cleaning workers, bus drivers, 
health !'orkers, etc.). 
Winter 1992 Page 17 
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and the publishers' introduction also says that it's a sumrnary, what shall we think about this 
remarie? There are several possibilities - most of them not particularly flattering. 

An old review from Echanges 
From Echanges no. 49/50 we reproduce the following review: 
"Tell us lies about the miners by D. Douglass (Direct Action Movement) This pamphlet deals 
with 'The roleofthe media in the coalstrikeof 1984-85 '. The author isa NUM Branch delegate 
al Hatfield main branch, Doncaster. The choice of the subject and the role of the author can 
both explain this focus on a lot of facts as if they were essential to class struggle. These facts 
on the distortion of events through the media are we/1 known, impressive and accurate, and a 
lot more could have been quoted. But for what use? Class strugg/e does not rise and develop 
from removing such obstacles that are inherent to capitalism, but is risingfrom exploitation 
al rankandji/e levelwhere the truth is perceived in the dailyconditions of work: The spreading 
of conjlicts is nota malter of propaganda but of workers knowtngfrom their own conditions 
what is actually the jight of otherworkers: Nothing can prevenl the spreading of a strike when 
it isgoing tospread; nothingcan impulse thisspreadingwhen it has stoppedfora lot of specific 
elements. The importance given so to this role of the media has to be linked to the general 
concept of social democracy on the control ofmeans of domination." 

A recent book by Douglass 
The latest publication in this story is a new book by Douglass we just reœived: Pit Sense versus 
the State. A historyof militant miners in the Doncaster area. (1) Leaving aside the main subject 
of the book, which we haven't yet had the time to read properly, we will here just remark that 
it was finishedafter Douglass became aware ofourcomments to his critique ofBrendel and after 
he had been in contact with Brendel himself. Despite this one of the chapters, more or less 
identical with the text of the Class War conference, still contains the remark about Brendel 
having written 'a simationist work'. In a parenthesis as a kind of publisher' s comment,just like 
in the original article, we also find: "[in fact Cajo Brendel is not a situationist, but a veteran 
Dutch council communist] ". Not that this matters much tous, but it's worth pointing outthe 
ignorantattitudedemonstrated bynot botheringtoremove thisunfounded labellingafter having 
put it forward so many tirnes previously. That the whole passage looks rather stupid with the 
parenthesis added by 'somebody', is not our problem. 

Some final remarks 
We're notsureunderwhich labelDouglassor hissupporterswanthim presented: The grandiose 
"D. Douglass, National Union of Mineworkers" as in "Some thoughts ... ", "Hatfield Main 
Collieiy NUM Branch Delegate", "Yorkshire miner", associated with the Direct Action 
Movement, "DO, Doncaster Class War" representing an ( existing or nonexisting) network of 
''Class War Colliers'', or othervarieties we've seen - maybe it varies according cireumstances 
and time. In "Some thoughts ... " Douglass writes that "It will be bard not to be 'partisan' as 
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subsequentcorrespondence betweenDouglass and&hanges, which in addition containssome 
further remaries from Douglass on the pamphlet and on the question being debated: 

Letter from Douglass '23/8/93: 
"Firstly in response to 'to this letter Douglass has not yet replied, and il is doubtful ifhe ever 
willreplyat ail'. Since nobodysentmea copyof'answerto DavidDouglass 'whtchyou describe 
as 'a draft letter to David Douglass 'itwas a prediction with some chance of coming true ... You 
can rest assured I sholl be replying in due course. At the moment intervening in the actual class 
struggle is most pressing, as you will know we are still jighting a holding action against the 
massacre of pit communities. We are down to the last 18000 NUM min ers, NOT because of any 
LACK of combativeness, but because we have been a thorn in the side of the ruling classfor 
nearly two centuries (yeswe know at limes the leaders and the union apparatus hasconfronted 
the miners too, il 'sa battle not simply through unions but within unions, butwe 'Il come to that 
in the debate.) I note that Theo Sander won 't be too bothered about the Union getting wiped 
out, even though il meansourcommunities have to getwiped outto do il. Rememberthe U.SÀ. · 
carried out a similor programme in Vietnam (in design if not by the same meons). I shall be 
replying to him also, but I must inform Comrade Sander we do not have shop stewards in the 
mines, there are no 'convenors 'in the mines, andwe have no 'plant'. Thismayjust bea language 
problem, but understanding the structure of the NUM as against craft unions (the NUM is an 
industrial union) is important. (5) Needless to say I had no idea that what I was replying to was 
not Brendel 's original and complete text. '' 

Letter to Douglass 25/10/93: 
" ... letters were sent; we always had though they wou/d gel to you ... Your misunderstanding 
about Brendel 's /etter cornes from a too fast reading of the pamphlet. I can on/y quote the 
paragraJJh dealing with this question (p. 7): 'Brendel prepared a draft /etter to Douglass to 
clarify some of the issues raised in his paper. This draft letter was circu/ated to a number of 
comrades for comment. Brendel then drew up the final version integrating some of the 
comments made ... '' So what was sent was 'the final version 'and not al ail any of the draft 
versions discussed internai/y be/ore. Anyway, ail these questions are of petty importance 
considering the central malter of c/ass struggle. Ion/y want to add that ail these disturbing 
problems cou/d have been avoided ifyour criticism had been sent to Echanges with a persona/ 
/etter. Jt is easy to know our address: ail the various texts you have published on the subject 
were sent direct/y byvarious English comradeswho were in touch with us andwith you. J know 
that il is less ea.sy to write to Echanges than to be in touch with Dai/y Worker (6) or Class War, 
but qui te a lot of our texts have been distributed in the 'leftist' English milieu." 

In our letter we could also have pointed out the following: Douglass writes that "Needl~ to 
say I had no idea that what I was replying to was not Brendel' s original and complete text' '. 
When the pamphlet he was replying to says,' A summary' in capital letters on the front page 
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Yet while the increasing complexity of the 
productive proœss demands the consensuel 
submission of all involved in the logistical 
chain, cost cutting, subcontracting and inten 
silied exploitation create a multi.plicity of dif 
ferentiated interests. The truckers' strike is a 
good example. The large corporations have 
transferred many operations to subcontractors 
for organizational and economic reasons, seek 
ing to maintain their control through economic 
power (forcing various contractors to compete 
with each other, for example). But as a result, 
the same companies find themselves depend 
ent upon their subcontractors Crom the logisti. 
cal point ofview, and a strike (or sabotage) can 
quickly shut down not merely one part of the 
productive proœss, but much if not all of the 
interdependent productive chain. 

Thus localized struggles can often have a 
disproportionate impact on the company as a 
whole. Thus struggles which challenge the tra 
ditional trade unions in their formai expres 
sion (as with the Italian base committees), 
even if they continue to revolve within the 
bounds of tra!Utionally trade union demanda, 
are expressions of the forms of solidarity corre 
sponding to the new productive processes, in 
the same way tbat mass actions of the past 
expressed the forms of solidarity mil.de pos 
sible by the "Fordist" organization of the work 
force. To criticize their sectoral character is, 
therefor, simply useless. Real solidarity, the 
possible sociality, is found in the process of 
stniggle and resistance against capitalism. 
When labor processes are atomized and dis 
persed, solidarity and resistance will often 

appear similarly atomized. But despite their 
limited character, these dispersed struggles 
represent, in a way, a questioning of the total 
ity that composes the logistical chain and the 
process of reproduction, and causes the propa 
ganda apparatus of the state and the commu 
nications media to orient themselves towards 
mobilizing the rest of the citizenry against the 
"anti-social" minority who would dare disrupt 
the consensus. 

While these struggles do not orient them 
selves towards the emancipation oflabor Crom 
wage slavery, they are still fundamentally 
radical sets in a world in which our very exis 
tence as human beings is increasingly defined 
as a source ofvalorization for capital. In an era 
when the very idea of emancipation seems 
hopeless, every act of resistance is an affirma 
tion ofthat idea. 

-Mike Hargis 
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acompletelybureaucraticunion, forinstancethedisappearanceofthe workers' collectivewhich 
allowed the existence of a ran1c and fi.le assembly body in practice counterbalancing the power 
of capital at the lowest level of working conditions. (See ÙJ Estiba (The Docker) no.56) These 
managers are directly pressuring the Barcelona dockers over publishing the dockers' paper La 
Estibabecauseitisnotcontrolledbythemselvesandisvexycriticalofthesebureaucratictrends. 
Thisexampledemonstrates well whathas been theevolution of manyworkers' unions in Spain 
in the recent past 

CVGl0/90 

(l)EchangeshaspublishedalotofarticlesontheCoordinadora,ontherestructuringofseatransportanditsconsequences 
for the docka11' and the seamens' struggles. This restructuring was not over when these lctters were written, as can be 
seenfnmsomearticlesabout 
deregulation and 
privatisation of Britain's 
por1s (Financ/al Times 6/21 
91 and 1212/91 which 
underlinethat "thewinds of 
competiton are blowing 
aroundthedock gates''), the 
deregulation of Brazilian 
ports (the end of restrictive 
laws which have operated 
unc:hanp since 1934 • FI' 
2212/92 gives the following 
chart on 'Cosls of loading 
steel shcets'), the failed 
attempts to achieve an 
Australiandocksrefonn(FI' 
30/4/91). (Copies of articles 
available 1nm Echanges.) 

Costs of loading steel sheets ,•:; 

Jan I Feb 1990 US$ per tonne 

·~::\::;\: 

61 Il Il Il 11 11 Il 1 
O · Hamburg · . New Orleans Vitôrla Santos 

Antwerp Rotterdam Sao Sebastlao Rio de Janeiro 
Source : AMoclatlOn ol BrazlU!l" Prlvale Sec1or Steel Producer1 

Anotber letter from Barcelona 
Anyway, when refering to the Coordinadora and to its evolution towards more and more 
specifically unionist rnethods, we have to consider the important point that the dockers 
movement took place (since 1981) when the rnost important autonornous workers struggles 
(74,75, 77) already had ended In this rneaning one could say that the prœess followed by the 
dockers refers tothe lateperiodof autonornous struggles; then the CCOO andUGI'unions had 
already conquered their rnediation position in the dernocratic transition of Spain. In fact the 
Coordinadora was bom frorn a conflict having seen quite a lot of tactical errors frorn the UGI' 
and CCOO bureacrats; these unions abandoned the redundant dockers once they had signed 
an agreement with the port ernployers' organisation. Their error then was to underestimate the 
real feeling of solidarity arnong the dockers; tliis strong solidarity feeling was the start of a 
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shorterweek etc) are nothing to these ultra 
revolutionaries. On/y the comp/ete and 
utter destruction of the unions counts. 
Unfortunately, day to day issues are 
important, because il is on/y through 
struggles oround these that the struggle to 
change society can have any meaning:" 
Howthereviewer gets this impressionfrom 
Brendel's texts in our pamphlet is difficult 
tounderstand. Justpicking two single pages 
{p.12 and 34) quite accidentially when 
writing this, one finds for exarnple: 
" ... workers continued to act in accordance 
wilh their class situation, ... wilh thelr own 
experienceon theassemblylineorelsewhere 
al their workplace... uno.fficial strlkes 
became daily events ... Or: ''If/ understond 
the postwar history of the British working 
classcorrectly. ... il cou/d be summarized by 
a very simple and general formula: less 
work, more pay. So much for disregarding 
the daily struggles of the workers, which 
contrai)' to what this reviewer believes is a 
central startingpoint for Brendel'sanalysis. 
But it is precisely the understanding of and 
theintegration of theworkers struggles into 
a valid analysis, free frorn ail kinds of 
organisational, ernotional and ideological 
interpretations, which causes problems for 
this reviewer and for others and who see a 
contradiction where there isn't one. We 
'could go on lilce this quoting and arguing, 
but it seerns pointless ... 

OUTSIDE AND AGAINST 
THE UNIONS 

'"--- •• Datt Doqlla' .... "Rdncled l'alpcàlft") 

A Wlldc.!1 PamP'!d 

A correspondance witb Douglass 
In the introduction to Goodbye to the unions it is said that Brendel 's letter/answer to Douglass 
reproduced in the pamphlet wasn't answered and that it was doubtful if it would ever be. The 
reason whythisletteractually didn 't reach Douglass, contrary to what we had reason to believe, 
is of less importance, but since we made this staternent we fi.nd it correct to publish part of a 
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Reviews 

Dave Douglass, 'Rdracted 
Perspectives'; 
Cajo Brenda!, 'Making the 
Unions Pay' Echanges et 
Mouvement, 90p 
Wildail, 'Oulside and Agaiost 
the Unions', 4Sp 

THEU ,.uaHu:rs U,USENT 1111 LA1EST 
round in the anarcho/communat Tndc 
Union d.ebate. The Dulcli Council 
Communat Cajo Bn:ndal and Wild.eat take 
thcir scalpel and c:rowbar rc,pcctivcly to 
d.emolish the m)'lhs ofleftilt tnd.e 
unionism. Dave Douglas,, of the NUM and 
Class Wu. gives hi, reply. 

For Brenda! md Wùd.eat tn<le WÙOIU 

arc c:.w:goricaHy not dcfcncc organisations 
of the working clasa. Rather, their rolc is to 
acl u • gc-betweens', between the boises 
and the woricing clu1. who negotiate the 
ra.te of exploitation and aim to 'normalise' 
class relationJ. But the one thing trad.e 
unions c:an't dois ncgotiatc away 
exploitation, To fulfù thia rote a-adc unions 
necd to exereise power ovcr working 
people. organiutionally md id.eologically. 
This powa i• a block in the way of working 
clas1 self-libc:ration and mak.e1 the unioru 
fundamentally anti-woricing clus 
organiutionJ. Worken" libention requires 
not tnde union action, but auumomous 
action - in Wildcat'1 t~ "outside and 
against the unions". 

This, of counc, U notas hcreric:al u it 
soundJ. The id.eology of "social 
partnership' with capital hu penneatcd 
tndc unionism sincc the beginning. A 
group like Big Flarne .rgued prctty much 
along theac lincs· whcn discu.ssing the Shop 
Steward, Movement in the early 70"s. That 
it might sound hcrctical rcally is lO do with 
the shecr Jack: of major work.c:n/trade union 
suuggle ovcr lhe lut dccadc. 

But whal mùes lhiJ "communisl' 
position diffcrcru Crom moat onhodo,; lcft 
criûciJm of lhe unions i, that Wildcal/ 
Brcndal do not sec lhis or that leaderslùp or 
the laclc of • urùon nnk and file as the 
problcm. They ace the problem u trade 
WÜonism pcr IC. 

Dave Douglu1' position is more 
onhodox. Whilst he concedes the problem 
of right wing leadenhip and wùon 
bureaucratisation hc gives the unionJ hi.s 
vigorous c:ndonemc:nt. In the proce.11 he 
demolishes ,orne mythl lûmself. He argues 
that what Bn:ndal 1ce1 u 'autonomoœ' 
action by the Britilh working clan in the 
poat war pc:riod wu vcry oftcn action 
fought by rank and file trad.e unioniste, u 
tracte unionists. 

Douglus sec, unimu u vehiclc, 
which workers can Wl:e u far and in which 

cvcr direction they choose. And he argua 
that to be antÎ•Wlion is to be anti-worlc:ing 
c)us. 

Therc i, more than a hint of 
,yndicaliJm in Douglu • thinl:ing. Thà 
clearly sets him apart Crom the l..cniniJt lcft. 
who (in thcory) sec 1D1i01U u pn:·political 
organisations whose miliuncy can only 
corne to revolutionary fruition with the aid 

· of the pany. For Douglu,. the worken 
nced no party. 

The weaknCIICI of Douglu" position 
arc clear. He ovautimatcs the capacity of 
nnk md file wort.cn to movc unionJ, 
agairut the entrenchc<I power and p-octice 
of the buru.uc:n.cy. He alJo use.a a kind of 
trick argument whcn:by bccause "trad.e 
unions= worken' organisatiom', wodcn 
activity is by definition rrade union activity, 
whcther or not agWUt the hicnrchy. 
Imporuntly. he docm"t really d.eal with the 
aux of the Wùdcat/Bn:ndal argument - that 
it iJ the function of trad.e 1D1ionism which iJ 
at issue; and that. howcva democratic, 
bureaucntic, craven or bold the leadentûp - 
and thiJ includes rank and file self 
leadenhip - negotiation rpelJJ compromiJc. 

Howcvcr, 1 do sense a cc:nain 
ineonsistc:ncy in Douglas' position, a ,crue 
that his tracle union.ism il more pragmatic 
and conditional than hi, polemical defencc 
of trade unionism 1uggcsts. Then, Wildc.at 
arc cnough to drive anybody into 
inconsistencyl 

Yet there ÎJ a great dcal lO favour 
Douglu' argwncnL Fintly, thc:rc iJ a 
powcrful sense of history. culture and 
tradition. This might involve JOme 
mythmaking, but;,·, not simply about 
mytlunwng. 

When we wulen1111d that people act 
out of an 'historica.l saue' of themselves, 
tlûs notion or culture bccomes important. 
Trade Unions not only mean compromise 
(the 'cornmunist' argument about function), 
they arc also felt to cmbody cultural values 
and expériences of ,olidmty and collective 
1truggle. As ,uch, howevc:r valid Wildcal/ 
Brcndal's lhcai, U:, implicit in Douglu' 
rcply is an cqually valid point: lhat Trade 
Unions arc not homogcneous organisations. 
Rather, they arc highly contradictory, 
"meaning' dHTercnt things to diffcn:nt 
people in diffcn:nt plllCCI. Wildcat can 
iconoclutically cite examples of the NUM 
leadenhip cunailing rank and file initiative 
during the 84 Minen" Strike. But we can 
also cite numerous cumples of workcn in 
1truggle during the 80"1. u Trade Unionists. 
for their own notion of Trade mûonism, 
dcspite the official Tra.de Union. Unions 
might be held within the framework of 
capit&list aocial relations (willy-nilly 
negotiating the price or exploitation), but 
lhey uc not frec of lhe system 's conniclJ 
and contradictioru:. 

This contradictorinC;s mak:cs a 
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c.atcgorically anti-union position difficult to 
,usu.in. 

The problem with Brendal/Wùdcat is 
their unrcmitting 'ultn-lcftism •. Day to dsy 
sttUgglcs (for compensation, a shorta wcek 
etc) arc nothing to these ultra 
revolutionaries. On!y the complete and 
utt.cr destruction of cxploit.ation coun11. 
Unfomuwcly. day to day iJsucs arc 
important. beclllle it ÎJ only through 
1trugglca around thcse that the 1truggle to 
change soc:iety can have any mcaning. 

This 1truggle iJ a precess. Tha-e uc 
time& of advance and of mrcat,· and thon: 
arc constant cluhe1 of intc:rcst al many 
levell (bu.-eaucracy: rank and file. the d.esire 
for autonomy-. the mundane constt'l.ints of 
daily life etc. etc.). lt ÎJ only through thiJ 
process of strugglc that the high points of 
rcvolutiorwy hi.llOry have bccn rcachcd. 
The Factory Council Movement in 
rcvolutionuy Rwsia. the Italian aUlonomist 
,truggles of the 70",. Anton Pannekoek"s 
demolition of l..cnin the Philosopher. 
whatc•cr - none of thcse just hoppencd. they 
werc peak momenu in a proccs1 of struggle. 
Tiüs Î5 how we 1hould sec involvement in 
the trade wûons: not u an end but u a 
marnent in the procesa of 1truggle. But 
rathc:r than critical involvcmc:nt in a 
process. Wùdcat/llrendal offer us only 
hypcr-criticism and abstraction. 

Wildcat/Bmtdal an: right to focus in 
on the Inde wùoru' fu:nction ofnegotiation. 
They ccrtainly act u an emetic to th.ose 
Jefties who sec b'ade mûons u the be ail and 
end ail of "scrious" political activity. 
However. rank and file activity does not 
mean that you inevitably end up on the 
othcr side of the fcncc. Internai a,nllicts 
can and do create opportunities for struggle 
ouuide the official structures. Negotiation 
now (and Wildcat explicitly re.:ofnÎICS its 
inevitability) does mean compromise. lt 
can abo up the ante for nut time rowld. 
The traditions of colJectivity whi.ch are ,o 
mu.ch a put of lhc rank and file trade union 
pcrspcctive (if not always rcali.sed in 
practice) are important And wha1'1 more, 
taking WÙonJ scriowly doesn't me.an 
1upporting the view that a lcftist clique 
capturing lhe apparatus will change 
anything vcry much of substance. 
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struggle continuing until the redundant dockers were reengaged. It is this fact which saw the 
end and the almost total disappearence of the official unions in the port ofBarcelona .... to see 
where the lawyers and national leaders want to lead the Coordinadora, one must consider the 
texts "La Coordinadora a revisi6n" and "Propuesta de modofication en el funcionerniento 
organizativo de Coordinadora" published in La Estiba no. 56, J une/July 90. These texts reveal 
the intention to change the assemblyist structures and principles of the Coordinadora, with the 
pretext of adapting them to the new working conditions in the port, etc .... ( 1) 

CVGl/92 

( 1) This letter continued with some more general remaries about Spain Immediately below we however publish some 
more relevant material about whatthe letter says about the Coordinadora. The restofthe letter is published afterthat aga in 
under the tille On the autonomous movement in Spain and in general. 

THREETEXTSONTHECOORDINADORA 
FROM 'LA ESTIBA' 

The following is a description of one of the La Estiba articles rnentioned 
in the letters above: La Coordinadora a Revisi6n. Thereafter follows two 
critical articles by Barcelona dockers frorn the sarne paper. 

, 

CHANGE IN THE FUNCTIONING OF THE COORDINADORA 
Reflecting on the internai division ,vithin the organisation which followed the February '88 agreement; 
the Wiiter wants to ask what is the better for the organisation and prefers to see the practical side - and 
that the agreement, which can have both positive and negative aspects, was signed and is functioning. 
Facing a decade ofturnrnoil, an organisation such as the Coordinadora, with the presence it has in the 
ports, cannot forego definite schemes of action. 

Tuen, to give an understanding ofwhat might be best for the organisation, the Wiiter gives an account 
of the union's history. 

Period before Feb. '88 
The first stage (77-79) was when the dock's collectives were part of the OTP (Office for Port 

Labour, astate board wlùch was responsible for the opemtion of the docks). The trade union functioning 
was very simple and it revolved around the skills of the leaders who played up to the patemalism of the 
OTP wlùch tried to survive without conflicts. The dockers' collectives were organised in separate 
'syndicates' without a global vision of the ports (trade unionism purely indi vidualistic ), until 1979 when 
the Coordinadom starts. 

The second stage (80-86):A very active period in the life of the organisation. Employing a mode! 
of confrontation, it tried to fight the interests of deregulationand privatisation. But since the organisation 
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didn't have the strength to keep these rneans offight up, this would arnount to pure suicide in the end. 
Third stage (86-88): When a new rnodel of the trade union struggle ernerges and the Ports' 

Agreement ofFeb. '88 is signed. 
Period after Feb. '88 

Leaving behind the 'confrontation union· image which belongs to the last century, the 
organisation enters a phaseofrnaturity. It's notjust ail or nothing. In the 'new trade union mode}' the 
union concedes, negotiates, confronts, asks for, gives in, steps back to go forward, etc. 

What cornes next? A new set of tasks start to be fonnulated with the need for an enlarged 
Confcderation of dockers and searnen and in line with the autonornous collectives to fornent an overture 
to any other kindred organisation. Revision of the Coordinadora statutes to achieve these goals. 

So we were not surprised to find this position so vehemently defended by a NUM Branch 
Delegate. But we were surprised to find this union apology and this mystification exposed at 
a C/ass Warconference and devetopedwithout onycriticism in the Class War discussion forum 
paper. Howcou/dyoufight ail kindofmystiflcations in this society, most oflen in the rightway, 
and open the door to such confuse and dangerous ideas about unions which were and sti/1 are 
one of the pillar of the capitalist domination of labour. 

Fraternally; 

COORDINADORA - A NEW AREA 
The fa mous Agreement signed on Feb. 5th. 1988 ( 1) marks a change of direction on labour 
relations throughout the ports of our country. The acceptance of that decree not only involves 
great changes in the way ourwork is organised-which we are still involved with at this moment 
- but also a new kind of relationship with the administration-employers. By signing it the 
Coordinadora has begun a period of consensus based aroundanewmodel ofhow the ports could 
work which involves more porivatised ports where the multinationals can at last get rid of the 
smaller employers and impose the kind of technology and discipline which will make labour 
cheaper and increase productivity. This approach also requires a new attitude from the union 
and a new way ofnegotiating conditions. Without workers' collaboration this refonn would 
have been difficult. if not impossible. In fact, in those ports where this collaboration has notbeen 
achieved the restructuring has run into difficulties, eg. Las Palmas. 

Once we have accepted the major structural changes whcih were part of the Agreement 
- drastic reductions in the workforce. forced retirement, red tape, wage freezes or reductions, 
new payment prœeedures, separation of the 'fijos' (2) and an increase in their numbers, the 
creation of special types of dockers under INEM (3), reduction in those tasks reserved purely 
for dock workers. division and privatisation, increases in output, etc. Once these had been 
acœpted it'sjusta question of detail as to how each portadapts itselfto realising the goals it 
has already agreed to .... 

This period of consensus has imposed changes on the union which would be logical in 
an organisation who • s main aim is to achieve stability and ensure its owm pennenance. They 
are logical also for the committees which do not get renewed orwhen 'important' comradeswho 
spend too long in the same post cease to be an expression of collective developments. They feel 
more and more justified in interpreting the collective interests from their own perspectives. 
More and more information is kept back -which leaves people feeling uninfonned and inhibited 
- so they end up believing more in their own abilities to make decisions than in the strength of 
the collective. 

The (union's) representatives have to reann themselves ideologically to justify their 
acceptanceoftheAgreement, so they have initiateddiscqssionsabout 'competivity', 'productivity', 

As mentioned in this letter, Douglass speech was first published as a pamphlet withthe title 
"Refracted Perspectives" by 121 Bookshop in London. (2) The Heavy Stu.ffarticle and the 
pamphlet is identical, with one exception: the article contains some definitions, including one 
of 'situationism' quoted above. These are not in the pamphlet, which however contains some 
introductory remarksabout 'Who are we talking about?': "the departees.from trotskyism ... but 
a/so e/ements of the situationists ... Basically Ive dubbed them collective/y the 'substitutionist 
left ' - the bodies that substitute themselves for the working c/ass and address usas though they 
are the working c/ass, or even our leaders.'' So here' s another 'definition' of' situationism • 
- who cares that it's different from the one we've quoted above? 

A review in a libertarian journal 
Our pamphlet ''Goodbye to the unions'' was reviewed in no.6 of the UK libertarianjournal Flux 
(3), together with "Refracted Perspectives" and the Wildcat pamphlet "Outside and against 
the unions". A proper comment to this review can't be made here, because it would mean a 
complete article in itself. Firstly because the journal even got the most basic facts wrong: 
Brendel's name is spelt wrong (a point which is of practically no importance but fils nicely into 
the rest of the review), they got the name ofourpamphlet wrong ( calling it ''Making the unions 
pay", a very 'militant' and 'revolutiomuy' tille we would never use) and the whole 'sequcnœ 
of évents' is wrong (presenting it as ifBrendel/Echanges and Wildcat published something first 
and Douglass then answered, whereas in reality it was Douglass' writings which led to an 
answerfrom us-and completely separated from us, a comment by Wildcat). Secondly, because 
the review is rather confusing and contains many misunderstandings of Brendel 's analysis, so 
it would take a long time to clear them up. For example, it makes no sense to talk about the 
'categorically anti-union position' of'Brendel / Wildcat'. This isan identification we're sure 
Wildcat would disagree with also. because we 've stated our disagreements with their analysis 
of working class consciousness and actions and trade unions on several occasions. and we 
anyway never talk in the 'oh-so-revolutionary' tenns of 'anti-union', 'destroying the unions' 
etc ... ( 4) Sorne of the arguments the reviewerputs forward against 'Brendel/ Wildcat' we cou Id 
actually somewhat agree with (as they are stated in the review-we don 't know if the reviewer 
gives the same meaning to these sentences as we do and put them in the same overall analysis) 
and are hardly in contradiction with our view: "Day to day struggles (for compensation, a 
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eventually submit to union control while others launched official/y end in breaking free from 
union contrai. This was the case with the miners strike of 1972." It is the analysis of such 
dialectical relationships, free from any ideological ororganisational hangups, which constitutes 
the strength of Brendel 's analysis. lt's the inability of any consistent analysis, the inability to 
have two appearently ditferent ideas in one's head at the same time, which is at the core of 
Douglass' writings. Anyone not blended by Douglass being 'a miner' and even a consciously 
'revolutionary' one. but calmi y looks at the style and contents ofhis writings, will see that it '' is 
a surrealistic blend of facts woven i nto a myth and on a canvasof dogma'' ( quotation taken from 
Douglass' diatribe against Brendel in "Some thoughts ... "). 

In connection with the Class War speech we sent the following letter to Heavy Stuff(a 
journa I w hich by the way in its front page header i ndicates that it wants to promo te "The thought 
behind the anger"): 

To: 'The Heavy Stuff' 1011/93 

Dear comrades, 

You wi Il find enclosed a pamphlet published b y our network: 'Goodbye to the Unions' 
which is a controversy about autonomous c/ass struggle in Great Britain. This pamphlet has 
an history and Class War was involved in if, though not beingpart of the controversy ... a speech 
by David Douglass, NUM bran ch delegate, to the Class War Federation Conference in London 
september '91. In this speech Douglass mixed a right criticism of the attempts of ail kind of 
organisations coming to teach the workers how to struggle, with the defence of some kind of 
perfect identitybetween theworkersstrugglesandthe unions. A passage ofthis speech attacked 
a tex/ trying to show how workers have to manage their struggle through a lot of barri ers, the 
main one being al first the unions; the text being attacked was a bad summary of a book 
published years ago by our network. Douglass, not even trying to know more about the se ideas, 
'supposed 'if wasa situationist work: infact the authorwas an old militant of the Dutch Council 
Communist movement which cannot be assimilated in any manner to these people coming to 
teach the workers, as most of his /ife and activity was devoted to leam .from the workers in trying 
to understand class struggles. 

771e text of this speech was published as a pamphlet by the 121 Bookshop!Anarchist 
Cenler with the signature of David Douglass 'Yorkshire Miner'. (Can we consider a NUA,f 
Branch Delegate as a miner?). The same text was published in your paper 'Heavy Stuf]' with 
the tiffe 'Charge of the Left Brigade' and with a pic/ure of Arthur Scargill cheerfully waving 
at the reader. 

David Douglass has the right to de fend his positions, which are not new at ail: ail 
unionists and ail "workers "pantes:' members have always defended the complete identity of 
their aimswith the workers 'struggle; itwas the corners/one oftheirorganisationsand ideology. 
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'professionalism ', 'profitability', 'discipline', etc. This kind ofideology isalready being put out 
by the ruling class, but it has never been in the workers' interest. It converts the bosses into 
altruists simply becausethey give us a job, and makes any workerwho doesn 't accept conditions 
which are more and more preca rious into an ungrateful saboteur. Constant and excessive contact 
with the bosses and the time spent studying their grand plans ends up convincing our 
representatives that their (i.e. the bosses') way is the best and only viable one, whilst ours is 
against the generalo interest. The workers take on the role of promoting the port, accepting the 
bosses' pressure to do nothing which would affect its competitive image. 

These changes in ourconditions of work, and r.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.-, 
the way in which they are carried out, are causing a 
rift between the committeeand the collective, between 
the representatives and the Assembly as a forum for 
reflection. Theworkers feel more and more alienated 
from those representatives and the unpopular 
decisions they are taking. The prestige which our 
representatives have and the majority's fear of 
confronting their dominance means that opposition 
does not manifest itself for Jack of organic channels 
of expression which would not cause suspicion and 
resentment [from the representatives]. This produces 
disillusionment, underhand criticism and, if not 
outright opposition, then passive resistance which 
implies a Jack of faith in any alternative. 

As this point people stop attending mass 
assemblies because ''there'~ ~othing to do", ''the li "LA COORDINADORA" Il 
samepeoplernakeallthedecisions", "someoneelse _ _ 
hasalreadydone it forme", etc. The representatives, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
who are more and more isolated by their actions, legitimise what they are doing through their 
high-minded sense of responsibility ... These groups grow more and more tight in response to 
their hostile environment and as a result become more and more isolated, turning on the worker 
in theirowndefenseby saying "theydon 'tknowwhat theywant' ', "they alwayscriticise behind 
ourbacks", "they'reboycottingthecommittee", etc. As a resultourassembliesarealarmingly 
empty, and this is a luxury which our organisation cannot accept when we define ourselves in 
contrast with ail theothersas 'participative' and open todiverseopinion, witha constant change 
of delegates, etc. Ifwe don't maintain this difference we will have not only killed our past but 
also failed to live up to our future ... 

The only alternatives we have is to face the trauma ofinexperienced new delegates taki ng 
on the representation of an Assembly which accepts responsibility for its own destiny, rather 
than delegating decision. 

Having revocable delegates only means something if it actually happens in practice, if 

FEDERACION ESTATAL 
ESTIBADORES PORTUARIOS 
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not.. it 's just nice words on a pièce of paper. Equally, there is no point in threatening to recall 
someone if it never happens-you might as welljustgive them an unconditional right to remain 
where they are. Ifthis distancing proœss between the delegatesand theirassembly isn 'tstopped 
the Agreement will have sucœeded in achieving its ultimate objective: destroying a fonn of 
workers' organisation which hasproved itsvalidity over theyearsand has enabled the Spanish 
dockers' voice to be heard because it is a expressien of our collective force. 

F. Aroca - Barcelona (La Estiba no.SS) ( 4) 

Notes 
(1) See Echanges no.S1 for nuderial about the Deœmber '87 docken' strike, the negotiations leading to the Febnwy 
'88 agreement and reactions to this agreement among dockers. 
(2) 'Fijos' are asmall proportion ofthe wortcfon:e \\ho'sjobscannot be rotated liJce otherdockers becausethey are too 
specialist. 
(3) INEM is the body which sorts out job a-cation schemes. •• liJce MSC did in Britain. 
( 4) This docker had criticised the adoption of the agreement as early as in La Estlba no. 33. Apart from the contents of 
the agreement itself; be pointed out that the dockers' assemblies were not properly consulted during thenegotiations, but 
praented with a finished document on a 'take it or leave it' basis. He said the the whole thing had been done to quickly 
andthatthe agrecmenthad been amended afterthe majorityin the assemblies accepted il He is one of a group of dockers 
who left the Barcelona delegate committee of the Coordinadora in 1992 (see the document 'Liquidation of the 
Coordinadora published later in this issue of Echanges). 

FOR A FREE AND PARI'ICIPATIVE ASSEMBLY 
Perhaps a lot of people will ask ''Don't we a1ready have such a thing?'' I don't reckon that we 
have, and 1'11 try to expalin why. 

During Franco's last days, when the 'vertical' union which he had imposed was 
breathing its 1ast gaps, the Barœlona dockers - as a result of the 21 day strike fiom November 
12th, 1976 - began tO use assemblies for discussion, debate and decision making. From this we 
went on tocreate a union which our statutes define asassemblyist. Since then our great strength 
bas been our collective unity whichoperates through ourassemblies. We can ail rememberthe 
massive meetings ... where we learned - not without difficulties - to participate and debate in a 
constructive spirit, acœpting the decisions which were reached, because noone can deny the 
validity of decisions in which practically the whole collective bas participated. 

Nowadaysit'snotlikethis. Ifweconsidertheminutesofmeetin~overthelasttwoyears 
we see that the level of participation bas fallen to alxrut 60 or 70 comrades. I have to wonder 
"Can a minority hardly 10°/c, decide for the whole collective?", "Will such discussions be 
respected and accepted?". That's why I say that our assemblies are not based on mass 
participation 

They aren 't free either, because people do not speak up for themselves, they're aftaid 
of making a mistake, ofhavingan opinion that doesn'tfit in with what thedelegates want How 
many limes have we seen opinions which differed from those of the commission refuted, not 
by one person on the platfonn, but by several, repeatedly and in some cases with a great deal 
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trade unionism ... ''It's interestingonce 
again to note tlùs accusation about 
'situationism'. Apartfrombeing totally 
unjustified as a characterisation of 
Brendel, Douglass must must be the 
only person on the left nowadays who 
feels a need to attack something as 
datedas 'situationism' -hardlya 'force' 
present anywhere in Britain to deceive Douglass' trade unionists. 
Butwe guess it couldbea question of not knowingmuchaboutwhat 
situationism is/wasandjustusing it as a label toattach toandattack 
another individual. At the end of bis article Douglass actually bas 
a Glossary of Tenns defining situationism as follows: "In the die~~ ac11 odlc:r lib 11ups 1n 

context ofthis article refers to a beliefin the spontaneity of the 
workingclass, ratherthanaclion beinginstigatedbyanyestab/ished 
organisation." Hardly a veryprecise definition of situationism, the 
content of the definition is hardly specific to the situationists, and 
actually it says something which we could more or less say about 
ourselves. Douglass furthennore talles about "a period of mass 
Trade Union upsurge". Here's maybe in a nutshell one of the main 
differences between us. When there are massive working class 
struggles, or for that case as in the UK in the postwar period also a 
myriad of continous smalt struggles and resistance at local level, 
Douglassasalongtimetradeunionofficial(althoughatalowlevel) 
inhisstubbomnesshasonlyonewaytocharacterisethisis,as ''mass 
Trade Union upsurge" (trade union even with capital letters to 
empbasise the point) quite independently of what is actually going 
on. Thelogic is appearentlysimple: The majority of theworkers are 
members ofa trade union, so ... evetything workers dois simply an 
extension of the union activities. 

Douglass also writes that Brendel "sees ail struggle as anti-union and non-struggle as 
trade unionism". Here be is not even making a caricature of Brendel' s and our position, but 
makes it into something completely different. Not only ishis characterisation not in accordance 
with what our views actually are. But it is difficult to understand how one could get this 
impression even from the 'unauthorised' English pamphlet which started ail Douglass attacks 
-that is to say, difficult to understand provided the pamphlet actually was read properly and the 
intention was to give an honest account and critique. We will only give a brief quotation from 
it, which however is typical for Brendel 's analysis: "This does not mean that the autonomous 
struggle and the union struggle are automalica/lyopposed; the pure union strugg/e is as much 
a fiction as its opposite. Usually il oscilla tes from one side to the other. Some wi /dcat strikes 
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the authoror about bis ideas and the poJitical 'tradition' be cornes from. Instead he just jumped 
into making a critique in an extremely despicable and disgusting tone, some of theworst we've 
seen on the left for many years, in addition to some meaningless assomptions about the author 
being a 'situationist'. 

Because of the circulation of the 'unauthori:zed' pamphlet and of the above mentioned 
and other critiques of it, Echanges published the pamphlet Goodbye to the unions - A 
controversy about autonomous class struggle in Great Brttain, containing a brief summaty of 
Brendel's book, Douglass' above mentioned critique, an answer from Brendel and other texts 
by Echanges. This pamphlet bas been distributed to all subscnbers and is also for sale in 
bookshops or from Echanges and will therefore not be summarised here. 

of irritation? To have unconditional opinions, to believe that things could be done ditrerently 
and say so, is healthy and neeessary-sowe must banish the idea thatanyone whodoesn 't thlnk 
like meis against me. If not we'U finddiscussion tuming intopersonal confrontations, in wbich 
case we'll be the ones who lose out 

Ail this is without mentioning the clique (for lack of a better word) wbich never says 
anything, but with its attitudes - its smiles and munners, noises, or even in some cases threats 
- cets short free expression. With all titis, I reckon that our assemblies are notfree-they simply 
give out infonnation, then take a vote at the end 

Sowhobenefitsfromourorganisation'spresentcondition?Certainlynotthedockworkers' 
collective, when our assemblies are a reflection of the level of disillusionment, disenchantment 
andlack of confidenœwbich we have sunk to. Weneed toanalyseobjectively, without passion, 
what bas brought us to this situation. Who is to blame? In some ways all ofus - eve:ryone who 
makes up our collective - although the main responsibility lies with those who hold positions 
of responsibility and who have done so for years. 

If we do get back to a livingassembly in wbich people can participate freelywe will have 
breathed life back into an organisation wbich bas proved itsvalidity over theyears in numerous 
critical situations. If we are notable to do so, our dockworkers' collective is sure to disappear 
and a distinctive kind of trade union wbich distanced itself from the status quo - a union wbich 
raised the hopes of this country's captive and disorientated workers' movement - will have 
failed, 

A speech at a Oass War conference 
The above mentioned leaflet is not the only Douglass text in circulation criticising Brendel. In 
'91 theEnglish Class War Federation arrangedan international conference. An account of the 
conference in no. 47/48 of the Swedish anarchistjoumal Brand, in a paragraph called "The 
unions as resistanœ", says: "A speech which lead to standing ovations came from Dave 
Douglass, secretary of the Hatjield section of the National Union of Min ers, when he give an 
accounl ofthe ('84- '85)miners strike. Heattackedthewhote leftforilssuperiorallitude towards 
theworkers. Dave was of the opinion that the autonomists/ council anarchistsare wrongwhen 
they say that the unions always oct as a brake on the resistance of the workers. -During the 
miners strike il was on our union meetings thatwe p/anned ail il/egal actions, our 'hit squads' 
against strike breokers and the Coal Board." 

Douglass' speech waspublished in no.5 of the Class WardiscussionjoumalHeavyStuff, 
in the article Charge of the left Brigade. The left, working class trade unionism and the 
experience of the miners- by DD, Doncaster Class War. (1) Elsewhere in the journal there's 
given the a<tdress to something called Class War Colliers, do D. Douglass ... The bulk of the 
text is a critique - somewhat amusing and in some places with a couple of arguments and 
examples which we canappreciate-of the leninist left and its attempts to intervene in workers' 
struggles and teach the workers. It further argues that British workers express an attachment 
to the trade unions, that strugglesoften developout of orparallell tothe fonnal union structures, 
etc. and a lot of other points also made in bis leaflet mentioned above - all of which neither is 
unknown tous nor is in contradiction with our analysis. The differenœ is only that Douglass' 
onlyconcem is a stubbom defenœ of the unions at any oost, especially bis 'own'. In Douglass' 
text we also againfind the fantasies about the miners' union being "a catalyst in revolutionary 
upsurges" all the time from its inœption ... until the 1984-85 miners strikel 

Attheendofthespeech/articlethere'sanattackonBrendelwhichstartsasfollows: ''Not 
that such blinkeredvision iscorftnedto Leninists. Cajo Brendel, in 'Autonomousclass struggle 
in Bntain ', what I suppose is a Situationist work (in fact Brendel is ... a veteran Dutch council 
communist-Heavy Stuff editor 'snote), misses the relationshipof, the worker to the trade union, 
in a period of mass Trade Union upsurge, sees al/ struggle as anti-union and non-struggle as 

Antoni Valero - Barœlona (La Estiba no. 56) 

ONTHEAUTONOMOUSMOVEMENT 
IN SPAIN AND IN GENERAL 

This is the continuation of the letter from the Spanish commde published above (' Another letter from 
Barœlona'). 

.. .1 want to give some precisions on the autonomous movement in Spain, wbich could help to 
better understand its radical characteristics as the result of the proœss of adaptation of the 
'workïorœ moving from the countryside. During the last year of the Franco regime many 
workers were in such a situation, moving to the industrial towns in Catalonia, Madrid, the 
-Basque country, Asturias, Valladolid, etc. I think that the workers' attitude is linked to their 
personal and historical experienœ in the milieu where they have grown up. In short, most of 
theworkers involved in the mostcharacteristic, often autonomous struggleswereyoungpeople 
-the first generation bom in urban districts or having emigrated from other parts of Spain, all 
of them having a very new experienœ of factory life and of its contradictions, with no political 
tradition (most of them coming from smalt villages in Andalusia, Extramadura, Galicia, 
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Aragon,Castilla).l.e. theywerenotusedtothecapitalistwayofmediationtosolvetheproblems 
of work; they only knew the previous current practice of 'caciquism' and relations sti11 sttongly 
tied to some kind of feudal remains. In this respect I see an important difference between the 
Asturian miners (where workers' organisations always have existed - it is not by chance that 
the CCOO had its irigin there) and the workers on the line at the Valladolid Renault factory: 
indisciplined, angry and hostile to the unions. Of course, I knowverywell both experiencesand 
I referto fonnal differences -differences in the formai expression of autonomous struggles. On 
one band, the Renault unions had to wait for the exhaustion of the autonomous movement to 
impose themselves, though staying rather weak; on the other band the same unions are still 
powerfull in the Asturias but they have to defend ail the working mies transgressions (refusai 
of work, Monday absenteeism, faked sick-leavesfrom the doctors through pressure or bnl>ery) 
in order to keep their influence amongst the miners. 

Ali that brings me to what you said in your letter [Echanges no. 63) on the need to avoid the 
'recipesforthesucœssofstruggles'. Wehaveofooursetoconsider'thedialecticalrelationship', 
in other words the existing conflicts between the fonnal expressions of the organisations and 

the struggle as the real 
batleground of the proletarian 
action. I asked myself for a long 
timeuptowhich pointwereferto 
prejudices, toinheritedoutof date 
concepts no longer related to the 
present world, when we are 
lookingat thepresentconflicts in 
developed capitalist countries. I 
am refering here to the 
disappearance of 'finalism', 
considered as the fading of the 
meaningof quite a lot of concepts 
linked to the theory of class 

struggle oorresponding to the moment when the workers' subjectivity was formed as a formal 
social expression in front of capital embodied as the bourgeoisie. I am directly linking the 
disappearanc:e of'finalism' andof themessianic concepts of emancipation tothedisintegration 
or the disappearance of the subject who supported them. We can observe a more and more 
developed process of decomposition of the social form of the classical proletariat (the factory 
workers who worked in large productive concentrations and had a certain homogeniety in its 
life and working conditions). The rise of the tertiary sector with a new fragmented and 
precarious proletariat and the dispersion of the large productive industrial units underline, in 
my opinion, a new stage of relationship in the exploitation of the labour force. 
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working class in the post-war period, based on an extended knowledge of and a lifelong 
occupation with the subject 

Sometimeagowe becameawareofa kindofabbreviated 
English version of the book which bas circulated for some years 
without our knowledge, an anonymously published pamphlet 
with thetitle' 'Autonomousclass struggle in Great Britain 1945- 
77. A summary". It was in general a goocl idea trying to put out 
such a pamphlet since an English version of Brendel's book 
doesn't exist. However, the pamphlet is a bad extract and 
summary (includinga number of factual errors not found in the 
original) which does not give a goocl acx:ount of the author' s real 
ideas, analysis and experience with the working class struggle. 
Any critique of Brendel's work based on this pamphlet is 
therefore deemed to contain many unnecessary 
misunderstandings, Wedon'tsaythatonceareaderbashada 11 ··· ·-----·--- --- 11 
lookatthe original, hewould agreewith the analysis putforward 
- but a more fruitful discussion could then be possible. 

The remaries below is made for new readers of Echanges who might have seen the 
Englishpamphletorvariouscritiques, tomakeknown that wedisagreewiththesetextsandhave 
attempted to answer them. Forthosewho have seen the pamphlet Goodbye to the unionswhich 
we've published on the subject, the following remaries are made in ordertocomment and make 
known some other texts which are part of the same controversy. The work bas been started to 
translateandupdateBrendel'sbook,butitisuncertainwhenthiscanbefinishedandapublisher 
befound 

-~/~~®.13Î~ENIJÊL: ~l 
AUT(JNOMC)US . -. C. 
CLJ.\ . . ·. ~~ÜGGLE 
IN: · REl.(t I HITAIN 

. 1945- . 0 :· 

: ;J\ ~U MAl~Y _ ·: 

.ECHANGES ET .. - 
·~{)lJVEMENT1:,)~I~ 

A hostile critique and a pamphlet trying to answer it 
A reaction to the English pamphlet was a 4 page leaflet with a critique of Brendel - or rather 
of the 'unauthorised' pamphlet: Some thoughts as 1 read the pamphlet "Autonomous C/ass 
Strugg/e in Great Brltain ''. By David Douglass, National Union of 'Mineworkers, wbere the 
author appearently is extremely offended by anyone daring to talk about the autonomous 
fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil struggle of the workers and especially anyone 

Some thoughts as I read the pamphlet criticising ·~s' union. There is little d~~ that the 
"Autonomous Class Struggle in Great Britain" author, even ifhe had could seen the original book, 

by David Douglass would disagree with much - and most likely the 
National Union of Mineworkers substance - of Brendel' s and our analysis. But the 

critique' s very large nwnber of extremely 'bard', 
hostile and unfriendly remaries are maybe to a larger extent than necessary caused by the 
distorted and/or uncomplete account of our views and by the nwnber of factual errors in the 
English pamphlet. Douglass appearently never cared to even take into account that he was 
criticising a summary made by someone else and that he had no knowledge whatsoever about 
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a situation similar to Haïti with the disappearence of agriculture as well as maritime life along 
the coasts covered by the earth brought by the erosion. When traveling I could observe that this 
was right. .. entire slopes in the mountains are completely deforested; when we see them from 
far away the green land is an illusion: it is not trees but chapparal ... the big trees are rare. The 
govemment can't ignore this situation and forest rangers replant trees and encourage the 
commercial production of tortillas in order to reduce the use of Jess economic domestic 
woodfires. Sorne of these measures are not very efficient and some are purely symbolical... a 
copwouldbeneededbehindeachpeasanttopreventhimtocutwoodwhennothingelseisoffered 
to him instead .. Electricity is rare and expensive, coal is nonexistant and gas stoves are 
expensive ... Another subject of anxiety in the same article: the high birth rate ... if the birth rate 
decline significantly the population will be 19 million in 30 years and 29 million ifthere is a 
smaller decline. The article proposes family planing. 

This is not all my notes, but I think I have covered the essential. It is easy to find statistics on 
mortality, hygiene, unemployment, education, etc ... Guatemala, like Mexico, bas strongly 
protested against thedecison of the US Supreme Court to legalise the kidnapping ofindividuals 
in foreign countries by the US security services. This imperialist arrogance brought strong 
protests in the US and the State Department sent its best acrobats to try to soften the reactions 
to this decision. El Grafico (17/6/92) published a virulent editorial against the US La 
legalizacion del terrorismo; as we say here "It takes one to know one" .... 

PL7/92 

GOODBYE TO THE UNIONS? 
A CONTROVERSY ABOUT AUTONOMOUS 
CLASS STRUGGLE IN GREAT BRITAIN 

REMARKS ABOUT SOME RECENT 
PUBLICATIONS AND TEXTS 

A book and a bad summary 
A book by Cajo Brendel on this subject was first published in Gennan in 1974 with the title 
"Autonome Klassenkampfe in England 1945-1972". An expanded French version was later 
published by F.changes (a few copies might still be available from our Paris address) with the 
title "Lutte de classe autonome en Grande Bretagne 1945-1977". However, there was never 
an Englishedition of this book, which isa longaccountoftheautonomous struggleof theBritish 
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On the workers' side, this means a break with the so-called workerist tradition and on capital 's 
side new neœssities and a new social consensus. But all that happens in an oœan of 
contradictions completely reshaped in a kaleidoscopic universe of tensions and conflicts. The 
contradictions which emerging at a certain level of social relations are not present at another 
level. For exarnple, to consider the human condition only as labour force (i.e. the growing 
proletarisation of the population) doesn 't correspond to a sociologically homogenous class 
formation we could see with the working class linked to fordism after the second world war. 
We can furthermore say that we are living in a process of transformation only understandable 
if we consider the crumbling of the form of domination of capital (from classical fordism to the 
deœntralised production, which implies the decomposition of the forms of class structure of the 
factory workers. 

We can say, accordingly, that theclassical model of confrontation hasbeen greatly transformed, 
when the extension of capital brings about the disappearance of the formal subjectivity which 
was formed as a social subject around the traditional working class and as a practical reality in 
the mass movement On the contrary, the new production and management techniques helped 
to build a very hierarchical structure in the whole labour force in such a way that what was 
expressedformerlyintheformofthestruggleoftwoclassesnowexpressitselfasan 'explosion' 
of multiple contradictions. There is no longer a fundamental contradiction, but a conflictuality 
which spreadsall overthe developed capitalist countries through a lot of small unfair 'cheatings 
', crimes, insubordinations in the production sphere and in the social life in general. This 
dispersion of the conflicts conceming the more or Jess large layers of workers and the 
proletarised population is not linked at all to a final aim, contrary to what we could see fonnerly 
amongst theworking classorganised in parties and unions. We can seeto daythis contradiction 
as a tendency towards the decomposition of capitalist society rather than a tendency to 
recompose an historical subject expressing a kind of alternative sociality. This does not mean 
the end of class struggle as the post modem sociology tries to explain, but its transformation 
corresponding to the present stage in the development of the exploitation of the labour force. 
And this also means new ways of expressing the resistance, even new values and concepts of 
struggles sometimes in contradiction with what we knew in the past 

In fact I tried to discuss this approach in an article (Dispersedfordtsm and the new organisation 
o/labor) inEtceteraconcerningthetransportstrikes and the new dispersed fordist organisation 
of work. I think you are right when you say that this discussion about the fonns of the struggles 
can be trapped in prejudices (anarcho syndicalist for instance) and it could be of a great help 
if we don 't look at these more general questions which are behind this discussion on the fonns 
oftheclassstruggleanditsmeaning. Infact, Idon'tbelievethatitispossibletohaveaninductive 
perspective of analysis of whatconœms the theorisation of communism; i.e. neither inductive 
(trytofind in thepresent struggles thefonns whichcould prefigurecommunism), nor deductive 
(to start from an ethical, ecological, teleological, etc. principle or premise). In my opinion, the 
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transformation of society no longerfollows laws which were formed at the beginning of modern 
science according to a mecanist picture of the world. On the contrary, it is an open process in 
which it is possible to detect contradictions through conflicts and tensions which don't contain 
an hlstorical finality but only the decomposition of a model of social organisation (capitalist). 
Whatcommunismisandhowtobringittolifewasaquestionwhlchconsideredtheactualreality 
of a dominant capitalism from a point of view corresponding to the previous period. Presently, 
everything looks as if communism would only be the virtuality of social change springing from 
the multiplicity of conflicts. E.g. the negation of the social statu quo can be seen in the fact that 
there is still a lot of conflicts even ifthey are not seen by the actors as aiming at the substitution 
of a social order for another one. Finally, I don 't know until which point it is coherent to use 
these wordswith a finalist or deterrninistconnotation when we try to start the criticism of present 
society and its conflicts. 

On Spain and the political debate 
In Spain, the present political debate concerns the 'competetivity pact'. As I have already said 
in other letters (l) the government tries to push a new social pact and the unions are against. 
That is to say, the govemment put forward unacceptable conditions in its proposed text; unions 
played the same usual comedy, claimingloudly their refusai with the threat to start a new general 
strike like in December '88 (2) though r.-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.i 
agreeing 'to discuss'. The government 
proposais includeda tighterwage control, 
i.e. a bigger reduction of an already 
lowered living standard, a reduction of 
the employers' contribution to the health 
system (with as a counterpart an increase 
of the employees' contribution), a 
diminution of enterprises taxes, more 
'flexibility' in the working contracts and 
the possibilities of making workers 11 · _......._ · ~ ,11. ' -~ -- ") 11 

redundant (becoming Jess expensive for 
employers), etc ... All these measures aim at an increased productivity and competetivity, which 
is among the lowest of the European countries ( only a bit better than Turkey) according some 
OECD or other international forum reports. The reduction of the labour price is the Iast 
possibility to try to improve Spain 's competetivity on the European market and the counterpart 
offered by the govemement to the already invested transnational capital ( or that which could 
be invested in a near future). There is indeed no other measures to take. The modernisation of 
the productive apparatus is practically over, mainly in the industrial branches which had some 
future in the EEC and in the disbanding of the branches without a future. Most of the modem 
factories are already in the hands of the transnational capital (more than 90% of the 
agrobusiness, the whole of the electronics industry, computers, and automation components, 
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others. The poorest ones live in 'colonias', on the slopes of the 'barrancos', deep ravines around 
the town, in siums. An American-Canadian couple works for an international agency helping 
the poor to buy their 'home': this organisation lend the money for the land and the building 
materials to a cooperative in which the members provide the building work. .. These buildings 
are very simple, the walls ... the roof of corrugated iron ... the mortgage would be 40 Q a mon th. 
The unions complain about all the facilities offered to the import companies so that the 
purchasingpower bas diminished and ruining the national industries ... Effectively I can see that 
the shops are very well supplied and that prices are not so scandalously high as in the past ... 
The US products arenot theonly ones, ChineseandJapanese goods have theirpart of the market, 
But most of the prices are similar to the American prices in the popular stores: shirts starts at 
56 Q, a tailored dress at 80 Q, a not too bad pair of shoes 100 Q, chlcken starts at 7 Q a pound 
and mince meat from 7 to l l Q a pound. The steak (very 
tough) l lQapound,abeercanbe2,50Qinthesupennarket ~ ,-- ' 
but 3.50 to 5 Q in the restaurant. Transport is very cheap • a~ 
(subsidised by the state): 40 centavos in the capital, 2,50 Q 
from Guatemala City to Antigua. 

Don 't forget that besides the low wages, there is 
unemployment and underemployement. I don't have the 
figures but they are high ... AH youths have a lot of diffi.culties 
to survive, wandering around the markets, the buses, selling 
shoestring or chewing gum ... To sum up, for the poor: bad 
accomodation, a minimum of clothes and poor food ... 
beans, tortillas with onions, avocados ... And the ''mush' ', 
a kind of light porridge of oats or 'l 'atole', a kind of clear soup made with corn, ail that with 
sugar. Meat and milk are a luxury. I saw that the population practically don't eat fresh 
vegetables. 

Choiera bas actually caused about a hundred of deaths (lfl am not wrong). It is a disease 
linked to poverty, affecting mainly the rural sones where now and then the river water is used 
for everything. No cholera in Antigua where the water is pure and the reputation is of great 
importance for tourism. 

Ecology 
The first tanker delivering unlead petrol came to Guatemela Iast year, but it was the only one ... 
I havefound the same foui smell as previouslyin Guatemala City where hundreds ofbuses spread 
clouds of black smoke. On 4th Avenue where there is un uninterrupted stream of buses, the 
people - shop keepers, office workers, restaurant workers- work with doors and windows open 
and breathe this poison all day long. 

More important is the problem of deforestation. A page in Prensa Libra ( l l/6/92) with 
the title Destruction de nuestro ambiente says that 30 years ago the forest covered 80% of the 
country ... now it covers only 25% and in 20 years everything will have disappeared, bringing 
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for more than 30 years, most of these civilians being squeezed between the two waring camps, 
each burnt coach aggravating their difficulties. The govemment declarations about the 
weakening of a more and more internationally isolated guerilla correspond more or Jess to the 
reality.MilitaiypeoplethinkthattheGuatemalanweaponequipmentcomesftomthedisbanded 
Salvadorian guerilla, but this assertion bas to be proved. The same source estimated that the 
guerilla numberes only between 800 to 1,000 fighters. 

In these conditions the army can impose its conditions. In an interview, the general 
mister of defenœ and 'el titular de Gobernacion' (?) have off'ered the guerilla an amnesty (still 
to define) and the possibility to be transfonned in a political party when it bas surrendered aU 
its weapons without conditions. The Union Revolucionaria National Guatemalteca (UNRG) 
bas considered these proposais as ridiculous ... (Siglo Veintiunq, 22/6/92) but it can 't hope for 
better ones ... the situation is far more worse for the guerilla than in Salvador or in Nicaragua 
where a fragile compromise bas been settled. It is evident anyway that in a poor and small 
country, the guerilla is still a problem, obliging the constant use of the military forces in 
conjonction with the police: the anny protect the banks, the department stores, the buses, ... the 
cars on the roads, etc ... 

Standard of living 
It is impossible to give acurate figures, to try some comparisons. Sorne wages taken ftom the 
papers: a bus or lony driver from 500 to 700 Q a month (50 to 70 I,-100 to 120 $), anaccountant 
from500to 700 Q, a cookfrom 400 to 700 Q(sometirnes gettingthefoodandanaccomodation), 
an office messenger from 325 Q up to 500 (if he owns a motorbike), a secretary ftom 500 up 
to 700Q (if she isveryskilled), A typographercaneam 20Qaday (2 f,or 1.50 $) butahairdresser 
canget700monthly(plustips),awaitress475Q.Theawardforexploitationcangotosomebody 
offering 300 Qtoa youngableto washand ironallowedonly torest on Sunday. Thesameyoung 
woman could get up to 700 Q a week if she work in a massage parlour ... According to the law 
the workers can get a yearly bonus and the working week is fixed to 44 hours, but parctically 
most of the workers work six days a week. I could not find infonnation about the very skilled 
jobs: electricians, engineers, technicians, etc ... A salesman very skilled (in mechanics for 
instance) can eam 1,000 Q plus commissions a month. An accountancy degree or a totally 
bilingual secretaJy means a very good level refering to the level of education in this country. 
MyAmericaninfonnertoldmethat2,000Q(200/300$)amonthforacouplecanbeconsidered 
as a very good income in Guatemala 

Prices 
Ali my infonners agree that the accomodation problem was very important in Guatemala; in 
the capitol town, the foreigners can live as kings... some rents have to be paid in dollars; 
according to the off'ers in the papers no rent is below 250 Q ( 25 / 40 $ ) a month which is quite 
alotforpeopleeamingbetween400Qand600Qamonth,oftenwithalargefamily. Thesolution 
is found in pilung up people, often a whole family living in one room or sharingthe housewith 
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etc ... ). They only other possibilities remaining is tighter control of wages and public expenses 
for welfare. 

The unions havemaintained theirusual positions during the wholepreviousperiod, i.e. a verbal 
opposition the the government proposais, to corne back more recently to a position of dialogue 
expressing the will to arrive at a trilateral agreement (govemement, employers, unions). The 
proœss followed by the govemement is a very classical one in 'democracy ': the government 
unveils its proposais for an 'industrial pact' and present it in a way and in such tenns that it is 
unacceptable for the unions. Theo it drops some words in its proposais (the Jess important but 
the most provocative) and then the unions agree first to come to discuss and lastly to sign the 
agreement 

For example, the unions at first refused to discuss wage control; but at the beginning of July, 
they declared openly they were ready to meet the govemment on this question (of course to 
discuss thepace of the next wage rise ). The unions askedas a countenneasure a seriesof general 
measureson salarytaxaüon, promotion of employment, professional training, ail ofit measures 
characterised by their ambiguity. Even more, in this document of the unions (presented in 
common by CCOO and UG1) there was other measuœs presented as the 'reenforœment of 
negotiation' which actually means a reenforœment of the union role in thewhole of industrial 
relations and a guarantee to be present in the bodies managing unemployment benefits. 

One of the proposais from the employers needs to be closely examined: the proposai linking 
wagerisesto productivity increase. This measurewouldbeapplied individually foreach worker 
in such a way that the wage of a worker would be directly related to bis personal productivity 
level; a general agreement would fixa minimum wage for each sector, category, etc ... ( Seat 
Volkswagen already bas tried to impose this system in its Barcelona factory). It is in fact only 
another step forwards in the process of destruction of the working community build around the 
fordist organisation of work after the second world war. Presently the uniformity of wages and 
the negotiating procedure for wages raise are the last point of practical convergence of the 
workers' interestswhenexpressingclaims at thefactory level; these facts werethe mainelement 
of aggregation for the workers. I don 't know up to which point this disaggregation of the forms 
oïresistanœ linked tofordism willbringsomenewfonnsofresistancefrom the newproletariat 
We will have to look for new fonns of solidarity outside the traditional sphere of production, 
for instance in the sphere of the commodity concumption, where new identities are rising like 
style, rock music for instance, or mass sport events, fashion, etc ... These new forms of solidarity 
would include some more or Jess marginal facts conceming the balance of the commodity sale 
like crime, but essentially the fonns of resistance in several specific contlicts in developed 
capitalist society (squatters, desertion, etc ... ). We have perhaps to consider these new forms of 
solidarity as the problematic (contradictory) expression of the present phase of the capitalist 
system, as the expression of a decomposition of social life (parallel to the process of 
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deœmposition of the fonns of the fordist aggregation) and the expression ofa certain rise of 
the resistance of the exploited on new schemes. 

Finally I have to add endly that the discussion on the 'competetivity pact' develops in a context 
of a more and more repressive policy from the government The minister of labour bas just 
published a project to limit the right to strike. If the unions disagree, the project will become 
lawwithouta parliamentary debate bythe meansof a decret. The Spanish Home Office hasjust 
published the proposai of a law on 'citizens' security ' which on one band is written in a bizarre 
and obscure language not even correct in juridical terms and on the other band pushes aside 
some ftmdamental right included in the 1978 constitution. The pretext is to repress the drug 
traffic (new scapegoat) because the value of terrorism is somewhat reduced in the social 
imagi.nary - the police can operate where it wants and enter private homes without any 
pennission from a judge. It is in fact the extension of a previous law against terrorism. We can 
observe that the franquist law offered a better guarantee for the individual rights that this new 
proposai. As I said about the competetivity pact, after this polemics on the security law, the 
govemment will change some fonnulations and maintain the essential and morefundamental 
questions Iike the limitation of the freedom of speech, of demonstration and of meeting. 

C.G.V. 12/7/91 

1) On Spain, see a numbcr ofprevious Echanges issues (no. 64 for the 'cornpetetivity paet ') and for the post-fianquist 
periocl and the assernbly movement the book.Del 'antt-franquisme d l'apres franquisme - Jll11sions politiques et lutte 
de classe (From anti-fianquism to post-franquism- Political illusions and class struggle )(F.changes, 1980, by C. Brendel 
ancfH. Simon). Thefintsoc:ial pactœlledthe 'Moncloa Pact' wastheresuh ofa general c:omenstJ8 involvingall parties 
and unions in orderto modenûse œpitalism ina 'demoaatic' Spain. 
2) About this strike see Echanges no.SS and 61. 

ASTURIAS, REQUIEM TIME 

The following article was published in Etcetera no. 19. While dealing with a strike of Asturian miners 
at the end of'91, it also contains the same kind of geneml discussion as in the letter above. 

The mining villages of Asturia suddenly burst up on the TV screens during the Iast week of 
Deœmber 1991 with pictures of an apparent resurgence of industrial conflicts. General strike 
in the mining region, fights with the police and blockade of the main roads to the other parts 
of Spain, etc ... brought Asturias to the foreftont of the social problems. Why did the miners 
awake ? Was it a reaction of a whole industty against a 'Survival Plan' in which, with a good 
sense of humour, the Madrid govemment projected to end ail mining in this district. Were the 
miners again going to war as in 1934 or 1936, or even better as during the bard strikes against 
thedictatorshipinthe60'sand70's?Nobod.ywasleapingforjoy.Bigenthusiasticwordswere 
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change, la apertura politica, but it is a very narrow change ... The media are not completely 
controlledand cansometimes contain very hardcriticism ... the unions have benefitted from the 
new climate oftolerance, perhaps because a part of the anny is fed up ofbeing systemetically 
used to break the strikes and certainly to improve theirreputation internationally (to getforeign 
subsidies). They also think that the best way to discourage the guerilla is to give the unions a 
certain freedom of action. Finally, under Cerezo discussions with the guerilla dstarted. Now 
more details about some of these points. 

Unions 
The first unions werefounded in the 20's. Exœptduring a short period (Albenz govemement) 
they have always functioned in very difficult conditions, sometimes somewhat tolerated, 
sometimes violently repressed, The counter revolution in 1954 helped by the CIA completely 
destroyeda movement which had organised one tenth oftheworkforce. Presently they organise 
only 5% of the worlcers. Severa) union federations exist and the worlcers are now and then 
organised on a factory basis, now and then on a branch basis, but coalitions or agreements on 
a national level or even on a régional level are rare. The extent of unemployment and of 
precarious work, the low standard ofliving and the low level of education, the general political 
climate, -itisevidentthat theunionsworkwith teml>lehandicaps. Asa well infonned Canadian 
man told me: the life expectations of the union leaders are always very limited. Anyway the 
unions try to use the new political possibilities as well as possible and some sttikes burst up in 
June. The unions opposed the privatisation of the state companies, with the argument (among 
others) that they were a manoeuvre to break the unions and push the impoverishment process. 

Guatemala bas raûfied most of the international agreements on labour, and the present 
laws, though considered by the unions as inadequate, give the worlcers some not negligible 
guarantees IF theywere implemented. That is not at ail the situation, and after a 4 years inquiry 
the AFL-CIO asked the US Congress to apply to Guatemala the sanctions of the law for non 
respect of worlcers rights (these sanctions would consist of a change in the custom taxes). The 
Guatemalan press unanimously condemned the AFL-CIO, but the Guatemalan unions 
approved and once again condemned the maquiladora factories which are totally exempted of 
taxes, pay the lowest wages and don't utilise modem technology. 

Guerilla 
For three weeks, the papers mentioned some fights between the anny and the guerilla with 5 
or 6 dead. Here and there, the guerilla eut the electricity lines, bum a coach or destroy a road. 
Sometimees during the night, a village is invaded to keep a meeting and distnbute some 
literature. Nothing very dangerous for the government. For the 5 or 6 previous weeks some 
meetings of country people living in the highlands ask for the end of war and a peaceful solution, 
mainly asking that the guerilla stop war actions very damageable to ail the population. It is 
impossible to know what is the part of the 'special units' of the anny in these meetings, but it 
is evident that the majority of the population is fed up with a situation which bas been lasting 
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Inspection of Labour and of the Judges ... but it doesn 't work or works very badly ... the inquiry 
on the murder of an anthropologist made no progress in two years because one of the supposed 
murderers belongs to the 'security services' ... in this murder the victim had a family powerful 
enough to prevent the suppression of the affair. Army and security services are practically 
beyond reach, exœpt when one of their members of the lowest grades is involved in a crime. 

Killingisveryfrequentin Guatemala ... A full pageof Prensa Libre ( 6/11/92) descnbing 
all the horrors happening in this country, reveals that the rate ofkilling is fourtiines that ofUS, 
Chile, Argentine or Nicaragua ... Perhaps there is some exaggeration in that. But it is true 
anyway thatfor a country of9 millions inhabitants, thedaily list ofkilled people is rather long ... 
even if we dont 't count the criminal orpassional murders, we can read that family members or 
individuals have their throat eut with the machete without appearent reasons... even the 
members of the ruling class don't escape assassination and nobody, note that, accuses the 
• guerilla'. During my almost three weeks stay I could recapitulate the following assassinations 
among 'top people' of the country: 

1) A political leader, wellknown and estimated banker, killed by heavy gunfire when 
leaving bis helicopter in Peten in the north of the country. 2) A colonel, one of the hopes of the 
army, killed with bis driver on the road, 3) The president of the 'Industrial Trade Chamber' 
machine-gunned on the road - he survived. 4) An anthropologist strangled in bis residence. 
5) A colonel, fonnerdirectorof civil aviation, killed in the capital. 6) AjudgekilledatRutlhuleu. 
7) A TV joumalist, criticising the regime a little, survived though severely wounded. 8) Not to 
forget the president of the conference ofbishops of Guatemala killed in bis car and ejected on 
the road, after having tried in vain to invoke bis position as servant of God. 

It is evident that there is some trouble among the ruling class. After all, according to a 
killer, a pistolero can be bired for 1,000 $ and certainly less if people to be killed are without 
importance (peasants, union organisers). In a certain way, an quick method to clearthe way for 
a promotion. 

The ruling class 
appears divided on a lot of 
questions... Serrano (the 
sucœssor of Cerezo) vetoed 
some measures proposed by 
the parliament... The coffee 
industry has quite a lot of 
problems and the capitalist 
milieus explain that 100,000 
countin Guatemala ... theothers 
can only work and shot their 
mouth, in their own interest. 

Itistruethatthe Cerezo 
govemment bas meant a light 
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not there. There was a large gap between 
on one band the overwhelming 
propanganda flowing from the media 
(newspapers, radio, TV, etc ... ) and on the 
otherhandfromtheworkerstheemotional 
approach which burst up in violent 
reactions. This situation could not bide 
the deep distortion of the meaning of this 
conflidandthesolidaritywiththeminers. 
Neitherthecircumstances, northecontent 
ofthis fight or the conœmed 'subjects' IElll"I' r.u .. ......,_. rn,r , . .TI"'ill .,,;r1'°' . 
couldberelatedtoa 'gloriouspast '. On ........... ~ .- .. w.:11 -~ ~: \1 

the contrary everything indicated that we were seeing the last phase of a model of social 
intervention of the workers led by the unions . 

LOCKING fflEMSELVES UP IN THE MINE: 
PROTECTING THE IMAGE AND THE POSfflONSGF UNION POWER 

The strength of the mobilisation in Deœmber led CCOO and UGT leaders to Iock themselves 
up deep into the Barredo pitin the Rio Caudal valleynearthe city Mieres. It was actually a great 
surprise to see top union leaders dressed as miners and followed by a crowd going down into 
thepit at300m depth toobligethe govemmenttochangethe 'survival plan'. The situation must 
have been very serious to make the provincial union leaders to put on the miners cloths they had 
thrown away ages ago and in doing so start this spectacular action. 

But if the situation was serious, it was so firstly for the unions and the people who lead 
them. This situation was the same in other European countries; the unions being pushed into 
a growing marginalisation in their abilityto manage the labour force. The new organisation of 
work, the new technology of automation, the precariousness, etc ... have transformed the 
universe of work relationsbip in such a way that there is no spaœ for the intervention of the 
unions. 

In Asturias, the closure of the pits belonging to the public national society Hunosa 
(foreseen for 2002) will mean for the unions the loss ofone of the fortresses oftheirnegotiating 
power and of the political intervention of the union bureaucracy. The mining industry was in 
fact the industrial branch where the rate of unionisation was the highest (90 %) and where the 
union tradition was deeply rooted (the CCOO were bom at the La Camocha pit in the Asturias 
during the 60's). ThedisbandingofHunosa represents the loss of an essential instrument of the 
persona! power of Fernandez Villa, leader of the SOMA-UGT (UGT's miners union of 
Asturias), in relation to the PSOE apparatus in the Asturias. Hunosa means a lot to hirn, both 
in the use of union time, the distribution of financial advantages to his followers, and the control 
of the mayors of the mining villages' councils. Moœover, this sordid intriguer occupies a top 
function into the Madrid PSOE and is Felipe Gongalez 's right band in the inside war against 
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UGT general secretary Nicolas Redondo. The PSOE with this faithful ally can play the double 
gamein theseconflict situations in avery cleverway: though supportingthe governmentpolicy, 
he can release an apparent opposition in any sector of the party (the well known comedy 
opposing for instance Guerre and Solchaga). 

THE 'SURVIV AL PLAN' 
Hunosa (Huileras des Norte SA) was formed in the 60's when private capital was no longer 
interested in the Asturian mines. Private capital looked elsewhere for better profits because of 
the strength of the workers movement in the mines, of the obsoloscent equipment and of the 
growingdifficulties in the exploitation of the seams. The state had to nationalise the Iossmaking 
coal production into Hunosa (part oflNI, National lnstituteoflndusby}. Indoing sothefranquist 
govemement had it both ways: maintaining the mines preserved the social peaœ in a province 
where the sttuggles were disturbing the dictatorship and going ahead with coal production 
confonned with the policy of national energy independence. 

Duringthe60'sand the 70's, theminersfoughtconstandyfortheimprovementofwages 
and working conditions and the Hunosa deficit was equa1ly constant The PSOE-government 
implementedrestructuring foresawthecompleteliquidationoftheminingindustly. ThePSOE 
now pushes ahead the last phase of titis liquidation with some recently revealed projects of 
reconversion, TheEECdecisionsand the buyingofSouth Africancoal (fourtimescheaperthan 
Asturian coal) are definite arguments to legitimate the government's 'swvival plan'. This plan 
foreseestheprogres.gvereductionof employmentupto thecompleteclosweofHunosa in 2002. 
The plan hopes toeliminate 6.000 jobs with early retirement in thefirst year, 1992, i.e. one third 
of the 18.000 present Hunosa minets, The only consession is the Hunosa offer of25 million 
squaremetersofland(7billionspesetas,f.35 million)tobeusedforan 'industrialregeneration' 
of the mining district 

The unions âgree with the arguments on the decrease in the coalmines profitability and 
consequently the disbanding of the Hunosa. They only demand that the 'survival plan' shall 
includemeasures to buildaltemative new industries and jobs, i.e. measures which wil1 maintain 
their ability to negotiate and the mediating function of the union leadership in the new relations 
of work after the disbanding ofHunosa ... Anyway neither the government nor private capital 
are interestedatall: the market lawsdefended bytheunions during the transition todemocracy 
mean that ail investments have to be forgotten in a country like Asturias whose geographical 
and economic situation do not offer an opportunity to make profits. 

OBSOLOSCENTASTURIAS 
The miningcrises, asother previouscrisis forexample in the shipyards (Gijon 1983 ), isanother 
episodein the proœssofthecrumblingofthe regional Asturianeconomy. The mining industJy 
was the main activity bringing social and economic life to the 9 mining villages of Asturias 
(300.000 inhabitants, one third of the district population). Asturias have to afford the 
consequenœ ofhavingbeen a model of industrial development supportedbythe State, a model 
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had to be secured. Printing material was difficult to obtain. Already having to contend wùh the various 
French and German police, intemationalists f eared the Stalinists and were suspicious of the 
Resistance ... But the existing material conditions do not explain eve,ything, and are themselves port/y 
a rejlection of political isolation. The intemationalists were total/y in opposition to the various 
ideologies which claimed the allegiance of those French people who had not already taken refuge in 
passivity or opportunism. Intemattonalists cortld on/y endure, bear testimony and worlcfor the future. 

GUATEMALA 
DEMOCRACY AND VIOLENCE 

LE'ITER FROM AN AMERICAN COMRADE 

In the previous Echanges we prtblished an eyewitness account from Guatemala by an American 
comrade. Some more material by her and from other sources will fol/ow in another issue. In the 
meantime we publish below a translation from French of a letter from another American comrade, 
written in July '9 2 after a visit to Guatemala the month before, giving some updates on the situation 
compared with the article in the fast issue which was rather old. 

Here I don 't give adviœs for a travel there, even if I am ready to do it if somebody needs it. .. 
and not at ail a summing up of the history of this country ... there exists quite a lot ofliterature 
on the subject .. but only my observations from my last trip in June. I went there in 81, 82 and 
88 also. 9()0/o of the following notes are based on reading the local press, on what I could guess 
and on some dicussions with the hotel keeper and with a couple working for an international 
agency. I will tty to make a distinction between the facts, what I feel or suppose. Note that 
presently 1 dollar equals 5 Quetzales. 

Democracy and violence 
The election of Cerezo to presidency in 1986 had given rise to high expectations after years of 
a brutal military répression which completely devastated several provinces and provoked the 
exodusoftensofthousandsoflndianstoMexicowheretheystilllive.Thesehopesweredeceived 
and the anny is still powerful behind the light veil of civil authority. Anyway some things has 
changeda little ... lndividual killings have replacedmasskillings, though thearmy still kill qui te 
a lot in theindianvillages. In 198~ in ninemonths, American Watchcouldcount621 politically 
motivated murders. The democratic mechanism is there: a 'Hurnan Rights Office', an 
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protected and extended its power. .• The warand post-war periods proved that the bureaucratic society 
was not a freak occurrence limited to Russia. Bureaucratie societies exist over ha{f of Europe and 
elsewhere in the world, providing the Trotskyists with other specimens of worlœrs 'state« bom distorted 
ordeformed. This is the most important event of the centu,y, the irrefutable proofthat the elimination 
of private capitalism without a democratic organization of society engenders new forms of domination 
and exploitation. 

This short histo,y of the ultra-left ts not an g posteriori justification, but nonetheless some 
misconceptions should be dispelled. 

While not contesting the imperialist character of the war, some people have accuseâ the 
intemationallsts of having given indirect help to the Nazis by not sabordinating everything to the 
necessityof theanti-fascistfight. This isa most serious quution, and thecomplexity ofthe problem was 
revealed in various discussions which took place before the war ... 

The swift German victo,y in France brought a partial answer to these questioos for the 
intemationalists. In the measure that the French bourgeoisie, with enm,gh duplicity to safeguarrl its 
future, stood behind the Nazis, thefightagainst Vichy and the Nazis became the samefight. But thewar · 
continued, and left intact the problem of dealing with the resistance. 

The ultra-/eft and the Trotskyistsmaintainedtheircomplete independence andfought Vichy and 
the Nazis within the f ramework of their respective global perspectives. The ultra-ledft was on/y a grain 
of sand in the tempest and could on/y assign itse{f modest tasks. Despite its weakness, it deemed 
necessary the maintenance of its organizations in orrlertosafeguarrl and deve/op the theory, to regroup 
the militants and to denounce the lies and illusions spread by the various imperialists. The ultra-left 
stoodfor the defense of pro/etarian interests against French and German capital, advocated sabotage 
of the nazi war ejforl and resistance to germon and Vichy legislation. Although the German soldiers 
f ought brave/y indeed, they were not ail Nazis. Thousands of deserter:s were executed. The limited but 
effective work of the Trotskyists among German soldiers proved they were not impervious to 
propagandg. This was an anti-nazi attitude but on a class ground, without any concession to the class 
collaboration and chauvmism of the Stolinists and de Gaulltsts. 

· Some well-meaning people have suggested that the ultra-left, and also the trotskyists, shou/d 
have infiltrated the Résistance in order to influence it. The weokness of the ultra-left precluded any 
diversion of its militants. More numerous. the Trotskyists final/y chose to concentra te their militants 
in the factories. But the basic objection is a po/itica/ one. Even with the best intentions, clandestine 
activity is not conducive to /engthy debate and democratic process beyond the phase of small-room 
discussions. The Resistance was not a po/itical forum. In order to be known and respected, within a 
necessarily small number of people, an infiltrator would have had to obey orders and pe,form tasks 
assigned to him - in other words; to be /ost to his own organization and ideas ... Trotskyists gained 
influence and respect in some factories, but as the most militant and best trade uniomsts. When they 
unfurled their flag, the worlcers did not jlock. .. 

At the end of the war ... the three ultra-left groups injluenced perhaps a /ew hundred people ... 
the conditions had been difficult; most militants were in various degrees of jeopardy (as Jews, 
foreigners, forced-labor dodgers, jai/ escapees, etc) ... money, fa/se papers, food tickets, safe housing 
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which bas to disappear according to the dominant neo-hberal docttine of the Madrid 
govemment and of the EEC. Some other lossmaking public sectors (like Ensidesa - steel 
indusùy) will have to suppress senne 5.000 jobs out of 14.500, in addition to the effix:t on a 
number of subsidiaries. 

Agriculture, the other big economic sector of the region (16,3% of the wodœrs) is not 
in a better condition The local production and the technical condition of land exploitation 
explain the gap between the rentability in Asturias and the EEC. Aa:ording to the previsions 
this sector will have to get rid ofbetween 15000 and 20000 jobs in the coming years. 

Asturias is a remote and particular region compared with the other more dynamic 
economic areas of the Peninsula Mountains make communications diflicult with the South 
(Castilla) and the infrastructural problems still existin the communications with the otherparts 
of the north Cantabrica (GaliciaandBasqueCountiy). As Asturias bas a labour force strongly 
organised with a tradition of struggleforthe defenœ of its interests, it is easy to understand why 
European or Japanese investors are not attracted. 

Asturias, contraryto theother parts of Spain, have no local bourgeoisiewhose interests 
could bring them to a coalition with other classes to stop the decline of the regional economy. 
Lowandmiddle bourgeoisie have neithertheability northemeans to confronta situation which 
puts into question their own stability as a social group and the so-called high bourgeoisie 
traditionally bas looked for investments outside the region with a prospect of more distant but 
larger profits. 

fflE LAST BATI'LES OF THE OLD WORKERS MOVEMENT 
The violence of the fights between thedemontrators and thepoliœ, localised in onlyone valley 
andaroundthetownofMieres,issimilartowhatwehaveseeninotherprocessesofrestructuring 
(shipyards for instance) and is the expression of a vveakness as well as of an offensive potential 
of struggle. The ability of the successive PSOE govemments to implement the capitalist 
restructurisation in Spain was mainly due to their posS1bility to localise the mobilisations of 
resistance following a graduai calendar avoiding a general mobilisation at the same time in 
different sectors. 

Unions on their side supported the govemement, maintaining a strict control of the 
workers (being ableto stopvarious autonomous tendencies), signing social pacts or agreements 
for social peaœ and calling on the workers to ac:œpt the "neœssary sacrifices for the rescue of 
the national eoonomy ''; in other words guaranteeing social peaœ. Furthermore the present 
situation is only the consequenœ of the processes started with the Moncloa Pact which lasted 
till the 80's, with the so-called industrial reconversion (textile, Sagonte, shipyards, etc ... ). 

Consideringthewholesituation, theunionswereapparentlyinasituationallowingthem 
to repare theirpast errors and to fonn an interunioncommittee for the struggle. But considering 
their most reœnt positions we don 't have to hesitate on the present rote of the unions. How to 
explain the sudden radicalisation of the SOMA-UGT considering that this union did not even 
call for the general strike of October 23 and that Fernando Villa advised the socialist mayors 
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oftheminingtownsnottofollowthiscall?Whydidtheunionscallforaunitariandemonstration 
against the Bilbao deindustrialisation (Deœmber 1st) and then tried to avoid the building of a 
common front against the restructurisation (exactly what they bave done for the past decade )? 
Whydidtheunions leaderswaitto launcha general mobilisation in the minesuntil the moment 
whentheyknewthatthegovemmentwasabouttoapprovetherestructuringplan,knowingwell 
that in sucb circumstanees nothing would happen? 

Perhaps it was only agame considering the future of the union organisation faœd with 
theprogressivedisparitionofitssocialbasis(inthiscase,theminingindustJy).Ofcourseitwas 
naïve to believe that the govemment would soften its position and change the plan conceming 
Hunosa: the old union leaders isolated behind their barriers œrtainly didn 't believe this. Why 
then this showwith going down into the mine and draw the workers into a desperate and last 
minute action? Only to try to save their face and to maintain their members by giving them the 
impression that they have fought togetherwith the miners as in the 'goodold time', 

INTERNALISING THE LOGIC OF THE MARKET 
Theevolutionoftheconflictbringtolightthemoreandmoreambiguouscharacteroftheunions' 
claims. In realitythey didn 't oppose the 'swvival plan' which aims to liquidate Hunosa, except, 
lacing other alternatives, trying to maintain in the valley the level of employment and so 
maintaining their union strength. The union ideology tried for so many years to convinœ the 
workers of the benefits of the market economy, that the workers now start to question the logic 
of the market economy and to develop different ideas about the need to eliminate the public 
enterprises either through their liquidation or their selling to transnational capital. 

The effect of the demagogy ofthe govemment is efl'ectively supported by the taxpayers 
wbo don 't want to support Asturian miners presented as absenteeist, undisciplined, bigb cost 
workers. Wbich 'serious' workercould reject such anargument?Of course, nobodytalks about 
the selling ofEnasa to Fiat, of the Sevi lie TGV (only understandable as a compromise between 
the PSOE apparatus and Siemens and Alsthom), the Sevilla exhibition, etc ... or the buying of 
votesforthe PSOE with the Plan for the rural employmentin Andalusia. Yet, duringthe miners 
conflict, the only option pushed by the unions was to beg for investments. Those looking for an 
objectiveallianœbetweencapitalandtradeunionismcouldfindagoodexamplehere. Theresult 
is that in the present conditions of the exploitation of the labour force and of the growing 
precariousness, capital is able to manage without the mediation and the control of the working 
elass which were usually performed by the unions. 

When we know that since the Moncloa Pact the technocrates govem the country, the 
unionbureaucraciesonlytrytopreservewhatremainsoftheirpower. Iftheytriedtousetherank 
and file workers, other had the upper band, as always. The govemment could even gives its 
approva1 to the 'survival plan' white the union bureaucrats were at the bottom of the pit lt was 
notatalladisplayofforcesaswiththeMoncloaPact,butthetotalignoranceofaproblemwhich 
doesn'tgivenotiœableconsequencesforthesmoothproœssofthesocialistmanagementofthe 
restructurisation 
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.. 

to the worlcers o/theworld tobreak theirchains and/orm the international republic of theworkers 'and 
soldiers' cormcils ••• and 'Fraternisation Proletarienne' and other leajlets and theoretical texts ... 
Contacts arè initiated with German soldiers and liaisons established with the French revolutionary 
underground. Although well seasoned in clandestine activity, the RKD is not immune to repression: ... 
Karl Fischer, arrested in 1944, survives Buchenwald, butis laterkidnapped by Rt,ssian police inAustria 
(in 1947) and spends 8 years in Siberia ... ln Aug11st 1944 during the liberation of Paris, the RKD and 
the French CR/or thefirst and fast time paly arole in a genuine working class movement: CR militants 
head the strike committee at the big Rena11lt plant ... 

Independentlyo/ any political assessment, the astonishing laboraccomplished by this handfal 
of Austrian and German militants of the RKD, underdifficult and dangerous conditions; commands 
respect. 

The Groupe Revolutionnaire Proletarien - Union des Communistes Internationalistes 
(GRP-UCI). 

At the end o/ 1941 isolateâ militants of various backgrotmds meet to renew old contacts and ... 
the formation of a new group. A broad agreement ts reached conceming the imperialist nature of the 
war and on the de.finition of Russia as a state capitalist system. The members corne from Trotskyist, 
anarr:hist and various German opposition groups, and represent many nationalities ... 

... in 1946 the evo/ution of the group towards the position o/the Workers 'Councils Communists 
appears clearly .. .,'ffier the liberation of Paris, limited organizing amongst the socialist yo,,th brings 
new blood ... and ... new contacts. But the GRP-UC/ - it happens olso to other organizations - is ill 
prepared toassimilate thesenewpeople, whoare do11btlessmotivated bya healthy reaction against class 
co/labamtion, btawhoare inexperienced politica/ly and prone to be easilydiscouroged by the rarefied 
atmosphere of the gro,,p and its Jack of possibility of expression. Some members q11it the group, some 
of theforeigners leave France ... The group ... ceases to function in 1947. It hasfalfilled a 11Seful role 
during the·war ... 

Conclusions. 
This studyattempts to explain onlythe historical background and the actions of the three groups 

which took an unequivocal attitude during the war: The RKD-CR. the GRP-UC/ and the /CL. As they 
were not tonnented, as were Trots/cyists, by the problems of strategy and tactics caused by the 
participation of the USSR in the conjlicts, they differed finie in their analysis of the war. It is now 
irrelevant to knowwhether theRKD orGRP assessed correctlyornot the Italian situation, or to rehash 
oid arguments on perennia/ theoretical problems. mention of the anarr:hist cummt was deemed 
necessa,y, bath to emphasize the collapse of the movement and to recognize the efforts of the militants 
who tried at least to pick up the threads. 

With many nuances, the three groups were most optimistic - as were the Trotskyists - as to the 
revolutiona,y potential of the conjlict. Their hopes were mercilessly C111Shed: the feeb/e attempts here 
and there al autonomous working class actions prompt/y vanished with the restoration; aided by 
Stalinists and refonnists, of state power. 

The ultra-left analysis of the USSR was confinned while the Trotskyista' overlabored analysis 
cn1mbled The bureaucracydid not succumb to capitalist pressure nor to a proletarian revolution. It 
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causes the col/apse of the gro,tp which, in its best period, had certain/y no more than 40 members. 
Davoust (Cha:#) is arrested, then deported. Hewill surviveSachenhausen andwill resume his activities 
in the vanguard, but UC will not be reconstituted. 

The Socialist Left and the PSOP. 
The International Communist Left. 
... In Italy, the Bordiguists refuse the United Front with the socialists Later they oppose the 

mergerwith the socialists ... The advent off ascismdoes notmodify the attitude fascism and democracy 
are only different masks of bourgeois power, to which one can only oppose the dictatorship of the 
proletariat ... After their defeat in 1926 the Bordigrtists official/y fonn the Left Fraction of the Italian 
Communist Party in Pantin, France. In 1935 this organization evolved into the Italian Fraction of the 
Intemational Communist Lefl ... At a very early stage of the Spanish civil mir, the Fraction deflned its 
position: the Spanish prolétariat has been rmable to fonn its c/ass party, has not established ils 
dictatorship, and in the name of the antifascist st,ugg/e, has left bourgeois power intact. The war is 
imperialist and the ... !CL appeal to ail workers to desert the fronts, to fratemize and to transfonn the 
war into a civil war against capital. 

Union Communiste, the Revolution Proletarienne and some anarchists are we/1 mM'.lre of the 
counter-revolutionmyroleoftheStalinists, which wi/1 culminate in the persecution of the revo/utionaries 
and attacks against the co/lectivizations. They criticize, sometimes severely, what they consider the 
capitulations of the POUM andCNT-F Al, but theydo notfollow theBordiguistswho, according to them, 
mechanically apply to Spain slogans inherited from the first world war. The Bordigr1ists are not 
unanimious on this question ... 

... the Bordigr1ists have no hésitation when the second World War begins. This is another 
imperialist mir which should be transformed into a civil war against al/ bourgeoisies ... In Marseilles 
a sma/1 group ofltalian Bordigrtists andyoung French recruits ... form the French Fraction of the !CL ... 

In 1945 ... the bordiguists hold a conf erence in Turin [and fonn J the International Communist 
Party ... Althmtgh the Italians cannot provide any material help, the French Fraction acquires some 
prestige and a new vitality. Among others who adhere to the Fraction are veterans of the ex-Union 
Communiste, such as Davoust (Cha:#) and Lasterade ... The fraction publishes L 'Internationaliste and 
contacts are established with severalfactories, notably in Renault, wherefraction members play arole 
in the 1948 strike. These efforts produce f ew results and the theoretical problems resutface: In 1950 the 
majorityof the French members consider that Bordiguism isf ossilized andjoin Socialisme où Barbarie. 

The German and French Revolutionary Communlsts: RKD and CR. 
The group known during the mir as Revolutionâren Kommunisten Deutsch/ands is original/y 

part of the Austrian Trotskyist movement and is recognised in 1938 as the Austrian section ... Driven 
into exile by the repression it rapidly enters into conflictwith the Trotskyist movement and ils de/egates 
vote against the official proclamation of the 4th Intemationa/ in 19 38 They advocate revolutionary 
defeatism in ail countries ... In 1941... breaks cnmy from Trotskyism defines the USSR as state 
capitalist and categorically opposes its def ense ... 

A.fier the French collapse the RKD settles in Southern France and displays a remarkable 
acttvity, regularly publishing 'RK Bulletin· ... , 'Spartakus •• thefirst issue of which contains an appeal 
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The govenunent could impose on the unions exactly what bas happened in other 
countries, for instance in the English minersstrike, because the new fonns ofworlc organisation 
and the worlc relations introduœd with union help during the democratic transition had 
destabilised the worlcers movement and in consequence weakened its ability to answer the 
agressions of capital. 

There is only oneexplanation towhy the socialist governmentso easily could implement 
itspolicy ofindustrial liquidation and crumblingoftheproletarianconquestsof thelastftanquist 
period: the decomposition of the worlcers movement, the 1~ of the vitality of union action, the 
pacification policy in the national interest sectors. lt is onlytoday, as the unions have made their 
worlcof undermininginside theworking class, that the socialistgovernmentis freeto implement 
the drastic economical recipes on a disarticulated, devitalised and demoralised working class. 

fflE RITUALISATION OF CONFLICTS 
After having spent twelvedays in the Barredo pit, on 4 Janwuy 1992 the unionists announced 
the end of their 'action'; they could only observe the complete indifference of the govemement 
which had given their approval to the 'smvival plan' during the last week ofDeœmber. And 
as could be foreseen, even without the reservations they had obtained on other occasions, but 
only a vague promise to start 'negotiations on another level' (govenunent - unions). 

Butindependentlyofthat, wecananalysetheintentionsoftheunion leaders in launching 
an action which - considering the results - maybe could be characterised as 'calculated 
inefliciency'. Foryears theactionsagainst the government policy (NATO, Deœmber '88, Gulf 
War, or more recentlythe October 23 general strike in Asturias) took each tiJne a more symbolic 
and marginal character in spite of the size of many of these mobili7.ations. 

Hundred of thousands manifested, on the sunny Sunday mornings, their sincere 
opposition against for example NATO or the Spanish participation to the Gulf War, but 
expressednothingbuttheir despiseof a part of the democraticallyelected leaders. TheDecember 
'88 general strike did not produce a result, not even that the unions were invited to the 
govemement offices where the plans about the wage policy are decided 

With thesecalls for general strikes, ritualised more or less like a controlled exercice, the 
unions have reached the limits of their possibilities. These limits are nothing else than the 
historical limits of the union tactic, completely bypassed by the recent evolution of the system 
Qf exploitation of the labour force through the restructurisation for the two last decades. 

Strike, mobilisation and continous sabotage are the weapons of worlcers' self defence. 
The use of these weapons, though being in accordance with trade union principles, have 
however been emptied of their content and converted into these rituals legitimising the 
negotiation between the union bureaucrats and the representatives of capital. The efliciency of 
a strike can be measured by its offensive character; e.g. its ability to paralyse the capital 
reproduction process, or if one prefers, its ability to break the cycle of the commodity froin the 
phase of production until the market 

The new organisation of the production process (dispersed fordism) is not only a 
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theoretical fonnalisation. It isa practical realitywhich, when it is still new, sees an intervention 
against the weakest links of the capitalist proeess, generally the traditionel branches, and 
condemning them to marginalisation or ruin. Such is the case for the coal mines and previously 
for the shipyards and the steel indusby. The union actions against restructurisation contnbuted 
to the isolation of the combativity in some very active but marginal sectors. In fact, the strike 
in a declining industrial branch like the mines cost 'practically nothing' to the enterprise 
(exactly what the indusby minister said to the mayors of the mining towns). 

The noise of such 'mobilisations' against the restructurisations (as in the mines 
presently) was ineffective because the union tactics were marginal, peripheral in the new 
productive order. Their function was precisely to stop the confluence of actions and their 
extension to the new essential œnters where profits areassured. Doingso, the unions transfonn 
these localised struggles in the marginal declining sectorsinto a problemof public orderfocused 
around these declining productive centers. 

The impotence of the union strikes pushed ahead the evolution towards the increasing 
institutionalisation of the fonns of struggle into the legal framework respecting the democratic 
order. And it is precisely that we can see in the new organisation of work and in the democratic 
totalitarism in liquidating the traditional fonns of intervention oftheworlcers movement, in the 
impotence of the workers expressed by the use of marginal and symbolic fonns of fight even 
if they take a violent and spectacular character (Reinosa, Euskalduna, Gijon, Cadiz). In these 
conditions mass action becomes a ritual like an exercice of collective frustration, without 
practical results considering the possibilities of pressure on the power. Ali this we can see in 
the mobifüations of the past years. 

THE CONSOLIDATION OF A MORAL VICTORY 
If we said that everything followed a manoeuvre of the union bureaucracies, it would be a 
simplification; and it would be the same if one believed that the autonomous miners action 
bypassed the union orders about a retum to the normal (what the mayors of the mining town 
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inspire them nor are they able to carry the movement farther. When the workers /ose some of their trust 
in the workers 'parties, they remain passive or follow the Right. They do not listen to the leftists ... 

One can divide the leftists into three categories: 1) The anarchists; 2) organizations issuing 
/rom the communist current: the Trotskyists, the International Communist Le.fi (borrliguists) and 
l 'Union Commrmiste; and 3) the Socialist Lefyt (PSOPJ ... The Borrliguists, with two new groups, the 
GRP-UCI and the RKD-CR, will maintain the intemationalist tradition againstall imperialism during 
the course of the war . 

The Anarchists . 
.. Ali tendencies compounded, theanarr:histshavea sizeableanddlspersed audience throughout 

France... The anarchist movement speaks with many voices, and on the m:ir question there are 
divergencies between ''integral pacifists ·' (peace at any cost) and the revolutionary pacifists, btu they 
share a refusai to parttcipaie in the coming m:ir ... When war breaks 011t ... the militantsfollow their own 
inclinations: some leave France, others obey the mobilization orders, and afew refase the draft and will 
spend years in military jails. France "at war for democracy "develops a vast repressive system whicl, 
Vichy and the Nazis will inherit and refine: some anarchists rejoin Stalinists andforeign antifascists 
in concentration camps ... 

... But one can look in vain for analysis of the sit11ation.for perspectives.for precise de.finition 
oftheattitudeof the movement in theavailableanarchist texts.from this lote perlot/ of thewar. ... lt seems 
di.fficult to assess objective/y the role of the anarchists ... 

ln short, some anarchists, willingly or not, remained quiet and waited for better times while 
keeping their hands clean; others behaved like isolated militants of othercurrents -without integrating 
within the Resistance, they did Resistance worlc and sometimes admirable worlc of solidarity. Not so 
numerous, it seems, are those who did integrate within the official résistance, but withm,t securing any 
persona/ bene.fit ... The worthy activities of Am, and his f ew friends does not obscure the collapse of the 
movement. lt is its heterogeneity, its Iock of cohesion and organization (deplored ad nauseam by many 
anarchists), its absense of perspectives which prevented it from acting during the war. 

The Trotskyists. 
L'Union Communiste. 
ln 1933 ... groups of communists and isolated militants ... a mini-regrouping gives birth to 

l'Union Communiste... with its organ L 'lntemationaliste. C~ exp/oins the importance of the 
theoretical tasks which confronted the nascent organization: ''Conceming the nature and the counter 
revolutionary role of the USSR, we were at least 10 years behind our Dutch comrades and those of the 
German Left. We were equally behind on the institutionalization and integration of the unions. Same 
situation-as to the role of the revolutiona,y party. We faced the problems. '' 

UC denounces the bureaucratie maneuvers of the Trotskyists and what it considers their 
political confusion: a shift /rom demogogic attitudes to ent,y into Social Democracy, overestimation 
of the revol11tiona,y possibilities, propagation of ill11sions among the working class conceming the 
potential revolutionary role of the SP and the CP, etc. UC denounces the Popular Front, which is 
considered the equivalent of the National Front. ln 1935 UC is against any defense of the USSR. 

The war, along with the concomitant mobilization and arrest or exodus of theforeign militants, 
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The Communist Oppositions. 
... Trotsky'sfriends cannotform a coherent opposition ... 1929 ... tlrere is a proliferation of 

opposition groups ... isolated. ... circa 1930 groups appearwhich denounce the USSR as state capitalist 
and Trotsky as a bureaucrat in exile. 

From 1934 to the war. 
Described as backwards, Maltlrusian, usurious, French capitalism has been hit by the world 

depression and the working class s,,ffersfrom m1ge cuts and unemployment . 
ln 1935 France and Russta signs a pact of défensive alliance the pact requires tire 

acquiescenoe of the working class toa policyof national defence ... The Popular Front-SP, CP, Radical 
Party and the rmions - is bom ... The working class is promised a shorler working week without loss of 
pay ... The war industry will be nationalised. ... 

This French "New Deal" does not imperial property rights nor impair tire frmctioning of 
capitalism, but the obtuse French Right will sabotage this last-ditch attempt attire modemisation of 
French capitalism ... The elections of 1936 give an impressive majority to tire Popular Front ..• 

... The working class is impatient. Strikes begin - spontaneously-around Paris, spread mpidly 
and become a gigantic tidal wave involving millions of workers, most of them not yet unionized. 
Provincial industrialists are horrified when tlreir ever-obedient workers raise the red flag over their 
factories and most often occi,py them ... Impervious to any appeal, the strikers threaten, in fact, tire 
fragileallianceofthePopular Front ... (the president) summonsdelegatesfromLaborand indusmolists. 
A general agreement on m1ge increases is reached, though many factories continue to strike for more. 
Feverishly ..• parliament enacts a series of social laws: ... collective bargaining 40 hourweek: .. paid 
vacations ... ail dependent upon the évacuation of the factories by the workers . 

ln 1937 the working class has already lost tire economic gains of 1936 . 
lt is worthwile to note that the same parliamem which in 1936 enacted tire new social laws ... 

will in 1940 consecrate Petin and bu,y the Third Republic ... 
ln 1936 theworkers • actions compelled the bourgeoisie to grontwithinafewdays more reforms 

than in the past half centu,y ... the facto,y sit-ins were an obvious breach of legality, but the workers 
stopped there, and remained within the limits defined by bath parties and unions... The workers 
appearently believed that f ascism could be defeated by abandoning the class struggle, through an 
alliance with the enlightened sections of the ruling class. 

lt is tempting to incrimina te the "rotten and treacherous leaders" of the workers • parties and 
maintain the pleasantfiction of a revolutionary wotking class with an historical mission but constant/y 
duped and betrayed by the freely accepted leadership ... The sad tnlth is that intemationalism ... were 
on/y skin-deep in tire working classes, except for a ve,y smal/ minority which we will here examine. 

The Revolutionaries from 1934 to the end of the war. 
The rallying of tire Stalinists to national def ense and tire class collaboration of tire Popular 

Front provoke angry reactions ... /rom the tendencies to the left of the traditional workers • parties ... 
Despite deep différences, they are able sometimes to join in uneasy common actions (participation in 
class-struggle groups in the unions, meetings against tire m1r. against tire Moscow trials and tire 
repression in Republican Spain) ... Although indivi<lually represented in the strikes, the leftists do not 
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told to the indusby minister). Anyway both cases would suppose that one could make the 
govemmentcanœl its plans. In the latter case the disobedience of union orders would not have 
meant a rupture, but a usual act of indiscipline similartowhat we can see regularly, forexample 
the absenteeism on the Mondays' moming shift. 

Theminers are conscious of what is happening to them. This feeling was implicit in the 
acœptance of the economical logic which would end the lossmaking coa1 production and the 
otherdeclining industti~ needing 'newinvesbnents in the Asturias'. Thecomplete impotence 
oftheworkersmovementappearshereinitsmostdramaticandskeletonfonn:whentheworlcers 
lose confidence in themselves they can only entrust their destiny to capital. 

Furthennore, the minersknewthattheywerenotcompletely abandoned: asa minimum 
thePSOE needstheirvotes, AsweseeinAndulusiawith thePER, the socialists inventanescape 
road with the help of the European Social Fund to cushion the discontent and recover thevotes 
of the miners. Anyway itis nota solution to theproblem, especiallynotfor the youth of thevalley 
who the plan dooms to emigration, but they are acx:ustomed to that for generations. Nothing of 
ail that represents a problem because frustration and defeatism have become deeply rooted 
feelings. 

The main problem is not to rescue Hunosa from its liquidation, but for the government 
technocrats and the regional union leaders to avoid a humiliation which could lead to a revoit 
from their faithful supporters in the mining valleys. The management of this problem by the 
socialist party is nota problem. They have the experience of 1 Oyearsofindusttial restructuring 
and only have to ensure thattheworkers will have theirdefeat 'with dignity', which means after 
having delivered a fight. The restructuring sttategy uses a principle of 'compensation' which 
adjusts between the practical victory of the government (executing the Plan) and the moral 
victory of the workers (not having fought in vain). 

The unions had to manage a struggle in such a way as to stop the workers' combativity 
against the repressive actions and at the sametime legitimatethe defeat with the feeling to have 
fought 'tothebitterend', Who, exœptforthe old miners, welcomed thisoddideaof the locking 
themselves up in the pit, the raised fists and the revolutionary symbols of another time? Even 
with our unconditional sympathy, why did the presence of ail these people outside the pit 
represent a pathetic picture? Because the gestures of the old workers movement only can bring 
about such feelings. 

To speak 'against' the workers always is a thankless task though in a certain way it is 
to speak against ourselves. Because of the self complacency we have displayed in such 
circumstanœs not to speak against "ourselves', we could appear pathetic, anachronistic and 
impotent. Because some courage is needed to drop prejudices and fears when we see the 
acœlerated disappearanceof ail references to the class struggle of the past. Though it is painful 
to speak against ourselves, it preventsus from repeatingthe gestures and adopting the anitudes 
(tracte unionist, électoral, ideological) which already have become no more than a poor 
caricature. 

lt is possible to conœal the doubts and the suspicion, it is possible to participate for 
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nothing else than the enthusiasm for the healthy revoit of the miners, to add our voice and to 
denounce the bad will and the treason of the worlcers' inteœsts by the Madrid govemment 
(perhaps we hope that, finally, it will do something else). Could we be silent on the truth on this 
total liquidation of the mining industry like that wlùch happened with the shipyards? To cheat 
ourselves once again, for one more day to live again the euphoria and to find the ideological 
failure which is still predicted by the managers of the best of ail the possible worlds? 

With all its complexity, the mobilization of the Asturian miners like ail the other 
conflicts in the restructurized sectors brings a special meaning about the limits of the practices 
of the present class struggle. The changes in the technical-organisational conditions of 
exploitation of the labour force involve a change inthe fonns of the resistance of the new 
proletarian condition. 

The fonns of the control and of the intervention on the market of thecapitalist economy 
(trade unionism) disappear with the liquidation of the traditional sectors wlùch were the 
conditions for the aggregation of the working class. If we are notable to recognise the clear 
elements of the new phase of the class struggle in conflicts like the Asturian miners conflict, 
to see in them ail the traditional elements (imprisoned for instance in the call for democratic 
values or for trade unionism), to evade from the lyrics of the defeat mixed with the liturgy of 
a symbolic solidarity, our conclusion will cany the same confusion: the last but one repetition 
of the same empty words about the crisis ofleftist thinking. 

C.V. 5/1/92 
In the middle of Janwuy 92 the unions, the Hunosa direction and the town councillors prepare 
to negociate again. The regional and the Madrid govemments are presenting sirnilar plans for 
thereindustrialisation of Asturiaswlùéh theunionsleadersconsider asa triumph oftheiraction, 
proclaiming they are ready to participate in these dlscussions. In fact the discussion is about a 
newversion oftheEECbudget for improving infrastructures and projectedinvestments; ail that 
always begins and ends on paper. When this struggle is over only one thing does not appear 
artificial: the action of a women collective of the mining valleys who reject ail promises of 
'negotiators' and attacked the union bureaucrats when they came out of the first negotiating 
session. 

C.V. 1/92 
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TIIlRD CAMP INTERNATIONALISTS 

IN FRANCE DURING 
WORLDWARII 

• 
This 20-page pamphlet was written at the end of the 80s for an American audience, but can with 
advantage be read also by others. Despite its title, fortunately it doesn 't deal only with the small ultraleft 
groups and their ideas during this war. As background to the subject, it also gives valuable information 
and comments from World War I onwards about these tendencies themselves, other 'socialist' groups 
and the general political and economic situation. It was not written as an apologetic and ideological 
account of the groups in question and is very honest in its account of the ultraleft groups, not atall hiding 
their weaknesses and rather unsignificant numerous strength, influence and importance. Neither was 
it written out of an academic concern, but for a political understanding of the past as well as the present. 
Alltogether, with yesterdays and todays capitalist society, its states, big' labour organisations', leftwing 
groups, its heavy propaganda, myths, 'popular fronts', 'anti-fascism', etc ... - this small pamphlet can 
help us in unmasking myths and illusions towards an intemationalist understanding today. 

Sorne copies of the pamphlet are available from Echanges for !l ,50. An abbreviated French 
version was published in Cahiers Leon Trotsky no. 39, dec. 89. Below we give the chapters of the 
pamphlet (in bold letters) as well as extracts from some of them - extracts which we think give a good 
indicationofthecontentsandanalysisofthe pamphlet, but notatall substituting forreading thecomplete 
text: 

The following pages describe ... the activities of the "Third Camp '' intemationalist nuclei in 
France during World War Il ... the Trotskyist groups had to be excludedfrom this study ... Trotskyists 
never ceased during the war to state proudly and loudly their support of the "degenerated workers ' 
state '' and to extol the deeds of its amry and its potentially revolutionary role. Be/ore, during and after 
thewarthe Trotskyists haveconstantlyoffered advice, suggestions, appeals fora unitedfront, promises 
of support, conditional or total, to the Russian nJling class... Within this ideological frame, ... the 
trotskyists remained on the terrain of class stnJggle duringfive years of constant and daring illegal 

·· activity. They have the grreat me rit ofhaving initiated a work of fratemimtion and propoganda among 
German soldiers: It is not our purpose to further deal here with the Trotskyists whose activities during 

· the war are now well documented ... Suffice it to say that the divergencies between the Trotskyists and 
the socalled ''ultra-Left '' were and remain unbridgeable, nonetheless. 

The Socialist Party. 
A party of teachers, public servants and small tradesmen rather than a proletarian party ... the 

eleftwing of bourgeois radicalism.; votes against the military credits but nobody doubts the 
willingness ... to fi,lfill, as in 1914, ils patriotic obligations when required. 

The Communist Party. 
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BUS STRIIŒ IN.MADRID 
Thefollowing isfrom a letter from aSpanish comradeabout theMarch-April '92 actions ofbusdrivers 
in Madrid. This strike was one of many in the Madrid p11blic transport (1,113 and metro) /rom the mid- 
70s. From the end of the 80s a Unionist Platfonn (Platafonna Sindical) lRlS staneâ among the bus 
drivers in opposition to the tmditional unions UGT and CCOO which dominated the enterprise 
committee. The UP slowly gained ground and in 19901ron an overwhelming majority in the enterprise 
committeeelections. lnMarch thatyearit calledforanallout strikeof drivers and otherpersonnelwhich 
paralyseJ traffic in Madrid. The 22 day strike was held in de.fiance of the enterprise committee, run by 
a strike committee, with a high degree of organising and decision through general assemblies, included 
demonstrations and occupation of the CCOO and UGT offices, and finally resulted in a number of 
claims being met. 

• 

In Febnmy 92, the bus drivers in Madrid started a wildcat strike - 
.. Le, not observing the ebligation to organise a minimum service as 

required by management (1) This strike was organised by the 
· Unionist Platfonn regrouping most of the 7,000 drivers. This 

organisation bas 36 of the 42 delegates to the enterprise committee - CCOO and UGT didn 't 
get any delegates at the last elections in 1990. The call fQ1 the strike found total support from 
the drivers. The result was total chaos and the almost impossibillity to travel through Madrid 
It was even more messy than usua1 because this strike at EMT (Council Transport Company) 
was organised to coïncide with a stoppages of a couple of days in the Madrid metro. (2) The 
quasi-oollapse of ail the car traffic and the delays to go to work for thousands of workers were 
of sucha size that it showed everybody that the drivers had the powerto strikewhere and when 
they knew it would be the most effective. 

The contlict in the tube ended but the bus drivers were still on strike. During the allout 
strike in Febnmy there was some attempts to break it with scabs protected by the police, but 
that was more a symbolicattemptconsideringthatavery limited numberofbuses were in order 
torun.Afterwardstheactioncontinuedbutwithadifferenttactic.FromthebeginningofMarch, 
thedriversdecidedtostrictlyfollowtherulesoftheminimumschedulesettledbymanagement 
This means 40% of the buses running on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. So the drivers 
could get some payment instead of the total loss of wages, but sti1l completely distwb the 
operationofthebusëompanywithnon-manageablecomplications. At thesametime, the drivers 
launcheda work to rule movement The UnionistPlatfonnagrœd toopen discussions on a new 
contract, which meant a withdrawal from the previous positions, because it dropped the 
conditions posed at first not to discuss until 27 sacked drivers were reinstated (3). The drivers 
have managed their struggle very cleverly and carefully. They succeeded to neutralise the press 
campaign pushed by the govemment in order to bring hostility from the population. Perhaps 
thestartingofthediscussionwasapoliûcalmanoeuvrefromthePlatfonntoshowthattheywere 
fleXtble and open to discussions. Since the beginning of the conflict, the drivers have protested 

,. 
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against the uncomprising attitude of the EMr managers, who they often (rightly) present as 
'franquists' (the conservative party - Partido Popular - controls the Madrid courtcil). 

The drivers' working conditions are difficult. They work 7 hour shifts. The calculated 
timeto drive a route and the breaks offered are so marginal that the drivers often have problems 
even to go for a pee. The average monthly wage is 120,000 pesetas (around $1000) and they 
are not at ail 'privilegied' workers. The PSOE and the media pretend to protect the 'rights of 
citi7.ens', and the conservatives also try to criminalise the strike action and demand a ruling 
abouttherightto strike. The 'left' ac:cusesthedriversoftheir lack of solidaritywithotherworkers 
and their right to arrive at work on time, for giving more arguments to the conservatives for the 
privatisation of municipal transport (the strikers are strongly opposed tothis privatisation), and 
to indirectly rei.nforœ the interests of the PSOE because of the unpopularity of the Partido 
PopuJarcontrollingtheMadrid municipal council. ( 4) lt isonœagain evident that when workers 
with a strong position in the production proœss start a powerful action to impose their claims, 
they find in front of them a common opposition of ail the so called 'democratic' forces. Such 
a situation is more and more dangerous for the precarious balance of the present socio 
economical relationships in the capitalist societies. 

This conflict is another example of the dynamics in the working class of the past years, 
with the spreading of numerous small struggles which are not spectacular but undermine the 
economy and the social peaceandat thesame tùneweakeningtheunion hegemony. The hours 
lost duringthe 1ast months becauseof such conflictuality become more and more important and 
the union role is more and more questioned through rank and file autonomous initiatives. The 
unions' weakeness and this deterioration of the industrial relations worsened the structural 
problems (deindustrialisation, loss of competetivity, etc ... ) ofSpanish industiy confronted with 
heavyEECpressure.Govemment,managersandunionsareconsciousofallthatltisthereason 
why the govequnent proposed a strike law, a proposition which will not be discussed with the 
unions which are advocating the 'self regulation' of strikes in the Italian way. (5) But, as a 
conservative MP recognized it, when social conflicts burst up, the unions are unable to impose 
the rule of the minimum service and toavoid the spreadingof rankandfilecommittees, wildcat 
strikes, etc .•. Hence the strike law. On the other band, the unions tiy to play another game in 
orderto avoid being completelypushed aside from theirtraditional mediating fonction. On this 
lastpoint, wehave to considerthefact thatif onone band the newproduction and management 
techniques question the union function in the factory, on the other bandit is not at ail evident 
that capital can completely remove all mediating or control fonn in the eventuality of social 
pressure or of conflictuality in the industrial relations. The present attitudes of the union 
bureaucracies mean an adaptation of this mediating function. In the govemmental milieu one 
thinks that the destruction of the workers movement is already accomplished and that 
considering the incapacity of the unions to control the workers, there is nothing else to do than 
todirectly repress the conflictualitypoles witha strike lawwhich will have to be more strict than 
the Italian strike law. 

C.V. 3/92 
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Obituary 
PIERRE LANNERET 

PierreLanneret (alias 'Camille'), in thebeginning ofhis seventies, diedendofMay 
1993inSanFrancisco.Hewasanoldmilitant:politicallyactivesocialistinFranœ 
already in the 30's, thereafter an active member of French bordigist groups, then 
of Socialisme ou Barbarie - and various Arnerican groups like the ISO and the 
shortlived group A World to Win in Califomia publishing the journal 'Now and 
After'. He worked as a printer in Paris, then in Canada where be enùgrated and 
stayed from the beginning to the end of the 50s, and then in San Francisco until 
bis retirement He was an active trade union militant and involved in many 
struggles. Pierre wrote numerous articles and a pamphlet on ''Third Camp 
InternationalistsinFranœduring WorldWar II'' .Hewasoneofthecorrespondents 
of I.C.O. (Information Correspondance Ouvrieres) and then of F.changes. He 
maintained contact with a wide variety of comrades, kept an open, critical and 
independent mind, and through discussions, exchange of material and 
correspondence be was one of many contnbuting to elaboration and clarification 
of themes and problems of common concem for many of us. 

(This issue of Echanges contains extracts ftom some of the last letters Pierre 
Lanneretsent-seethesectionsonGoodhyetotheunions?,GuatemalaandUS4). 

:ECHANGES 
A WORLD TO WIN 

P.O. Box 1587 

San Francisco, CA 94101 
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The following extracts from a correspondence some time ago between Echanges and SJNEWS gives 
some further explanations about the views of the people behind ADN and some critical remarks about 
Echanges: 

Letter to SINEWS: 
" ... There has been an ongoing discussion conceming Spain from Echanges no. 58 onwards ... In my 
opinion this is an important dsiscussion among other things about Spanish syndicalism and the role of 
unions and of syndicalism. It is nota discussion which has as its starting point adherence to or nostalgia 
about this or that organisation or political/ideological tendency. Our starting point is the (increasingly) 
autonomous action of the working class and trying to situate this in the context of and explaining it as 
a result of the developmenst and changes within capitalism and the productive process, the role of ( any) 
unions, and so on. 

RH 

Letter from SINEWS: 
'' .. .ldon'tthinkthatourapproachesaretoodifferent.Althoughl'msureyouwwouldn'tacceptthelabel, 
my impression is that Echanges is basically council communist, whereas I regard myself as syndicalist. 
By that I don't mean thatl ideolise the CNf, etc (far from it), but thatl think it is necessary to prepare 
for any quantum leaps on 'the path to socialism' by working under the present system. I would also say 
that it is possible to learn lessons from sorne of the ways in which workers organise under capitalism 
which can probably informa useful intervention in any future developments. It goes without saying that 
a dogmatic approach is out of the question, so while I appreciate the careful resean:h Echanges does on 
the evolution of objective factors and the class response to them, I think it's unfortunate that your 
rejection of vanguardism leadsyou to throwthe baby out with the bath water andavoid analysing on what 
basis those ofus who support workers' autonorny can usefully get involved. Even if our involvement has 
a minimal effectiveness, we might as well do something while we are on the same planet. I would also 
say that the idea of 'spontaneity' is often used to gloss over the inevitable fact that the person who is 
analysing the situation often doesn 't know in detail the histories that lead a group of people to take a 
certain course ofaction at a certain stage. For those involved events are seldom really spontaneous, and 
it adds nothing to our understanding to describe them as such. 

Having said ail that, I feel that the most important common ground between us is that we try to 
analysewhat is happening in specific examples ofclass struggle inan open minded way. Any differences 
are secondary compared to this. In that context l've enclosed a copy of the prelirninary draft of the 
pamphlet 'Beyond just mass assernblies' ... 

MP 
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Notes by Echanges 
(1) We would guessthat therequirementtonotifymanagement anumberof days before a strike is startedwas 

not followed and that the strike was illegal also for this reason. 
(2) 'The bus strike took place around the time of the nonnal comract negotiations. Similar negotiations were 

attempted delayed at themetro to avoid a simultaneous strikethere, but this failed becauseofthe lengthofthe busstrike. 
Thaewasalsoastrikeofpersonnelofthesuburbannilroads. Whenthemetroworkersenteredanalloutstriketheywere 
quickly offered a wage increase mtich was accepted by the unions utd the stnlœ ended. 

(3)Thesewere UPdelegatessackedasa reactionto1he illegalstrike.. Lateronly 8ofthesesackin~ weredeaned 
'legitimate' by a labour court. Anumber ofotherworkerswere alsodismissed duringthe actions. Thestrikewas called 
off at a mass meeting 7. April. 

( 4) As fàr as we know the strikewas to a large extem provoked by a proposai to reducethe subvention for the 
municipal transport - seen by workers as a step towards privatisation. In other cities some bus lines had a1ready been 
privatised. ln addition there was claüm conceming wage raises (3% more than the inflation). better holiday periods and 
better service for the users. The media campaign against the strikers was not successful One of the initiatives taken by 
the strikers in this respect was that their wifes, like in the strike in '90, more or less daily distnbuted leaflets in the living 
quarters utd markets. 
(S) See Echanges 65, p. 84. 

THE SITUATION OF AND CHANGES IN 
THE WORKING CLASS 

The following is a letter frorn a French comrade, cormnenting the Spanish comrade's letter above (the 
textsAnother letter /rom arcelona and On the autonomous movement in Spain and in general and the 
article Asturias, requiem time. We discussed some similar questions with the Spanish comrade earlier: 
see Echanges no. 54 and 56 ( discussion on the UK miners strilce) for one discussion, no.58 and 61 for 
another, and finally no. 63 and 64. 

The debate on the Coordinadora is interesting because this union off ers a perfect example - an 
exemplary case - of the unavoidable evolution of a struggle organisation practising direct ranlc 
and file democracy into a traditional union in which the bureaucratie development is the 
consequenceoftheveiyfunctionofregulationonthelabourmarlcet(eventhoughCoordinadora's 
existence was the result of the ranlc and file resistances against the ttansfonnation of these 
methods ofregulation). 

This discussion bas to be welcomed because the struggle movements for the last years, 
mainly in France and Italy, have seriously shaken the unionist milieu and brought about the 
building oforganisations which tryto become pennanentafter theperiod of struggle which had 
seen their creation, sorne of thern with the label of 'alternative unions'. 

· It would be interesting to write a pamphlet telling the whole story of the Coordinadora 
because in sorne countries ( especially in the UK) and in the libertarian papers a lot of illusions 
were spread on the possibilities to build 'democratic' unions in following the Coordinadora 
exarnple. 

We could examine this attempt with the arguments of your letter when you ask 
yourselvesto which extent we considerthepresent conflicts in the developed capitalist countries 
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with prejudicesand concepts inherited from thepastand no longer relevanttothepresent world 
Ithinkitisalwayslikethat,inthestrugglesthemselvesandinourmind.Toescapetheseconstant 
references to the past, we must analyse closely all the struggles in tJying to detect in them what 
is refering to the past and what is new. Such an analysis must concem the struggles in the old 
industries (like the Asturian miners strike for instance) as well as the struggles in the new 
modern industries (like the strike of the technicians in the air traffic control centers in France 
for instance - see Echanges 70/71 ). Inside a struggle in an old sector we can find new fonns of 
action (seefor instance the British miners strike 84-85); on the other band someapparently new 
fonns of struggle organisations (likejhe COBAS in Italy or the coordinating committees in 
France) borrowa lotfrom the oldunionformsof organisation. AnEchangescomradedeveloped 
sucha criticismabout thecoordinating committees, explainingtheanachronism of somefinalist 
view and of organisational models like the workers councils for instance. A similar view was 
developed in a more theoretical manner by the French group 'Theorie Communiste'. 

This last point could be linked to what is called 'the crisis of the Eastern Countries', 
which is often wrongly called the 'end of communism' If we compare with the western branch 
of capitalism, this menas the end of the social-democratic ideas of a po~tble management of 
the economical system with elected organisations more or less identified with the State, after 
its conquest either via the parliament or via a 'revolution'. This fading of the idea that an 
économie regulation of the present system could be perfonned by some kind of delegated 
organisations, not only concerns the crisis of confidence in such organisations (which involves 
what is called the 'crisis of poli tics') but the very idea that such a regulation could be possible. 

If I could agree with what you said on the weakness, even the disappearance, of the 
traditional structures of struggle and beyond that the 'disappearance of finalism' (though I will 
contesttheirprevious importance and therole they could have had in theclass struggle), I would 
disagree with what you write about 'the more and more advanced process of decomposition of 
the social fonn of the classical proletariat'. 
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labour movement which has been mentioned on some occasions in Echanges. Only this pamphlet has 
been published, and we are uncertain about if the address above is still valid. 

The pamphlet contains some articles discussing mass assemblies, rotating delegates, the right 
to recall, etc., an article on the Michelin factory and finally the complete versions of two letters fromLa 
Estiba partly reproduced in this issue of Echanges . 

According to the presentation ''The aim of the pamphlets in this series is to help reclaim 
democracyas an active principle bymaking availablesomepractical analysisoflarge scaleorganisations 
which encourage the fullest possible pmticipation by their ordinary members. This first pamphlet 
centers arowtd experiments which are happening in the Spanish state.'' It tries to give a certain number 
of advices on the way to settle and to maintain a ranlc and file democracy in a struggle organisation. The 
texts could be considered as contributions to a wider debate on unionism and unions: even if it doesn't 
deal directlywith the question of'altemative unions', it contains the same kind ofidea that a 'rank and 
file democracy' can be maintained not only in strike conunittees but also in a permanent worlcers 
organisation, through the strict observance of some elementary rules. In the pamphlet we find the usual 
referencestoSpanishorganisationsliketheCGT(ex-CNTRenovados)intheMichelinfactoryin Vitoria 
(Basque C01U1try) or to the Coordinadora, the national Spanish dockers organisation. These references 
are supposed to bring arguments on this 'direct democracy', on how 'to expand the role of the mass 
assemblies', etc. Thesereferencesarenot precisely thegoodones(ifthereare some ), because thepresent 
evolution ofthese 'democratic unions' bring perfect examples of the opposite: the impossibility to 
maintain the 'democratic rules' (ifthey have ever existed) in a permanent union-type organisation. The 
circumstances which brought about the fonnation of such an organisation, the statutes settled to 
guarantee a ranlc and filedemocracy againsta possible 'bureaucratic diversion', were useless to prevent 
a certain evolution: sooner or later the 'new' union will follow the model of the other official unions it 
hadfoughtatthe beginning ofitsexistence. Thisdoesn'thappen becausethe leaders will 'betray', follow 
a 'wrong way' or have made some 'mistakes; it will happen because of the fimction of a permanent 
organisation in the capitalist system which in the end doesn't allow any kind of organisation to be 
something else than an intermediary on the labour force market This function shapes the union and it 
also shapes the officiais of the union, and it is this constant pressure to perfonn such a fimction which 
destroys ail the barriers and rules established at first to prevent such an evolution ... 

Anotber question is not examined in the pamphlet but is posed indirectly. This question 
- the most important one - concerns the possibillty for a stniggle to be an autonomous struggle 
wben it appearently is controlled by non-democratic rules, i.e. witbout any democratic assembly, 
rotating delegates, etc. .. (rules supposed to be the recipe for democracy). Sucb a struggle can be 
'democratic' only by the eff'ect of its dynamic. On the otber band a 'democratic' struggle - 
according to the 'rules' - can be perfectly bureaucratie. The 'democracy' in a struggle is not at 
ail a matter ofa recipe. it is the struggle itselfand its dynamic which give tbis content. most of the 
time it is something else than words or writings, it is the action itself. 

HS 
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'LIQUIDATION' OF THE COORDINAOORA: 
ON A STATEMENT OF SOME BARCELONA 

DOCKERS'DELEGATES 

ASpanishcomrademadethefollowingremarksinconnection withsendingadeclaration (dated 
28/4/92) to the general assemoly of the Barœlona dockers by 6 rnembers of their delegates 
committee, in which they announœd their resignation: 

Withtlùsdeclarationour · · éoHUNICADO " u 11sAHBLBA à~1111Rl\L nz zsT1eADORBs PoRTu1.R1os 

comrades, members of the 
Bareelona dockers' committee Bn la reun16n del Comite de Deleqadoa del dia 21 de Abril, 

. ' al presentar por eacrito y defender nueatra op1n16n sobre las resigned, Theyhadopposedthe ültimas· actuaciones del comité en los buquea de fruta (escrito 
• que se adjuntal, un deleqado fué 1nsultado, provocado a qritos, dominant tendency of the amenazado violentamente y tirado de la ailla, ~': lo que sa v16 

• obligado a abandonar la reuni6n. La actuac',.t; ~., protavonizada bureaucrats and their secret principal11ente por Brnesto GUtierr•·.oe~• ... •• ' 88 deleqado 
• sindical, aleqando que en la ~or'.; .. •~~ 4 de Abril ae agreementswtththeportbosses. habia inaultado al deleqa~:··~ .• , • ,ecial• en el 

• barco de fruta, hecho,i,,!,•"!°.-s '° 10 el orden Y At the last electtons these e1 raspeto que c~,··· ,. ..- •• merece. no 
se aancion6 .; .. ,,, •• ,. -•~'' incidente Y comrades got 6 seats on the todaviJ'. ...... !,.,•"'" . , .... ,. ,. 1 compallero 
agrt 69"'"'~· •c"~· _.,i:c• tos hechos 

dockers' committee. But for viol ~~ ~ · ·. .. .. , 1e euoa. 

some months the situation had e ~··· 1 \.•c0 , ocurren become unbearable. They no 88 ...... / ,ncia 88 
recura b •. ~ 1e fal ta 

constant pressure from the •• 
leadership faction of the · :· )./7 
Coordinadora, includinga lot of ~ 
threaths aand even physical 
attacks, was so strong that they were practically obliged to leave ... 

In fact, the decomposition of the Coordinadora, i.e. of the coordination between the 
various ports, was more and more evident, and this now happens also in the port ofBan:elona. 
Of course this situation is not new, because tensions existed for a long timeamong the dockers. 
Butnowthingshavecometoapointofnoretumandtothedefinitiveliquidationofthepractices 
and ideas which inspired the Coordinadora in the past 

CVG 

PREPARINGFORDEMOCRACY 
No. I oftheplanned pamphlet series PreparingFor Democracy bas the titleBeyondj11stmassassemblies. 
A critical look at Spanish unions 'that work without bureacracy '. It was publislied quite a while ago 
byActiveDemocracyNetwork(39VestaRd,Brockley,LondonSE42NJ).ADNoriginallyhadthename 
Direct Democracy Network (see Echanges 10m) and springs from SINEWS, ajournai on the Spanish 
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You identify this. 'classical proletariat' as the factory worker who worked in big 
industrial concentrations and had a 'homogeneityconsidering hisworking and lifeconditions'. 
Doyouthinkreallythatthiskindofproletariatasyoudefineithasdisappeared?ltcouldbetrue 
if you consider that in the industrialised countries whole sectors of the industry like coal mines, 
steel industry, textile, have, if not disappeared, certainly sttongly declined. This bas of course 
been etrectively followed by the disbanding of the workers communities which, to answer the 
need of capital, have been built around the productive centers, the mines, the factories. 

But such a statement, true in limited national or local locations, is, if not untrue, very 
relative if we consider the whole capitalist world: 

-The homogenous industrial concentrations have been rebuilt in the new industrialised 
countries according to the new international division of work. 

- Inside the old industrialised countries new industrial concentrations have replaœd the 
old ones. If I take the figures for France, the staff of the 1.000 most important industrial 
entreprises bas increased from 3.342.000 in 1981 to 4.016.000 in 1991 and the average foreach 
bas grown from 3.000 to 4.000. If we take the 100 first enterprises the same figures are 
respectively 2.200.000 and 2.980.000 and the average 22.000 and 30.000. The Iast Renault 
strikeatCleonbasrevealedtheimportanceofthetransferofworkersindifferentfactorieswhere 
the staff is between 5.000 and 10.000 workers. ;, 

- When we look at the figures concerning the.difl'erent categories in the worldng 
population (still the figures for France), we can see that this active population is growing after 
having been constant for a long time: 19 million from 1900 to 1954, 21 million in 1970 to more 
than25 mullions in 1990. The part oftlùsworkingpopulation working in the industry and the 
public worlcs bas grown from 6 million to 8,5 million in 1980 but began to decline to around 
7,5 million in 1990. In other words if the population worldng in the industry bas somewhat 
diminished, its relative importance is about the same as before, but we have to observe that this 
relative importance was to be seenagainst a numerous population of peasants, low middle class 
of shop keepers and artisans fifty years ago and that now it must be seen against a majority of 
wageeamersintheservicessector(inwhichareincludedtransportandotherindustrialservices 
separated from industry through new divisions of work but fonnerly included in the industrial 
sector). 

- The extension and the concentration of this services sector bas meant not on1y the 
prolétarisation ofthese workers, but the development of large working units similar to what 
already existed in the banking and insurance sector (transports, telecommunications, 
supermarkets, health sector ... ). You underline that in the industrial sector certain fonns of 
homogeneisation have disappeared (1 don 't agree with this assertion), But if we consider this 
services world we can see the developement of a homogeneisation where there was fonnerly 
a dispersion: the lorry drivers strike in the UK in 78- 79 (we can add in France in 92 (BBBB ) 
or the nurses actions in seveial European countries during the recent years offer examples of 
such an homogeneisation despite the dispersion of the places of work. 

- It is true that some large concentrations have disappeared when industry looked for 
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better profitability in using selectively small subcontractors, a policy which broke with the 
fonner organisation of production with vertical concentration, especially in the car industry. 
But this newpolicy included on one band the developrnentof subsidiary cornpanies and on the 
other band recently the constitution ofindustrial potes around a central factoxy surrounded by 
a multitude of srnall or medium factories - ail of thern linked by rnutual interdependance and 
depending on the central factoxy. For instance, the Douai Renaultfactory (north ofFrance) with 
6,300 workers is surrounded by a local industrial network of 25.000 workers. We could give 
a lot of otherexamples, and weamadd that thedifficulties of transport (not to speak of the recent 
lony drivers strike) push to this restructuring to have the 'just in time' rnethod of production 
effectively worlcing. 

- We can consider that there is a rebuilding of a proletarian social forrn dilferent frorn 
the old one but no longer hierarchised or differentiated (you think the opposite), more 
wtifonnised and so more hornogenous (in the UK, the Japanese car factories have only one 
category of workers and the other British factories are on the way to do the same ). Even more, 
the wage level, the obligation to live in specific accommodations in specific locations, the 
limitations toa sirnilar standard of living (with the use of the supennarket) and to the sarne type 
of leisure (mainly the TV) are evident factors for the reconstitution of a 'sociologically 
hornogenousfonnation', dilferentfrorn thepreviousonewhichsorneoftenconsiderwas 'better' 
when it is very fashionable to insist on the 'degradation of the present proletarian life'. 

- Fordisrn was defined as mass production for mass consomption: these two elernents 
are still here. The factory with the Taylorist division of workand the production Iine still works 
even if automation bas brought sorne profound changes. When you speak of deœntralised 
production, it is true for the productimlof parts (not ail of them, and even the Japanese factories 
produce 40-50% of their parts in-bouse), but ail that converges on the production line which 
is not decentralised but only often tranfered to other locations to use cheap rnanpower and there 
to reconstitute the hornogenous proletariat you think is disappearing. 

ldon'tseeexactlywhatyourneanwiththedisappearanceofafundamentalcontradictionwhich 
will be replaced by a 'conflictuality' which testifies a tendencytowards the decornposition of 
capitalist society. In my opinion, this 'conflictuality' bas always existed, but was always 
considered as very rninor, even as sornething despisable, a kind ofindividual SUIViva1 very far 
from a 'revolutionary consciousness'. In my opinion, this 'subjectivity' was and rernains 
essential and is the expression, at the lowest level of the rank and file, of this fundarnental 
contradictionyouthinkisvanishing-inrnoresirnplewords, theexpressionoftheclassstruggle. 
We have to consider how this important aspect of the class strruggle bas been in the past, 
completely hidden behind the idea of finality. According to this ideology, the consciousness 
must overoome the daily life, the daily class struggle, and often it was linked to a special a work 
ethic. 

Ali this would rnean a cornplete discussion in itself. We would have to analyse what the 
union militant or political militant represents for the workers and for the work organisation in 
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the dilferent periods of the capitalist developrnent, to analyse the corresponding workers 
rnovernent and in which way the 'revolutiomuy' ideology really was the expression of the rea1 
workers' behaviour inside and outside the place of work (for exarnple why a proletariat 
apparendy deeply influenced by socialist and sornewhat anarchist ideas so easily accepted the 
bloody war of 1914). 

When you write that the transfonnation of society is no longer following laws, you seern 
to think that it was like that previously. I think that there was and still is a lot of illusions on 
thefact that theproletariat could have considered orstill considerseithersorne historical :finality 
orthat wecould deduce frorn the present forms orcharacteristics of the class struggle sorne lines 
for another social order. Even if I would express it dilferently, I will rather agree with what you 
said at the end of this passage. I think that society evolves in a dynarnic rnovernent and nobody 
canforeseeeitheritsevolutionoritsfinality(afinalitywillbeincontradictionwiththeevolution 
of life itself on earth). The fondamental contradiction labour/capital works in a cornplex 
dialectical relations in which any rnovernent ofone is followed by a rnovernent of the other and 
ail this linked to imrnediate interests: profit on one side, survival on the other side (i.e. the 
resistance to reification). Beyond these irnrnediate interests, everybody is pragrnatic and never 
considers a finality. This pragrnatisrn introduces what we could call tendencies which don 't 
allow us to draw a picture of the future. Ail we can do, and what we are tiying to do, is rnaking 
cornparisons, alwayswith the previousperiods, toseewhatischangingand eventually to discem 
sorne tendencies, but considering thern as relative in space and in tinte. 

You draw a parallel between: 
- the triurnphing capitalisrn which belived it could conquer the world in an endless 

progressive developrnent, seen as the endless developrnent of sciences and techniques. 
-and therevolutionarytheories whichinanotherwayfollowed thesarnebasic ideologies. 

And you link for the present days the tendency to the decornposition of capitalist society to the 
parallel decornposition of ail the revolutionary ideologies and to their support by unions and 
parties. I could agree with these ideas butthey will have to befurther developed. Thiswill oblige 
us to examine another important point: A new society could rise only through the developrnent 
of the old society (and not at ail brought about by sorne particular évents), alrnost without the 
knowledge of the participants. lt would rise through the dynamics of the present society pushed 
by its conflicts ofinterests, by the internai transfonnations of the relations of production and 
of theeonsequent social relations. Most ofthetirnewhen wediscussthesequestions, we consider 
theevents(whichareonlytheconsequenceofthealreadyaccornplishedintemal transformations, 
often hidden to everybody) as the the cause of these transfonnations. ln other words, to corne 
back to this question of finality: what we consider as a finality can only be the fonnalisation of 
what already exists. 

HS 12/2/92 
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better profitability in using selectively small subcontractors, a policy which broke with the 
fonner organisation of production with vertical concentration, especially in the car industry. 
But this newpolicy included on one band the developrnentof subsidiary cornpanies and on the 
other band recently the constitution ofindustrial potes around a central factoxy surrounded by 
a multitude of srnall or medium factories - ail of thern linked by rnutual interdependance and 
depending on the central factoxy. For instance, the Douai Renaultfactory (north ofFrance) with 
6,300 workers is surrounded by a local industrial network of 25.000 workers. We could give 
a lot of otherexamples, and weamadd that thedifficulties of transport (not to speak of the recent 
lony drivers strike) push to this restructuring to have the 'just in time' rnethod of production 
effectively worlcing. 

- We can consider that there is a rebuilding of a proletarian social forrn dilferent frorn 
the old one but no longer hierarchised or differentiated (you think the opposite), more 
wtifonnised and so more hornogenous (in the UK, the Japanese car factories have only one 
category of workers and the other British factories are on the way to do the same ). Even more, 
the wage level, the obligation to live in specific accommodations in specific locations, the 
limitations toa sirnilar standard of living (with the use of the supennarket) and to the sarne type 
of leisure (mainly the TV) are evident factors for the reconstitution of a 'sociologically 
hornogenousfonnation', dilferentfrorn thepreviousonewhichsorneoftenconsiderwas 'better' 
when it is very fashionable to insist on the 'degradation of the present proletarian life'. 

- Fordisrn was defined as mass production for mass consomption: these two elernents 
are still here. The factory with the Taylorist division of workand the production Iine still works 
even if automation bas brought sorne profound changes. When you speak of deœntralised 
production, it is true for the productimlof parts (not ail of them, and even the Japanese factories 
produce 40-50% of their parts in-bouse), but ail that converges on the production line which 
is not decentralised but only often tranfered to other locations to use cheap rnanpower and there 
to reconstitute the hornogenous proletariat you think is disappearing. 

ldon'tseeexactlywhatyourneanwiththedisappearanceofafundamentalcontradictionwhich 
will be replaced by a 'conflictuality' which testifies a tendencytowards the decornposition of 
capitalist society. In my opinion, this 'conflictuality' bas always existed, but was always 
considered as very rninor, even as sornething despisable, a kind ofindividual SUIViva1 very far 
from a 'revolutionary consciousness'. In my opinion, this 'subjectivity' was and rernains 
essential and is the expression, at the lowest level of the rank and file, of this fundarnental 
contradictionyouthinkisvanishing-inrnoresirnplewords, theexpressionoftheclassstruggle. 
We have to consider how this important aspect of the class strruggle bas been in the past, 
completely hidden behind the idea of finality. According to this ideology, the consciousness 
must overoome the daily life, the daily class struggle, and often it was linked to a special a work 
ethic. 

Ali this would rnean a cornplete discussion in itself. We would have to analyse what the 
union militant or political militant represents for the workers and for the work organisation in 
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the dilferent periods of the capitalist developrnent, to analyse the corresponding workers 
rnovernent and in which way the 'revolutiomuy' ideology really was the expression of the rea1 
workers' behaviour inside and outside the place of work (for exarnple why a proletariat 
apparendy deeply influenced by socialist and sornewhat anarchist ideas so easily accepted the 
bloody war of 1914). 

When you write that the transfonnation of society is no longer following laws, you seern 
to think that it was like that previously. I think that there was and still is a lot of illusions on 
thefact that theproletariat could have considered orstill considerseithersorne historical :finality 
orthat wecould deduce frorn the present forms orcharacteristics of the class struggle sorne lines 
for another social order. Even if I would express it dilferently, I will rather agree with what you 
said at the end of this passage. I think that society evolves in a dynarnic rnovernent and nobody 
canforeseeeitheritsevolutionoritsfinality(afinalitywillbeincontradictionwiththeevolution 
of life itself on earth). The fondamental contradiction labour/capital works in a cornplex 
dialectical relations in which any rnovernent ofone is followed by a rnovernent of the other and 
ail this linked to imrnediate interests: profit on one side, survival on the other side (i.e. the 
resistance to reification). Beyond these irnrnediate interests, everybody is pragrnatic and never 
considers a finality. This pragrnatisrn introduces what we could call tendencies which don 't 
allow us to draw a picture of the future. Ail we can do, and what we are tiying to do, is rnaking 
cornparisons, alwayswith the previousperiods, toseewhatischangingand eventually to discem 
sorne tendencies, but considering thern as relative in space and in tinte. 

You draw a parallel between: 
- the triurnphing capitalisrn which belived it could conquer the world in an endless 

progressive developrnent, seen as the endless developrnent of sciences and techniques. 
-and therevolutionarytheories whichinanotherwayfollowed thesarnebasic ideologies. 

And you link for the present days the tendency to the decornposition of capitalist society to the 
parallel decornposition of ail the revolutionary ideologies and to their support by unions and 
parties. I could agree with these ideas butthey will have to befurther developed. Thiswill oblige 
us to examine another important point: A new society could rise only through the developrnent 
of the old society (and not at ail brought about by sorne particular évents), alrnost without the 
knowledge of the participants. lt would rise through the dynamics of the present society pushed 
by its conflicts ofinterests, by the internai transfonnations of the relations of production and 
of theeonsequent social relations. Most ofthetirnewhen wediscussthesequestions, we consider 
theevents(whichareonlytheconsequenceofthealreadyaccornplishedintemal transformations, 
often hidden to everybody) as the the cause of these transfonnations. ln other words, to corne 
back to this question of finality: what we consider as a finality can only be the formalisation of 
what already exists. 

HS 12/2/92 
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'LIQUIDATION' OF THE COORDINAOORA: 
ON A STATEMENT OF SOME BARCELONA 

DOCKERS'DELEGATES 

ASpanishcomrademadethefollowingremarksinconnection withsendingadeclaration (dated 
28/4/92) to the general assemoly of the Barœlona dockers by 6 rnembers of their delegates 
committee, in which they announœd their resignation: 

Withthisdeclarationour · · éoHUNICADO " u 11sAHBLBA à~1111Rl\L nz zsT1eADORBs PoRTu1.R1os 

comrades, members of the 
Bareelona dockers' committee Bn la reun16n del Comite de Deleqadoa del dia 21 de Abril, 

. ' al presentar por eacrito y defender nueatra op1n16n sobre las resigned, Theyhadopposedthe ültimas· actuaciones del comité en los buquea de fruta (escrito 
• que se adjuntal, un deleqado fué 1nsultado, provocado a qritos, dominant tendency of the amenazado violentamente y tirado de la ailla, ~': lo que sa v16 

• obligado a abandonar la reuni6n. La actuac',.t; ~., protavonizada bureaucrats and their secret principal11ente por Brnesto GUtierr•·.oe~• ... •• ' 88 deleqado 
• sindical, aleqando que en la ~or'.; .. •~~ 4 de Abril ae agreementswtththeportbosses. habia inaultado al deleqa~:··~ .• , • ,ecial• en el 

• barco de fruta, hecho,i,,!,•"!°.-s '° 10 el orden Y At the last electtons these e1 respeto que c~,··· ,. ..- •• merece. no 
se aancion6 .; .. ,,, •• ,. -•~'' incidente Y comrades got 6 seats on the todaviJ'. ...... !,.,•"'" . , .... ,. ,. 1 compallero 
agrt 69"'"'~· •c"~· _.,i:c• tos hechos 

dockers' committee. But for viol ~~ ~ · . .. .. , 1e euoa. 

some months the situation had e ~··· 1 \.•c0 , ocurren become unbearable. They no 88 ...... / ,ncia 88 
recura b ._ ~ 1e fal ta 

constant pressure from the •• 
leadership faction of the · :· )./7 
Coordinadora, includinga lot of ~ 
threaths aand even physical 
attacks, was so strong that they were practically obliged to leave ... 

In fact, the decomposition of the Coordinadora, i.e. of the coordination between the 
various ports, was more and more evident, and this now happens also in the port ofBan:elona. 
Of course this situation is not new, because tensions existed for a long timeamong the dockers. 
Butnowthingshavecometoapointofnoretumandtothedefinitiveliquidationofthepractices 
and ideas which inspired the Coordinadora in the past 

CVG 

PREPARINGFORDEMOCRACY 
No. I oftheplanned pamphlet series PreparingFor Democracy bas the titleBeyondj11stmassassemblies. 
A critical look at Spanish unions 'that work without bureacracy '. It was publislied quite a while ago 
byActiveDemocracyNetwork(39VestaRd,Brockley,LondonSE42NJ).ADNoriginallyhadthename 
Direct Democracy Network (see Echanges 10m) and springs from SINEWS, ajournai on the Spanish 
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You identify this. 'classical proletariat' as the factory worker who worked in big 
industrial concentrations and had a 'homogeneityconsidering hisworking and lifeconditions'. 
Doyouthinkreallythatthiskindofproletariatasyoudefineithasdisappeared?ltcouldbetrue 
if you consider that in the industrialised countries whole sectors of the industry like coal mines, 
steel industry, textile, have, if not disappeared, certainly sttongly declined. This bas of course 
been etrectively followed by the disbanding of the workers communities which, to answer the 
need of capital, have been built around the productive centers, the mines, the factories. 

But such a statement, true in limited national or local locations, is, if not untrue, very 
relative if we consider the whole capitalist world: 

-The homogenous industrial concentrations have been rebuilt in the new industrialised 
countries according to the new international division of work. 

- Inside the old industrialised countries new industrial concentrations have replaœd the 
old ones. If I take the figures for France, the staff of the 1.000 most important industrial 
entreprises bas increased from 3.342.000 in 1981 to 4.016.000 in 1991 and the average foreach 
bas grown from 3.000 to 4.000. If we take the 100 first enterprises the same figures are 
respectively 2.200.000 and 2.980.000 and the average 22.000 and 30.000. The Iast Renault 
strikeatCleonbasrevealedtheimportanceofthetransferofworkersindifferentfactorieswhere 
the staff is between 5.000 and 10.000 workers. ;, 

- When we look at the figures concerning the.difl'erent categories in the worldng 
population (still the figures for France), we can see that this active population is growing after 
having been constant for a long time: 19 million from 1900 to 1954, 21 million in 1970 to more 
than25 mullions in 1990. The part ofthisworkingpopulation working in the industry and the 
public worlcs bas grown from 6 million to 8,5 million in 1980 but began to decline to around 
7,5 million in 1990. In other words if the population worldng in the industry bas somewhat 
diminished, its relative importance is about the same as before, but we have to observe that this 
relative importance was to be seenagainst a numerous population of peasants, low middle class 
of shop keepers and artisans fifty years ago and that now it must be seen against a majority of 
wageeamersintheservicessector(inwhichareincludedtransportandotherindustrialservices 
separated from industry through new divisions of work but fonnerly included in the industrial 
sector). 

- The extension and the concentration of this services sector bas meant not on1y the 
prolétarisation ofthese workers, but the development of large working units similar to what 
already existed in the banking and insurance sector (transports, telecommunications, 
supermarkets, health sector ... ). You underline that in the industrial sector certain fonns of 
homogeneisation have disappeared (1 don 't agree with this assertion), But if we consider this 
services world we can see the developement of a homogeneisation where there was fonnerly 
a dispersion: the lorry drivers strike in the UK in 78- 79 (we can add in France in 92 (BBBB ) 
or the nurses actions in seveial European countries during the recent years offer examples of 
such an homogeneisation despite the dispersion of the places of work. 

- It is true that some large concentrations have disappeared when industry looked for 
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with prejudicesand concepts inherited from thepastand no longer relevanttothepresent world 
Ithinkitisalwayslikethat,inthestrugglesthemselvesandinourmind.Toescapetheseconstant 
references to the past, we must analyse closely all the struggles in tJying to detect in them what 
is refering to the past and what is new. Such an analysis must concem the struggles in the old 
industries (like the Asturian miners strike for instance) as well as the struggles in the new 
modern industries (like the strike of the technicians in the air traffic control centers in France 
for instance - see Echanges 70/71 ). Inside a struggle in an old sector we can find new fonns of 
action (seefor instance the British miners strike 84-85); on the other band someapparently new 
fonns of struggle organisations (likejhe COBAS in Italy or the coordinating committees in 
France) borrowa lotfrom the oldunionformsof organisation. AnEchangescomradedeveloped 
sucha criticismabout thecoordinating committees, explainingtheanachronism of somefinalist 
view and of organisational models like the workers councils for instance. A similar view was 
developed in a more theoretical manner by the French group 'Theorie Communiste'. 

This last point could be linked to what is called 'the crisis of the Eastern Countries', 
which is often wrongly called the 'end of communism' If we compare with the western branch 
of capitalism, this menas the end of the social-democratic ideas of a po~tble management of 
the economical system with elected organisations more or less identified with the State, after 
its conquest either via the parliament or via a 'revolution'. This fading of the idea that an 
économie regulation of the present system could be performed by some kind of delegated 
organisations, not only concems the crisis of confidence in such organisations (which involves 
what is called the 'crisis of poli tics') but the very idea that such a regulation could be possible. 

If I could agree with what you said on the weakness, even the disappearance, of the 
traditional structures of struggle and beyond that the 'disappearance of finalism' (though I will 
contesttheirprevious importance and therole they could have had in theclass struggle), I would 
disagree with what you write about 'the more and more advanced process of decomposition of 
the social form of the classical proletariat'. 
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labour moveme:nt which has been mentioned on some occasions in Echanges. Only this pamphlet has 
been published, and we are uncertain about if the address above is still valid. 

The pamphlet contains some articles discussing mass assemblies, rotating delegates, the right 
to reeall, etc., an article on the Michelin factory and finally the complete versions of two letters fromLa 
Estiba partly reproduced in this issue of Echanges . 

According to the presentation ''The aim of the pamphlets in this series is to help reclaim 
democracyas an active principle bymaking availablesomepractical analysisoflarge scaleorganisations 
which encourage the fullest possible pmticipation by their ordinary members. This first pamphlet 
centers arowtd experiments which are happening in the Spanish state.'' It tries to give a certain number 
of advices on the way to settle and to maintain a ranlc and file democracy in a struggle organisation. The 
texts could be considered as contributions to a wider debate on unionism and unions: even if it doesn't 
deal directlywith the question of'altemative unions', it contains the same kind ofidea that a 'rank and 
file democracy' can be maintained not only in strike conunittees but also in a permanent worlcers 
organisation, through the strict observance of some elementary rules. In the pamphlet we find the usual 
referencestoSpanishorganisationsliketheCGT(ex-CNTRenovados)intheMichelinfactoryin Vitoria 
(Basque C01U1try) or to the Coordinadora, the national Spanish dockers organisation. These references 
are supposed to bring arguments on this 'direct democracy', on how 'to expand the role of the mass 
assemblies', etc. Theserefere:ncesarenot precisely thegoodones(ifthereare some ), because thepresent 
evolution ofthese 'democratic unions' bring perfect exemples of the opposite: the impossibility to 
maintain the 'democratic rules' (ifthey have ever existed) in a permanent union-type organisation. The 
circumstances which brought about the formation of such an organisation, the statutes settled to 
guarantee a ranlc and filedemocracy againsta possible 'bureaucratie diversion', were useless to prevent 
a certain evolution: sooner or later the 'new' union will follow the model of the other official unions it 
hadfoughtatthe beginning ofitsexistence. Thisdoesn'thappen becausethe leaders will 'betray', follow 
a 'wrong way' or have made some 'mistakes; it will happen because of the fimction of a permanent 
organisation in the capitalist system which in the end doesn't allow any kind of organisation to be 
something else than an intermediary on the labour force market This function shapes the union and it 
also shapes the officiels of the union, and it is this constant pressure to perfonn such a fimction which 
destroys ail the barriers and rules established at first to preve:nt such an evolution ... 

Anotber question is not examined in the pamphlet but is posed indirectly. This question 
- the most important one - concerns the possibillty for a stniggle to be an autonomous struggle 
wben it appearently is controlled by non-democratic rules, i.e. witbout any democratic assembly, 
rotating delegates, etc. .. (rules supposed to be the recipe for democracy). Sucb a struggle can be 
'democratic' only by the eff'ect of its dynamic. On the otber band a 'democratic' struggle - 
according to the 'rules' - can be perfectly bureaucratie. The 'democracy' in a struggle is not at 
ail a matter ofa recipe. it is the struggle itselfand its dynamic which give tbis content. most of the 
time it is something else than words or writings, it is the action itself. 

HS 
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The following extracts from a correspondence some time ago between Echanges and SJNEWS gives 
some further explanations about the views of the people belûnd ADN and some critical remaries about 
Echanges: 

Letter to SINEWS: 
" ... There has been an ongoing discussion coneeming Spain from Echanges no. 58 onwards ... In my 
opinion this is an important dsiscussion among other things about Spanish syndicalism and the role of 
unions and of syndicalism. It is nota discussion which has as its starting point adherenœ to or nostalgia 
about this or that organisation or political/ideological tendency. Our starting point is the (increasingly) 
autonomous action of the working class and trying to situate this ùt the context of and explaining it as 
a result of the developmenst and changes within capitalism and the productive process, the role of ( any) 
unions, and so on. 

RH 

Letter from SINEWS: 
'' .. .ldon'tthinkthatourapproachesaretoodifferent.Althoughl'msureyouwwouldn'tacceptthelabel, 
my impression is that Echanges is basically council communist, whereas I regard myself as syndicalist. 
By that I don't mean thatl ideolise the CNf, etc (far frorn it), but thatl think it is necessary to prepare 
for any quantum leaps on 'the path to socialism' by working under the present system. I would also say 
that it is possible to learn lessons from some of the ways in which workers organise under capitalism 
which can probably informa useful intervention in any future developments. It goes without saying that 
a dogmatic approach is out of the question, so while I appreciate the careful resean:h Echanges does on 
the evolution of objective factors and the class response to thern, I think it's unfortunate that your 
rejection of vanguardisrn leadsyou to throwthe baby out with the bath water andavoid analysùtg on what 
basis those ofus who support workers' autonomy can usefully get involved. Even if our involvement has 
a minimal effectiveness, we might as well do something while we are on the same planet. I would also 
say that the idea of 'spontaneity' is often used to gloss over the inevitable fact that the person who is 
analysing the situation often doesn 't know in detail the histories that lead a group of people to take a 
certain course ofaction at a certain stage. For those involved events are seldom really spontaneous, and 
it adds nothing to our understanding to describe thern as such. 

Having said ail that, I feel that the most important common ground between us is that we try to 
analysewhat is happening in specific examples ofclass struggle inan open minded way. Any differences 
are secondary compared to this. In that context l've enclosed a copy of the preliminary draft of the 
pamphlet 'Beyond just mass assemblies' ... 

MP 
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Notes by Echanges 
(1) We would guessthat therequirementtonotifymanagement anumberof days before a strike is startedwas 

not followed and that the strike was illegal also for tJùs reason. 
(2) 'The bus strike took place around the time of the nonnal comract negotiations. Similar negotiations were 

attempteddelayedatthemelrotoavoidasimultaneousstrilcethere,butthisfailedbecauseofthelengthofthebusstrilce. 
Thaewasalsoastrikeofpersonnelofthesuburbannilroads. Whenthemelroworkersenteredanalloutstrilcetheywere 
quickly offered a wage ùtcrease "1tich was accepted by the unioœ utd the stnlœ ended. 

(3)Thesewere UPdelegatessackedasa reactionto1he illegalstrike.. Lateronly 8ofthesesackin~ weredeaned 
'legitimate' by a labour court. Anumber ofotherworkerswere alsodismissed duringthe action.,. Thestrikewas called 
off at a mass meeting 7. April. 

( 4) As fàr as we know lhe strilcewas to a large extem provoked by a proposai to reducethe subvention for the 
municipal transport - seen by workers as a step towards privatisation. In other cities some bus lines had a1ready been 
privatised. ln addition there was claüm conceming wage raises (3% more than the inflation), better holiday periods and 
better service for the users. The media campaign against the strikers was not successful One of the initiatives taken by 
the strikers in this respect was that their wifes, like in the strike in '90, more or less daily distnbuted leaflets in the living 
quarters utd markets. 
(S) See Echanges 65, p. 84. 

THE SITUATION OF AND CHANGES IN 
THE WORKING CLASS 

The following is a letter from a French comrade, cormnenting the Spanish comrade's letter above (the 
textsAnother letter /rom arcelona and On the autonomous movement in Spain and in general and the 
article Asturias, requiem time. We discussed some similar questions with the Spanish comrade earlier: 
see Echanges no. 54 and 56 ( discussion on the UK miners strike) for one discussion, no.58 and 61 for 
another, and finally no. 63 and 64. 

The debate on the Coordinadora is interesting because this union off ers a perfect example - an 
exemplary case - of the unavoidable evolution of a struggle organisation practising direct ranlc 
and file democracy into a traditional union in which the bureaucratie development is the 
consequenceoftheveiyfunctionofregulationonthelabourmarlcet(eventhoughCoordinadora's 
existence was the result of the ranlc and file resistances against the ttansfonnation of these 
methods ofregulation). 

This discussion bas to be welcomed because the struggle movements for the last years, 
mainly in France and Italy, have seriously shaken the unionist milieu and brought about the 
building oforganisations which tryto become pennanentafter theperiod of struggle which had 
seen their creation, sorne of thern with the label of 'alternative unions'. 

It would be interesting to write a pamphlet telling the whole story of the Coordinadora 
because in sorne countries ( especially in the UK) and in the libertarian papers a lot of illusions 
were spread on the possibilities to build 'democratic' unions in following the Coordinadora 
exarnple. 

We could examine this atternpt with the arguments of your letter when you ask 
yourselvesto which extent we considerthepresent conflicts in the developed capitalist countries 
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against the uncomprising attitude of the EMr managers, who they often (rightly) present as 
'franquists' (the conservative party - Partido Popular - controls the Madrid courtcil). 

The drivers' working conditions are difficult. They work 7 hour shifts. The calculated 
timeto drive a route and the breaks offered are so marginal that the drivers often have problems 
even to go for a pee. The average monthly wage is 120,000 pesetas (around $1000) and they 
are not at ail 'privilegied' workers. The PSOE and the media pretend to protect the 'rights of 
citi7.ens', and the conservatives also try to criminalise the strike action and demand a ruling 
abouttherightto strike. The 'left' ac:cusesthedriversoftheir lack of solidaritywithotherworkers 
and their right to arrive at work on time, for giving more arguments to the conservatives for the 
privatisation of municipal transport (the strikers are strongly opposed tothis privatisation), and 
to indirectly rei.nforœ the interests of the PSOE because of the unpopularity of the Partido 
PopuJarcontrollingtheMadrid municipal council. ( 4) lt isonœagain evident that when workers 
with a strong position in the production proœss start a powerful action to impose their claims, 
they find in front of them a common opposition of ail the so called 'democratic' forces. Such 
a situation is more and more dangerous for the precarious balance of the present socio 
economical relationships in the capitalist societies. 

This conflict is another example of the dynamics in the working class of the past years, 
with the spreading of numerous small struggles which are not spectacular but undermine the 
economy and the social peaceandat thesame tùneweakeningtheunion hegemony. The hours 
lost duringthe 1ast months becauseof such conflictuality become more and more important and 
the union role is more and more questioned through rank and file autonomous initiatives. The 
unions' weakeness and this deterioration of the industrial relations worsened the structural 
problems (deindustrialisation, loss of competetivity, etc ... ) ofSpanish industiy confronted with 
heavyEECpressure.Govemment,managersandunionsareconsciousofallthatltisthereason 
why the govequnent proposed a strike law, a proposition which will not be discussed with the 
unions which are advocating the 'self regulation' of strikes in the Italian way. (5) But, as a 
conservative MP recognized it, when social conflicts burst up, the unions are unable to impose 
the rule of the minimum service and toavoid the spreadingof rankandfilecommittees, wildcat 
strikes, etc .•. Hence the strike law. On the other band, the unions tiy to play another game in 
orderto avoid being completelypushed aside from theirtraditional mediating fonction. On this 
lastpoint, wehave to considerthefact thatif onone band the newproduction and management 
techniques question the union function in the factory, on the other bandit is not at ail evident 
that capital can completely remove all mediating or control fonn in the eventuality of social 
pressure or of conflictuality in the industrial relations. The present attitudes of the union 
bureaucracies mean an adaptation of this mediating function. In the govemmental milieu one 
thinks that the destruction of the workers movement is already accomplished and that 
considering the incapacity of the unions to control the workers, there is nothing else to do than 
todirectly repress the conflictualitypoles witha strike lawwhich will have to be more strict than 
the Italian strike law. 

C.V. 3/92 
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INFORMATIONS CORRESPONDANCE OUVRIERES. 

OU BARBARIE • Organe de Critique el d"Orientation Révolutionnaire 

• 

Obituary 
PIERRE LANNERET 

PierreLanneret (alias 'Camille'), in thebeginning ofhis seventies, diedendofMay 
1993inSanFrancisco.Hewasanoldmilitant:politicallyactivesocialistinFranœ 
already in the 30's, thereafter an active member of French bordigist groups, then 
of Socialisme ou Barbarie - and various Arnerican groups like the ISO and the 
shortlived group A World to Win in Califomia publishing the journal 'Now and 
After'. He worked as a printer in Paris, then in Canada where be enùgrated and 
stayed from the beginning to the end of the 50s, and then in San Francisco until 
bis retirement He was an active trade union militant and involved in many 
struggles. Pierre wrote numerous articles and a pamphlet on ''Third Camp 
InternationalistsinFranœduring WorldWar II'' .Hewasoneofthecorrespondents 
of I.C.O. (Information Correspondance Ouvrieres) and then of F.changes. He 
maintained contact with a wide variety of comrades, kept an open, critical and 
independent mind, and through discussions, exchange of material and 
correspondence be was one of many contnbuting to elaboration and clarification 
of themes and problems of common concem for many of us. 

(This issue of Echanges contains extracts ftom some of the last letters Pierre 
Lanneretsent-seethesectionsonGoodhyetotheunions?,GuatemalaandUS4). 

:ECHANGES 
A WORLD TO WIN 

P.O. Box 1587 

San Francisco, CA 94101 
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BUS STRIKE IN.MADRID 
The/ollowing isfrom a letter from aSpanish comradeabout theMarch-April '92 actions ofbusdrivers 
in Madrid. This strike was one of many in the Madrid p11blic transport (1,113 and metro) /rom the mid- 
70s. From the end of the 80s a Unionist Platfonn (Platafonna Sindical) lRlS staneâ among the bus 
drivers in opposition to the tmditional unions UGT and CCOO which dominated the enterprise 
committee. The UP slowly gained ground and in 19901ron an overwhelming majority in the enterprise 
committeeelections. lnMarch thatyearit calledforanallout strikeof drivers and otherpersonnelwhich 
paralysed traffic in Madrid. The 22 day strike was held in de.fiance of the enterprise committee, run by 
a strike committee, with a high degree of organising and decision through garerai assemblies, included 
demonstrations and occupation of the CCOO and UGT offices, and finally resulted in a number of 
clairns being met. 

• 

In Febnmy 92, the bus drivers in Madrid started a wildcat strike - 
.. Le, not observing the ebligation to organise a minimum service as 

required by management (1) This strike was organised by the 
· Unionist Platfonn regrouping most of the 7,000 drivers. This 

organisation bas 36 of the 42 delegates to the enterprise committee - CCOO and UGT didn 't 
get any delegates at the last elections in 1990. The call fQ1 the strike found total support from 
the drivers. The result was total chaos and the almost impossibillity to travel through Madrid 
It was even more messy than usua1 because this strike at EMT (Council Transport Company) 
was organised to coïncide with a stoppages of a couple of days in the Madrid metro. (2) The 
quasi-oollapse of ail the car traffic and the delays to go to work for thousands of workers were 
of sucha size that it showed everybody that the drivers had the powerto strikewhere and when 
they knew it would be the most effective. 

The contlict in the tube ended but the bus drivers were still on strike. During the allout 
strike in Febnmy there was some attempts to break it with scabs protected by the police, but 
that was more a symbolicattemptconsideringthatavery limited numberofbuses were in order 
torun.Afterwardstheactioncontinuedbutwithadifferenttactic.FromthebeginningofMarch, 
thedriversdecidedtostrictlyfollowtherulesoftheminimumschedulesettledbymanagement 
This means 40% of the buses running on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. So the drivers 
could get some payment instead of the total loss of wages, but sti1l completely distwb the 
operationofthebusëompanywithnon-manageablecomplications. At thesametime, the drivers 
launcheda work to rule movemenl The UnionistPlatfonnagrœd toopen discussions on a new 
contract, which meant a withdrawal from the previous positions, because it dropped the 
conditions posed at first not to discuss until 27 sacked drivers were reinstated (3). The drivers 
have managed their struggle very cleverly and carefully. They succeeded to neutralise the press 
campaign pushed by the govemment in order to bring hostility from the population. Perhaps 
thestartingofthediscussionwasapoliûcalmanoeuvrefromthePlatfonntoshowthattheywere 
fleXtble and open to discussions. Since the beginning of the conflict, the drivers have protested 

,. 
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nothing else than the enthusiasm for the healthy revoit of the miners, to add our voice and to 
denounce the bad will and the treason of the worlcers' inteœsts by the Madrid govemment 
(perhaps we hope that, finally, it will do something else). Could we be silent on the truth on this 
total liquidation of the mining industry like that wlùch happened with the shipyards? To cheat 
ourselves once again, for one more day to live again the euphoria and to find the ideological 
failure which is still predicted by the managers of the best of ail the possible worlds? 

With all its complexity, the mobilization of the Asturian miners like ail the other 
conflicts in the restructurized sectors brings a special meaning about the limits of the practices 
of the present class struggle. The changes in the technical-organisational conditions of 
exploitation of the labour force involve a change in the fonns of the resistance of the new 
proletarian condition. 

The fonns of the control and of the intervention on the market of thecapitalist economy 
(trade unionism) disappear with the liquidation of the traditional sectors wlùch were the 
conditions for the aggregation of the working class. If we are notable to recognise the clear 
elements of the new phase of the class struggle in conflicts like the Asturian miners conflict, 
to see in them ail the traditional elements (imprisoned for instance in the call for democratic 
values or for trade unionism), to evade from the lyrics of the defeat mixed with the liturgy of 
a symbolic solidarity, our conclusion will cany the same confusion: the last but one repetition 
of the same empty words about the crisis ofleftist thinking. 

C.V. 5/1/92 
In the middle of Janwuy 92 the unions, the Hunosa direction and the town councillors prepare 
to negociate again. The regional and the Madrid govemments are presenting sirnilar plans for 
thereindustrialisation of Asturiaswlùéh theunionsleadersconsider asa triumph oftheiraction, 
proclaiming they are ready to participate in these dlscussions. In fact the discussion is about a 
newversion oftheEECbudget for improving infrastructures and projectedinvestments; ail that 
always begins and ends on paper. When this struggle is over only one thing does not appear 
artificial: the action of a women collective of the mining valleys who reject ail promises of 
'negotiators' and attacked the union bureaucrats when they came out of the first negotiating 
session. 

C.V. 1/92 
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• 
TIIlRD CAMP INTERNATIONALISTS 

IN FRANCE DURING 
WORLDWARII 

• 
This 20-page pamphlet was written at the end of the 80s for an American audience, but can with 
advantage be read also by others. Despite its title, fortunately it doesn 't deal only with the small ultraleft 
groups and their ideas during this war. As background to the subject, it also gives valuable information 
and comments from World War I onwards about these tendencies themselves, other 'socialist' groups 
and the general political and economic situation. It was not written as an apologetic and ideological 
account of the groups in question and is very honest in its account of the ultraleft groups, not atall hiding 
their weaknesses and rather unsignificant numerous strength, influence and importance. Neither was 
it written out of an academic concern, but for a political understanding of the past as well as the present. 
Alltogether, with yesterdays and todays capitalist society, its states, big' labour organisations', leftwing 
groups, its heavy propaganda, myths, 'popular fronts', 'anti-fascism', etc ... - this small pamphlet can 
help us in unmasking myths and illusions towards an intemationalist understanding today. 

Sorne copies of the pamphlet are available from Echanges for !l ,50. An abbreviated French 
version was published in Cahiers Leon Trotsky no. 39, dec. 89. Below we give the chapters of the 
pamphlet (in bold letters) as well as extracts from some of them - extracts which we think give a good 
indicationofthecontentsandanalysisofthe pamphlet, but notatall substituting forreading thecomplete 
text: 

The following pages describe ... the activities of the "Third Camp '' intemationalist nuclei in 
France during World War Il ... the Trotskyist groups had to be excludedfrom this study ... Trotskyists 
never ceased during the war to state proudly and loudly their support of the "degenerated workers ' 
state '' and to extol the deeds of its amry and its potentially revolutionary role. Be/ore, during and after 
thewarthe Trotskyists haveconstantlyoffered advice, suggestions, appeals fora unitedfront, promises 
of support, conditional or total, to the Russian nJling class... Within this ideological frame, ... the 
trotskyists remained on the terrain of class stnJggle duringfive years of constant and daring illegal 

·· activity. They have the grreat me rit ofhaving initiated a work of fratemimtion and propoganda among 
German soldiers. It is not our purpose to further deal here with the Trotskyists whose activities during 

· the war are now well documented ... Suffice it to say that the divergencies between the Trotskyists and 
the socalled ''ultra-Left '' were and remain unbridgeable, nonetheless. 

The Socialist Party. 
A party of teachers, public servants and small tradesmen rather than a proletarian party ... the 

eleftwing of bourgeois radicalism.; votes against the military credits but nobody doubts the 
willingness ... to fi,lfill, as in 1914, its patriotic obligations when required. 

The Communist Party. 
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The Communist Oppositions. 
... Trotsky'sfriends cannotform a coherent opposition ... 1929 ... tlrere is a proliferation of 

opposition groups ... isolated. ... circa 1930 groups appearwhich denounce the USSR as state capitalist 
and Trotsky as a bureaucrat in exile. 

From 1934 to the war. 
Described as backwards, Maltlrusian, usurious, French capitalism has been hit by the world 

depression and the working class s,,ffersfrom m1ge cuts and unemployment . 
ln 1935 France and Russta signs a pact of défensive alliance the pact requires tire 

acquiescenoe of the working class toa policyof national defence ... The Popular Front-SP, CP, Radical 
Party and the rmions - is bom ... The working class is promised a shorler working week without loss of 
pay ... The war industry will be nationalised. ... 

This French "New Deal" does not imperial property rights nor impair tire frmctioning of 
capitalism, but the obtuse French Right will sabotage this last-ditch attempt attire modemisation of 
French capitalism ... The elections of 1936 give an impressive majority to tire Popular Front ..• 

... The working class is impatient. Strikes begin - spontaneously-oround Paris, spread mpidly 
and become a gigantic tidal wave involving millions of workers, most of them not yet unionized. 
Provincial industrialists are horrified when tlreir ever-obedient workers raise the red flag over their 
factories and most often occi,py them ... Impervious to any appeal, the strikers threaten, in fact, tire 
fragileallianceofthePopular Front ... (the president) summonsdelegatesfromLaborand indusmolists. 
A general agreement on m1ge increases is reached, though many factories continue to strike for more. 
Feverishly ..• parliament enacts a series of social laws: ... collective bargaining 40 hourweek: .. paid 
vacations ... ail dependent upon the évacuation of the factories by the workers . 

ln 1937 the working class has already lost tire economic gains of 1936 . 
lt is worthwile to note that the same parliamem which in 1936 enacted tire new social laws ... 

will in 1940 consecrate Petin and bu,y the Third Republic ... 
ln 1936 theworkers • actions compelled the bourgeoisie to grontwithinafewdays more reforms 

than in the past half centu,y ... the facto,y sit-ins were an obvious breach of legality, but the workers 
stopped there, and remained within the limits defined by bath parties and unions... The workers 
appearently believed that f ascism could be defeated by abandoning the class struggle, through an 
alliance with the enlightened sections of the ruling class. 

lt is tempting to incrimina te the "rotten and treacherous leaders" of the workers • parties and 
maintain the pleasantfiction of a revolutionary wotking class with an historical mission but constant/y 
duped and betrayed by the freely accepted leadership ... The sad tnlth is that intemationalism ... were 
on/y skin-deep in tire working classes, except for a ve,y small minority which we will here examine. 

The Revolutionaries from 1934 to the end of the war. 
The rallying of tire Stalinists to national def ense and tire class collaboration of tire Popular 

Front provoke angry reactions ... /rom the tendencies to the left of the traditional workers • parties ... 
Despite deep différences, they are able sometimes to join in uneasy common actions (participation in 
class-struggle groups in the unions, meetings against tire m1r. against tire Moscow trials and tire 
repression in Republican Spain) ... Although indivi<lually represented in the strikes, the leftists do not 
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told to the indusby minister). Anyway both cases would suppose that one could make the 
govemmentcanœl its plans. In the latter case the disobedience of union orders would not have 
meant a rupture, but a usual act of indiscipline similartowhat we can see regularly, forexample 
the absenteeism on the Mondays' moming shift. 

Theminers are conscious of what is happening to them, This feeling was implicit in the 
acœptance of the economical logic which would end the lossmaking coa1 production and the 
otherdeclining industti~ needing 'newinvesbnents in the Asturias'. Thecomplete impotence 
oftheworkersmovementappearshereinitsmostdramaticandskeletonfonn:whentheworlcers 
lose confidence in themselves they can only entrust their destiny to capital. 

Furthennore, the minersknewthattheywerenotcompletely abandoned: asa minimum 
thePSOE needstheirvotes, AsweseeinAndulusiawith thePER, the socialists inventanescape 
road with the help of the European Social Fund to cushion the discontent and recover thevotes 
of the miners. Anyway itis nota solution to theproblem, especiallynotfor the youth of thevalley 
who the plan dooms to emigration, but they are acx:ustomed to that for generations. Nothing of 
ail that represents a problem because frustration and defeatism have become deeply rooted 
feelings. 

The main problem is not to rescue Hunosa from its liquidation, but for the government 
technocrats and the regional union leaders to avoid a humiliation which could lead to a revoit 
from their faithful supporters in the mining valleys. The management of this problem by the 
socialist party is nota problem. They have the experience of 1 Oyearsofindusttial restructuring 
and only have to ensure thattheworkers will have theirdefeat 'with dignity', which means after 
having delivered a fight. The restructuring sttategy uses a principle of 'compensation' which 
adjusts between the practical victory of the government (executing the Plan) and the moral 
victory of the workers (not having fought in vain). 

The unions had to manage a struggle in such a way as to stop the workers' combativity 
against the repressive actions and at the sametime legitimatethe defeat with the feeling to have 
fought 'tothebitterend', Who, exœptforthe old miners, welcomed thisoddideaof the locking 
themselves up in the pit, the raised fists and the revolutionary symbols of another time? Even 
with our unconditional sympathy, why did the presence of ail these people outside the pit 
represent a pathetic picture? Because the gestures of the old workers movement only can bring 
about such feelings. 

To speak 'against' the workers always is a thankless task though in a certain way it is 
to speak against ourselves. Because of the self complacency we have displayed in such 
circumstanœs not to speak against "ourselves', we could appear pathetic, anachronistic and 
impotent. Because some courage is needed to drop prejudices and fears when we see the 
acœlerated disappearanceof ail references to the class struggle of the past. Though it is painful 
to speak against ourselves, it preventsus from repeatingthe gestures and adopting the anitudes 
(tracte unionist, électoral, ideological) which already have become no more than a poor 
caricature. 

lt is possible to conœal the doubts and the suspicion, it is possible to participate for 
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theoretical fonnalisation. It isa practical realitywhich, when it is still new, sees an intervention 
against the weakest links of the capitalist proeess, generally the traditionel branches, and 
condemning them to marginalisation or ruin. Such is the case for the coal mines and previously 
for the shipyards and the steel indusby. The union actions against restructurisation contnbuted 
to the isolation of the combativity in some very active but marginal sectors. In fact, the strike 
in a declining industrial branch like the mines cost 'practically nothing' to the enterprise 
(exactly what the indusby minister said to the mayors of the mining towns). 

The noise of such 'mobilisations' against the restructurisations (as in the mines 
presently) was ineffective because the union tactics were marginal, peripheral in the new 
productive order. Their function was precisely to stop the confluence of actions and their 
extension to the new essential œnters where profits areassured. Doingso, the unions transfonn 
these localised struggles in the marginal declining sectorsinto a problemof public orderfocused 
around these declining productive centers. 

The impotence of the union strikes pushed ahead the evolution towards the increasing 
institutionalisation of the fonns of struggle into the legal framework respecting the democratic 
order. And it is precisely that we can see in the new organisation of work and in the democratic 
totalitarism in liquidating the traditional fonns of intervention oftheworlcers movement, in the 
impotence of the workers expressed by the use of marginal and symbolic fonns of fight even 
if they take a violent and spectacular character (Reinosa, Euskalduna, Gijon, Cadiz). In these 
conditions mass action becomes a ritual like an exercice of collective frustration, without 
practical results considering the possibilities of pressure on the power. Ali this we can see in 
the mobifüations of the past years. 

THE CONSOLIDATION OF A MORAL VICTORY 
If we said that everything followed a manoeuvre of the union bureaucracies, it would be a 
simplification; and it would be the same if one believed that the autonomous miners action 
bypassed the union orders about a retum to the normal (what the mayors of the mining town 
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inspire them nor are they able to carry the movement farther. When the workers /ose some of their trust 
in the workers 'parties, they remain passive or follow the Right. They do not listen to the leftists ... 

One can divide the leftists into three categories: 1) The anarchists; 2) organizations issuing 
/rom the communist current: the Trotskyists, the International Communist Le.fi (borrliguists) and 
l 'Union Commrmiste; and 3) the Socialist Lefyt (PSOPJ ... The Borrliguists, with two new groups, the 
GRP-UCI and the RKD-CR, will maintain the intemationalist tradition againstall imperialism during 
the course of the war . 

The Anarchists . 
.. Ali tendencies compounded, theanarr:histshavea sizeableanddlspersed audience throughout 

France... The anarchist movement speaks with many voices, and on the m:ir question there are 
divergencies between ''integral pacifists ·' (peace at any cost) and the revolutionary pacifists, btu they 
share a refusai to parttcipaie in the coming m:ir ... When war breaks 011t ... the militantsfollow their own 
inclinations: some leave France, others obey the mobilization orders, and afew refase the draft and will 
spend years in military jails. France "at war for democracy "develops a vast repressive system whicl, 
Vichy and the Nazis will inherit and refine: some anarchists rejoin Stalinists andforeign antifascists 
in concentration camps ... 

... But one can look in vain for analysis of the sit11ation.for perspectives.for precise de.finition 
oftheattitudeof the movement in theavailableanarchist texts.from this lote perlot/ of thewar. ... lt seems 
di.fficult to assess objective/y the role of the anarchists ... 

ln short, some anarchists, willingly or not, remained quiet and waited for better times while 
keeping their hands clean; others behaved like isolated militants of othercurrents -without integrating 
within the Resistance, they did Resistance worlc and sometimes admirable worlc of solidarity. Not so 
numerous, it seems, are those who did integrate within the official résistance, but withm,t securing any 
persona/ bene.fit ... The worthy activities of Am, and his f ew friends does not obscure the collapse of the 
movement. lt is its heterogeneity, its Iock of cohesion and organization (deplored ad nauseam by many 
anarchists), its absense of perspectives which prevented it from acting during the war. 

The Trotskyists. 
L'Union Communiste. 
ln 1933 ... groups of communists and isolated militants ... a mini-regrouping gives birth to 

l'Union Communiste... with its organ L 'lntemationaliste. C~ exp/oins the importance of the 
theoretical tasks which confronted the nascent organization: "Conceming the nature and the counter 
revolutionary role of the USSR, we were at least 10 years behind our Dutch comrades and those of the 
German Left. We were equally behind on the institutionalization and integration of the unions. Same 
situation-as to the role of the revolutiona,y party. We faced the problems. '' 

UC denounces the bureaucratie maneuvers of the Trotskyists and what it considers their 
political confusion: a shift /rom demogogic attitudes to ent,y into Social Democracy, overestimation 
of the revol11tiona,y possibilities, propagation of ill11sions among the working class conceming the 
potential revolutionary role of the SP and the CP, etc. UC denounces the Popular Front, which is 
considered the equivalent of the National Front. ln 1935 UC is against any defense of the USSR. 

The war, along with the concomitant mobilization and arrest or exodus of theforeign militants, 
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causes the col/apse of the gro,tp which, in its best period, had certain/y no more than 40 members. 
Davoust (Cha:#) is arrested, then deported. Hewill surviveSachenhausen andwill resume his activities 
in the vanguard, but UC will not be reconstituted. 

The Socialist Left and the PSOP. 
The International Communist Left. 
... In Italy, the Bordiguists refuse the United Front with the socialists Later they oppose the 

mergerwith the socialists ... The advent off ascismdoes notmodify the attitude fascism and democracy 
are only different masks of bourgeois power, to which one can only oppose the dictatorship of the 
proletariat ... After their defeat in 1926 the Bordigrtists official/y fonn the Left Fraction of the Italian 
Communist Party in Pantin, France. In 1935 this organization evolved into the Italian Fraction of the 
Intemational Communist Lefl ... At a very early stage of the Spanish civil mir, the Fraction deflned its 
position: the Spanish prolétariat has been rmable to fonn its c/ass party, has not established ils 
dictatorship, and in the name of the antifascist st,ugg/e, has left bourgeois power intact. The war is 
imperialist and the ... !CL appeal to ail workers to desert the fronts, to fratemize and to transfonn the 
war into a civil war against capital. 

Union Communiste, the Revolution Proletarienne and some anarchists are we/1 mM'.lre of the 
counter-revolutionmyroleoftheStalinists, which wi/1 culminate in the persecution of the revo/utionaries 
and attacks against the co/lectivizations. They criticize, sometimes severely, what they consider the 
capitulations of the POUM andCNT-F Al, but theydo notfollow theBordiguistswho, according to them, 
mechanically apply to Spain slogans inherited from the first world war. The Bordigr1ists are not 
unanimious on this question ... 

... the Bordigr1ists have no hésitation when the second World War begins. This is another 
imperialist mir which should be transformed into a civil war against al/ bourgeoisies ... In Marseilles 
a sma/1 group ofltalian Bordigrtists andyoung French recruits ... form the French Fraction of the !CL ... 

In 1945 ... the bordiguists hold a conf erence in Turin [and fonn J the International Communist 
Party ... Althmtgh the Italians cannot provide any material help, the French Fraction acquires some 
prestige and a new vitality. Among others who adhere to the Fraction are veterans of the ex-Union 
Communiste, such as Davoust (Cha:#) and Lasterade ... The fraction publishes L 'Internationaliste and 
contacts are established with severalfactories, notably in Renault, wherefraction members play arole 
in the 1948 strike. These efforts produce f ew results and the theoretical problems resutface: In 1950 the 
majorityof the French members consider that Bordiguism isf ossilized andjoin Socialisme où Barbarie. 

The German and French Revolutionary Communlsts: RKD and CR. 
The group known during the mir as Revolutionâren Kommunisten Deutsch/ands is original/y 

part of the Austrian Trotskyist movement and is recognised in 1938 as the Austrian section ... Driven 
into exile by the repression it rapidly enters into conflictwith the Trotskyist movement and ils de/egates 
vote against the official proclamation of the 4th Intemationa/ in 19 38 They advocate revolutionary 
defeatism in ail countries ... In 1941... breaks cnmy from Trotskyism defines the USSR as state 
capitalist and categorically opposes its def ense ... 

A.fier the French collapse the RKD settles in Southern France and displays a remarkable 
acttvity, regularly publishing 'RK Bulletin· ... , 'Spartakus •• thefirst issue of which contains an appeal 
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The govenunent could impose on the unions exactly what bas happened in other 
countries, for instance in the English minersstrike, because the new fonns ofworlc organisation 
and the worlc relations introduœd with union help during the democratic transition had 
destabilised the worlcers movement and in consequence weakened its ability to answer the 
agressions of capital. 

There is only oneexplanation towhy the socialist governmentso easily could implement 
itspolicy ofindustrial liquidation and crumblingoftheproletarianconquestsof thelastftanquist 
period: the decomposition of the worlcers movement, the 1~ of the vitality of union action, the 
pacification policy in the national interest sectors. lt is onlytoday, as the unions have made their 
worlcof undermininginside theworking class, that the socialistgovernmentis freeto implement 
the drastic economical recipes on a disarticulated, devitalised and demoralised working class. 

fflE RITUALISATION OF CONFLICTS 
After having spent twelvedays in the Barredo pit, on 4 Janwuy 1992 the unionists announced 
the end of their 'action'; they could only observe the complete indifference of the govemement 
which had given their approval to the 'smvival plan' during the last week ofDeœmber. And 
as could be foreseen, even without the reservations they had obtained on other occasions, but 
only a vague promise to start 'negotiations on another level' (govenunent - unions). 

Butindependentlyofthat, wecananalysetheintentionsoftheunion leaders in launching 
an action which - considering the results - maybe could be characterised as 'calculated 
inefliciency'. Foryears theactionsagainst the government policy (NATO, Deœmber '88, Gulf 
War, or more recentlythe October 23 general strike in Asturias) took each time a more symbolic 
and marginal character in spite of the size of many of these mobili7.ations. 

Hundred of thousands manifested, on the sunny Sunday mornings, their sincere 
opposition against for example NATO or the Spanish participation to the Gulf War, but 
expressednothingbuttheir despiseof a part of the democraticallyelected leaders. TheDecember 
'88 general strike did not produce a result, not even that the unions were invited to the 
govemement offices where the plans about the wage policy are decided 

With thesecalls for general strikes, ritualised more or less like a controlled exercice, the 
unions have reached the limits of their possibilities. These limits are nothing else than the 
historical limits of the union tactic, completely bypassed by the recent evolution of the system 
Qf exploitation of the labour force through the restructurisation for the two last decades. 

Strike, mobilisation and continous sabotage are the weapons of worlcers' self defence. 
The use of these weapons, though being in accordance with trade union principles, have 
however been emptied of their content and converted into these rituals legitimising the 
negotiation between the union bureaucrats and the representatives of capital. The efliciency of 
a strike can be measured by its offensive character; e.g. its ability to paralyse the capital 
reproduction process, or if one prefers, its ability to break the cycle of the commodity froin the 
phase of production until the market 

The new organisation of the production process (dispersed fordism) is not only a 
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oftheminingtownsnottofollowthiscall?Whydidtheunionscallforaunitariandemonstration 
against the Bilbao deindustrialisation (Deœmber 1st) and then tried to avoid the building of a 
common front against the restructurisation (exactly what they bave done for the past decade )? 
Whydidtheunions leaderswaitto launcha general mobilisation in the minesuntil the moment 
whentheyknewthatthegovemmentwasabouttoapprovetherestructuringplan,knowingwell 
that in sucb circumstanees nothing would happen? 

Perhaps it was only agame considering the future of the union organisation faœd with 
theprogressivedisparitionofitssocialbasis(inthiscase,theminingindustJy).Ofcourseitwas 
naïve to believe that the govemment would soften its position and change the plan conceming 
Hunosa: the old union leaders isolated behind their barriers œrtainly didn 't believe this. Why 
then this showwith going down into the mine and draw the workers into a desperate and last 
minute action? Only to try to save their face and to maintain their members by giving them the 
impression that they have fought togetherwith the miners as in the 'goodold time', 

INTERNALISING THE LOGIC OF THE MARKET 
Theevolutionoftheconflictbringtolightthemoreandmoreambiguouscharacteroftheunions' 
claims. In realitythey didn 't oppose the 'swvival plan' which aims to liquidate Hunosa, except, 
lacing other alternatives, trying to maintain in the valley the level of employment and so 
maintaining their union strength. The union ideology tried for so many years to convinœ the 
workers of the benefits of the market economy, that the workers now start to question the logic 
of the market economy and to develop different ideas about the need to eliminate the public 
enterprises either through their liquidation or their selling to transnational capital. 

The effect of the demagogy ofthe govemment is efl'ectively supported by the taxpayers 
wbo don 't want to support Asturian miners presented as absenteeist, undisciplined, bigb cost 
workers. Wbich 'serious' workercould reject such anargument?Of course, nobodytalks about 
the selling ofEnasa to Fiat, of the Sevi lie TGV (only understandable as a compromise between 
the PSOE apparatus and Siemens and Alsthom), the Sevilla exhibition, etc ... or the buying of 
votesforthe PSOE with the Plan for the rural employmentin Andalusia. Yet, duringthe miners 
conflict, the only option pushed by the unions was to beg for investments. Those looking for an 
objectiveallianœbetweencapitalandtradeunionismcouldfindagoodexamplehere. Theresult 
is that in the present conditions of the exploitation of the labour force and of the growing 
precariousness, capital is able to manage without the mediation and the control of the working 
elass which were usually performed by the unions. 

When we know that since the Moncloa Pact the technocrates govem the country, the 
unionbureaucraciesonlytrytopreservewhatremainsoftheirpower. Iftheytriedtousetherank 
and file workers, other had the upper band, as always. The govemment could even gives its 
approva1 to the 'survival plan' white the union bureaucrats were at the bottom of the pit lt was 
notatalladisplayofforcesaswiththeMoncloaPact,butthetotalignoranceofaproblemwhich 
doesn'tgivenotiœableconsequencesforthesmoothproœssofthesocialistmanagementofthe 
restructurisation 
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to the worlcers o/theworld tobreak theirchains and/orm the international republic of theworkers 'and 
soldiers' cormcils ••• and 'Fraternisation Proletarienne' and other leajlets and theoretical texts ... 
Contacts arè initiated with German soldiers and liaisons established with the French revolutionary 
underground. Although well seasoned in clandestine activity, the RKD is not immune to repression: ... 
Karl Fischer, arrested in 1944, survives Buchenwald, butis laterkidnapped by Rt,ssian police inAustria 
(in 1947) and spends 8 years in Siberia ... ln Aug11st 1944 during the liberation of Paris, the RKD and 
the French CR/or thefirst and fast time paly arole in a genuine working class movement: CR militants 
head the strike committee at the big Rena11lt plant ... 

Independentlyo/ any political assessment, the astonishing laboraccomplished by this handfal 
of Austrian and German militants of the RKD, underdifficult and dangerous conditions; commands 
respect. 

The Groupe Revolutionnaire Proletarien - Union des Communistes Internationalistes 
(GRP-UCI). 

At the end o/ 1941 isolateâ militants of various backgrotmds meet to renew old contacts and ... 
the formation of a new group. A broad agreement ts reached conceming the imperialist nature of the 
war and on the de.finition of Russia as a state capitalist system. The members corne from Trotskyist, 
anarr:hist and various German opposition groups, and represent many nationalities ... 

... in 1946 the evo/ution of the group towards the position o/the Workers 'Councils Communists 
appears clearly .. .,'ffier the liberation of Paris, limited organizing amongst the socialist yo,,th brings 
new blood ... and ... new contacts. But the GRP-UC/ - it happens olso to other organizations - is ill 
prepared toassimilate thesenewpeople, whoare do11btlessmotivated bya healthy reaction against class 
co/labamtion, btawhoare inexperienced politica/ly and prone to be easilydiscouroged by the rarefied 
atmosphere of the gro,,p and its Jack of possibility of expression. Some members q11it the group, some 
of theforeigners leave France ... The group ... ceases to function in 1947. It hasfalfilled a 11Seful role 
during the·war ... 

Conclusions. 
This studyattempts to explain onlythe historical background and the actions of the three groups 

which took an unequivocal attitude during the war: The RKD-CR. the GRP-UC/ and the /CL. As they 
were not tonnented, as were Trotskyists, by the problems of strategy and tactics caused by the 
participation of the USSR in the conjlicts, they differed finie in their analysis of the war. It is now 
irrelevant to knowwhether theRKD orGRP assessed correctlyornot the Italian situation, or to rehash 
oid arguments on perennia/ theoretical problems. mention of the anarr:hist cummt was deemed 
necessa,y, bath to emphasize the collapse of the movement and to recognize the efforts of the militants 
who tried at least to pick up the threads. 

With many nuances, the three groups were most optimistic - as were the Trotskyists - as to the 
revolutiona,y potentia/ of the conjlict. Their hopes were mercilessly C111Shed: the feeb/e attempts here 
and there al autonomous working class actions prompt/y vanished with the restoration; aided by 
Stalinists and refonnists, of state power. 

The ultra-left analysis of the USSR was confinned while the Trotskyista' overlabored analysis 
cn1mbled The bureaucracydid not succumb to capitalist pressure nor to a proletarian revolution. It 
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protected and extended its power. .• The warand post-war periods proved that the bureaucratic society 
was not a freak occurrence limited to Russia. Bureaucratie societies exist over ha{f of Europe and 
elsewhere in the world, providing the Trotskyists with other specimens of worlœrs 'state« bom distorted 
ordeformed. This is the most important event of the centu,y, the irrefutable proofthat the elimination 
of private capitalism without a democratic organization of society engenders new forms of domination 
and exploitation. 

This short histo,y of the ultra-left ts not an g posteriori justification, but nonetheless some 
misconceptions should be dispelled. 

While not contesting the imperialist character of the war, some people have accuseâ the 
intemationallsts of having given indirect help to the Nazis by not sabordinating everything to the 
necessityof theanti-fascistfight. This isa most serious quution, and thecomplexity ofthe problem was 
revealed in various discussions which took place before the war ... 

The swift German victo,y in France brought a partial answer to these questioos for the 
intemationalists. In the measure that the French bourgeoisie, with enm,gh duplicity to safeguarrl its 
future, stood behind the Nazis, thefightagainst Vichy and the Nazis became the samefight. But thewar · 
continued, and left intact the problem of dealing with the resistance. 

The ultra-/eft and the Trotskyistsmaintainedtheircomplete independence andfought Vichy and 
the Nazis within the f ramework of their respective global perspectives. The ultra-ledft was on/y a grain 
of sand in the tempest and could on/y assign itse{f modest tasks. Despite its weakness, it deemed 
necessary the maintenance of its organizations in orrlertosafeguarrl and deve/op the theory, to regroup 
the militants and to denounce the lies and illusions spread by the various imperialists. The ultra-left 
stoodfor the defense of pro/etarian interests against French and German capital, advocated sabotage 
of the nazi war ejforl and resistance to germon and Vichy legislation. Although the German soldiers 
f ought brave/y indeed, they were not ail Nazis. Thousands of deserter:s were executed. The limited but 
effective work of the Trotskyists among German soldiers proved they were not impervious to 
propagandg. This was an anti-nazi attitude but on a class ground, without any concession to the class 
collaboration and chauvmism of the Stolinists and de Gaulltsts. 

· Some well-meaning people have suggested that the ultra-left, and also the trotskyists, shou/d 
have infiltrated the Résistance in order to influence it. The weokness of the ultra-left precluded any 
diversion of its militants. More numerous. the Trotskyists final/y chose to concentra te their militants 
in the factories. But the basic objection is a po/itica/ one. Even with the best intentions, clandestine 
activity is not conducive to /engthy debate and democratic process beyond the phase of small-room 
discussions. The Resistance was not a po/itical forum. In order to be known and respected, within a 
necessarily small number of people, an infiltrator would have had to obey orders and pe,form tasks 
assigned to him - in other words; to be /ost to his own organization and ideas ... Trotskyists gained 
influence and respect in some factories, but as the most militant and best trade uniomsts. When they 
unfurled their flag, the worlcers did not jlock. .. 

At the end of the war ... the three ultra-left groups injluenced perhaps a /ew hundred people ... 
the conditions had been difficult; most militants were in various degrees of jeopardy (as Jews, 
foreigners, forced-labor dodgers, jai/ escapees, etc) ... money, fa/se papers, food tickets, safe housing 
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which bas to disappear according to the dominant neo-hberal docttine of the Madrid 
govemment and of the EEC. Some other lossmaking public sectors (like Ensidesa - steel 
indusùy) will have to suppress senne 5.000 jobs out of 14.500, in addition to the effix:t on a 
number of subsidiaries. 

Agriculture, the other big economic sector of the region (16,3% of the wodœrs) is not 
in a better condition The local production and the technical condition of land exploitation 
explain the gap between the rentability in Asturias and the EEC. Aa:ording to the previsions 
this sector will have to get rid ofbetween 15000 and 20000 jobs in the coming years. 

Asturias is a remote and particular region compared with the other more dynamic 
economic areas of the Peninsula Mountains make conununications diflicult with the South 
(Castilla) and the infrastructural problems still existin theconununications with the otherparts 
of the north Cantabrica (GaliciaandBasqueCountiy). As Asturias bas a labour force strongly 
organised with a tradition of struggleforthe defenœ of its interests, it is easy to understand why 
European or Japanese investors are not attracted. 

Asturias, contraryto theother parts of Spain, have no local bourgeoisiewhose interests 
could bring them to a coalition with other classes to stop the decline of the regional economy. 
Lowandmiddle bourgeoisie have neithertheability northemeans to confronta situation which 
puts into question their own stability as a social group and the so-called high bourgeoisie 
traditionally bas looked for investments outside the region with a prospect of more distant but 
larger profits. 

fflE LAST BATI'LES OF THE OLD WORKERS MOVEMENT 
The violence of the fights between thedemontrators and thepoliœ, localised in onlyone valley 
andaroundthetownofMieres,issimilartowhatwehaveseeninotherprocessesofrestructuring 
(shipyards for instance) and is the expression of a vveakness as well as of an offensive potential 
of struggle. The ability of the successive PSOE govemments to implement the capitalist 
restructurisation in Spain was mainly due to their posS1bility to localise the mobilisations of 
resistance following a gradual calendar avoiding a general mobilisation at the same time in 
different sectors. 

Unions on their side supported the govemement, maintaining a strict control of the 
workers (being ableto stopvarious autonomous tendencies), signing social pacts or agreements 
for social peaœ and calling on the workers to ac:œpt the "neœssary sacrifices for the rescue of 
the national eoonomy ''; in other words guaranteeing social peaœ. Furthermore the present 
situation is only the consequenœ of the processes started with the Moncloa Pact which lasted 
till the 80's, with the so-called industrial reconversion (textile, Sagonte, shipyards, etc ... ). 

Consideringthewholesituation, theunionswereapparentlyinasituationallowingthem 
to repare theirpast errors and to form an interunioncommittee for the struggle. But considering 
their most reœnt positions we don 't have to hesitate on the present rote of the unions. How to 
explain the sudden radicalisation of the SOMA-UGT considering that this union did not even 
call for the general strike of October 23 and that Fernando Villa advised the socialist mayors 
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UGT general secretary Nicolas Redondo. The PSOE with this faithful ally can play the double 
gamein theseconflict situations in avery cleverway: though supportingthe governmentpolicy, 
he can release an apparent opposition in any sector of the party (the well known comedy 
opposing for instance Guerre and Solchaga). 

THE 'SURVIV AL PLAN' 
Hunosa (Huileras des Norte SA) was formed in the 60's when private capital was no longer 
interested in the Asturian mines. Private capital looked elsewhere for better profits because of 
the strength of the workers movement in the mines, of the obsoloscent equipment and of the 
growingdifficulties in the exploitation of the seams. The state had to nationalise the Iossmaking 
coal production into Hunosa (part oflNI, National lnstituteoflndusby}. Indoing sothefranquist 
govemement had it both ways: maintaining the mines preserved the social peaœ in a province 
where the sttuggles were disturbing the dictatorship and going ahead with coal production 
confonned with the policy of national energy independence. 

Duringthe60'sand the 70's, theminersfoughtconstandyfortheimprovementofwages 
and working conditions and the Hunosa deficit was equa1ly constant The PSOE-government 
implementedrestructuring foresawthecompleteliquidationoftheminingindustly. ThePSOE 
now pushes ahead the last phase of titis liquidation with some recently revealed projects of 
reconversion, TheEECdecisionsand the buyingofSouth Africancoal (fourtimescheaperthan 
Asturian coal) are definite arguments to legitimate the government's 'swvival plan'. This plan 
foreseestheprogres.gvereductionof employmentupto thecompleteclosweofHunosa in 2002. 
The plan hopes toeliminate 6.000 jobs with early retirement in thefirst year, 1992, i.e. one third 
of the 18.000 present Hunosa minets, The only consession is the Hunosa offer of25 million 
squaremetersofland(7billionspesetas,f.35 million)tobeusedforan 'industrialregeneration' 
of the mining district 

The unions âgree with the arguments on the decrease in the coalmines profitability and 
consequently the disbanding of the Hunosa. They only demand that the 'survival plan' shall 
includemeasures to buildaltemative new industries and jobs, i.e. measures which wil1 maintain 
their ability to negotiate and the mediating function of the union leadership in the new relations 
of work after the disbanding ofHunosa ... Anyway neither the government nor private capital 
are interestedatall: the market lawsdefended bytheunions during the transition todemocracy 
mean that ail investments have to be forgotten in a country like Asturias whose geographical 
and economic situation do not offer an opportunity to make profits. 

OBSOLOSCENTASTURIAS 
The miningcrises, asother previouscrisis forexample in the shipyards (Gijon 1983 ), isanother 
episodein the proœssofthecrumblingofthe regional Asturianeconomy. The mining industJy 
was the main activity bringing social and economic life to the 9 mining villages of Asturias 
(300.000 inhabitants, one third of the district population). Asturias have to afford the 
consequenœ ofhavingbeen a model of industrial development supportedbythe State, a model 
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had to be secured. Printing material was difficult to obtain. Already having to contend wùh the various 
French and German police, intemationalists f eared the Stalinists and were suspicious of the 
Resistance ... But the existing material conditions do not explain eve,ything, and are themselves port/y 
a rejlection of political isolation. The intemationalists were total/y in opposition to the various 
ideologies which claimed the allegiance of those French people who had not already taken refuge in 
passivity or opportunism. Intemattonalists cortld on/y endure, bear testimony and worlcfor the future. 

GUATEMALA 
DEMOCRACY AND VIOLENCE 

LE'ITER FROM AN AMERICAN COMRADE 

In the previous Echanges we prtblished an eyewitness account from Guatemala by an American 
comrade. Some more material by her and from other sources will fol/ow in another issue. In the 
meantime we publish below a translation from French of a letter from another American comrade, 
written in July '9 2 after a visit to Guatemala the month before, giving some updates on the situation 
compared with the article in the fast issue which was rather old. 

Here I don 't give adviœs for a travel there, even if I am ready to do it if somebody needs it. .. 
and not at ail a summing up of the history of this country ... there exists quite a lot ofliterature 
on the subject .. but only my observations from my last trip in June. I went there in 81, 82 and 
88 also. 9()0/o of the following notes are based on reading the local press, on what I could guess 
and on some dicussions with the hotel keeper and with a couple working for an international 
agency. I will tty to make a distinction between the facts, what I feel or suppose. Note that 
presently 1 dollar equals 5 Quetzales. 

Democracy and violence 
The election of Cerezo to presidency in 1986 had given rise to high expectations after years of 
a brutal military répression which completely devastated several provinces and provoked the 
exodusoftensofthousandsoflndianstoMexicowheretheystilllive.Thesehopesweredeceived 
and the anny is still powerful behind the light veil of civil authority. Anyway some things has 
changeda little ... lndividual killings have replacedmasskillings, though thearmy still kill qui te 
a lot in theindianvillages. In 198~ in ninemonths, American Watchcouldcount621 politically 
motivated murders. The democratic mechanism is there: a 'Hurnan Rights Office', an 
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Inspection of Labour and of the Judges ... but it doesn 't work or works very badly ... the inquiry 
on the murder of an anthropologist made no progress in two years because one of the supposed 
murderers belongs to the 'security services' ... in this murder the victim had a family powerful 
enough to prevent the suppression of the affair. Army and security services are practically 
beyond reach, exœpt when one of their members of the lowest grades is involved in a crime. 

Killingisveryfrequentin Guatemala ... A full pageof Prensa Libre ( 6/11/92) descnbing 
all the horrors happening in this country, reveals that the rate ofkilling is fourtiines that ofUS, 
Chile, Argentine or Nicaragua ... Perhaps there is some exaggeration in that. But it is true 
anyway thatfor a country of9 millions inhabitants, thedaily list ofkilled people is rather long ... 
even if we dont 't count the criminal orpassional murders, we can read that family members or 
individuals have their throat eut with the machete without appearent reasons... even the 
members of the ruling class don't escape assassination and nobody, note that, accuses the 
• guerilla'. During my almost three weeks stay I could recapitulate the following assassinations 
among 'top people' of the country: 

1) A political leader, wellknown and estimated banker, killed by heavy gunfire when 
leaving bis helicopter in Peten in the north of the country. 2) A colonel, one of the hopes of the 
army, killed with bis driver on the road 3) The president of the 'Industrial Trade Cbamber' 
machine-gunned on the road - he suivived. 4) An anthropologist strangled in bis residence. 
5) A colonel, fonnerdirectorof civil aviation, killed in the capital. 6) AjudgekilledatRutlhuleu. 
7) A TV journalist, criticising the regime a little, survived though severely wounded. 8) Not to 
forget the president of the conference ofbishops of Guatemala killed in bis car and ejected on 
the road, after having tried in vain to invoke bis position as servant of God. 

It is evident that there is some trouble among the ruling class. After all, according to a 
killer, a pistolero can be bired for 1,000 $ and certainly less if people to be killed are without 
importance (peasants, union organisers). In a certain way, an quick method to clearthe way for 
a promotion. 

The ruling class 
appears divided on a lot of 
questions... Serrano (the 
sucœssor of Cerezo) vetoed 
some measures proposed by 
the parliament... The coffee 
industry has quite a lot of 
problems and the capitalist 
milieus explain that 100,000 
countin Guatemala ... theothers 
can only work and shot their 
mouth, in their own interest. 

Itistruethatthe Cerezo 
govemment bas meant a light 
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not there. There was a large gap between 
on one band the overwhelming 
propanganda flowing from the media 
(newspapers, radio, TV, etc ... ) and on the 
otherhandfromtheworkerstheemotional 
approach which burst up in violent 
reactions. This situation could not bide 
the deep distortion of the meaning of this 
conflidandthesolidaritywiththeminers. 
Neitherthecircumstances, northecontent 
of this fight or the conœmed 'subjects ' 
could be related to a 'glorious past '. On 
the contrary everything indicated that we were seeing the last phase of a model of social 
intervention of the workers led by the unions . 

LOCKING fflEMSELVES UP IN THE MINE: 
PROTECTING THE IMAGE AND THE POSfflONSGF UNION POWER 

The strength of the mobilisation in Deœmber led CCOO and UGT leaders to Iock themselves 
up deep into the Barredo pitin the Rio Caudal valleynearthe city Mieres. It was actually a great 
surprise to see top union leaders dressed as miners and followed by a crowd going down into 
thepit at300m depth toobligethe govemmenttochangethe 'survival plan'. The situation must 
have been very serious to make the provincial union leaders to put on the miners cloths they had 
thrown away ages ago and in doing so start this spectacular action. 

But if the situation was serious, it was so firstly for the unions and the people who lead 
them. This situation was the same in other European countries; the unions being pushed into 
a growing marginalisation in their abilityto manage the labour force. The new organisation of 
work, the new technology of automation, the precariousness, etc ... have transformed the 
universe of work relationship in such a way that there is no spaœ for the intervention of the 
unions. 

In Asturias, the closure of the pits belonging to the public national society Hunosa 
(foreseen for 2002) will mean for the unions the loss ofone of the fortresses oftheirnegotiating 
power and of the political intervention of the union bureaucracy. The mining industry was in 
fact the industrial branch where the rate of unionisation was the highest (90 %) and where the 
union tradition was deeply rooted (the CCOO were bom at the La Camocha pit in the Asturias 
during the 60's). ThedisbandingofHunosa represents the loss of an essential instrument of the 
persona! power of Fernandez Villa, leader of the SOMA-UGT (UGT's miners union of 
Asturias), in relation to the PSOE apparatus in the Asturias. Hunosa means a lot to hirn, both 
in the use of union time, the distribution of financial advantages to bis followers, and the control 
of the mayors of the mining villages' councils. Moœover, this sordid intriguer occupies a top 
function into the Madrid PSOE and is Felipe Gongalez 's right band in the inside war against 
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deœmposition of the fonns of the fordist aggregation) and the expression ofa certain rise of 
the resistance of the exploited on new schemes. 

Finally I have to add endly that the discussion on the 'competetivity pact' develops in a context 
of a more and more repressive policy from the government The minister of labour bas just 
published a project to limit the right to strike. If the unions disagree, the project will become 
lawwithouta parliamentary debate bythe meansof a decret. The Spanish Home Office hasjust 
published the proposai of a law on 'citizens' security ' which on one band is written in a bizarre 
and obscure language not even correct in juridical terms and on the other band pushes aside 
some ftmdamental right included in the 1978 constitution. The pretext is to repress the drug 
traffic (new scapegoat) because the value of terrorism is somewhat reduced in the social 
imaginary - the police can operate where it wants and enter private homes without any 
pennission from a judge. It is in fact the extension of a previous law against terrorism. We can 
observe that the franquist law offered a better guarantee for the individual rights that this new 
proposai. As I said about the competetivity pact, after this polemics on the security law, the 
govemment will change some fonnulations and maintain the essential and morefundamental 
questions Iike the limitation of the freedom of speech, of demonstration and of meeting. 

C.G.V. 12/7/91 

1) On Spain, see a numbcr ofprevious Echanges issues (no. 64 for the 'cornpetetivity paet ') and for the post-fianquist 
periocl and the assernbly movement the book.Del 'antt-franquisme d l'apres franquisme - Illusions politiques et lutte 
de classe (From anti-fianquism to post-franquism- Political illusions and class struggle )(F.changes, 1980, by C. Brendel 
ancfH. Simon). Thefintsocial pactœlledthe 'Moncloa Pact' wastheresuh ofa general c:omenstJ8 involvingall parties 
and unions in orderto modenûse œpitalism ina 'demoaatic' Spain. 
2) About this strike see Echanges no.SS and 61. 

ASTURIAS, REQUIEM TIME 

The following article was published in Etcetera no. 19. While dealing with a strike of Asturian miners 
at the end of'91, it also contains the same kind of geneml discussion as in the letter above. 

The mining villages of Asturia suddenly burst up on the TV screens during the Iast week of 
Deœmber 1991 with pictures of an apparent resurgence of industrial conflicts. General strike 
in the mining region, fights with the police and blockade of the main roads to the other parts 
of Spain, etc ... brought Asturias to the foreftont of the social problems. Why did the miners 
awake ? Was it a reaction of a whole industty against a 'Survival Plan' in which, with a good 
sense of humour, the Madrid govemment projected to end ail mining in this district. Were the 
miners again going to war as in 1934 or 1936, or even better as during the bard strikes against 
thedictatorshipinthe60'sand70's?Nobod.ywasleapingforjoy.Bigenthusiasticwordswere 
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change, la apertura politica, but it is a very narrow change ... The media are not completely 
controlledand cansometimes contain very hardcriticism ... the unions have benefitted from the 
new climate oftolerance, perhaps because a part of the anny is fed up ofbeing systemetically 
used to break the strikes and certainly to improve theirreputation internationally (to getforeign 
subsidies). They also think that the best way to discourage the guerilla is to give the unions a 
certain freedom of action. Finally, under Cerezo discussions with the guerilla dstarted. Now 
more details about some of these points. 

Unions 
The first unions werefounded in the 20's. Exœptduring a short period (Albenz govemement) 
they have always functioned in very difficult conditions, sometimes somewhat tolerated, 
sometimes violently repressed, The counter revolution in 1954 helped by the CIA completely 
destroyeda movement which had organised one tenth oftheworkforce. Presently they organise 
only 5% of the worlcers. Severa) union federations exist and the worlcers are now and then 
organised on a factory basis, now and then on a branch basis, but coalitions or agreements on 
a national level or even on a régional level are rare. The extent of unemployment and of 
precarious work, the low standard ofliving and the low level of education, the general political 
climate, -itisevidentthat theunionsworkwith teml>lehandicaps. Asa well infonned Canadian 
man told me: the life expectations of the union leaders are always very limited. Anyway the 
unions try to use the new political possibilities as well as possible and some sttikes burst up in 
June. The unions opposed the privatisation of the state companies, with the argument (among 
others) that they were a manoeuvre to break the unions and push the impoverishment process. 

Guatemala bas raûfied most of the international agreements on labour, and the present 
laws, though considered by the unions as inadequate, give the worlcers some not negligible 
guarantees IF theywere implemented. That is not at ail the situation, and after a 4 years inquiry 
the AFL-CIO asked the US Congress to apply to Guatemala the sanctions of the law for non 
respect of worlcers rights (these sanctions would consist of a change in the custom taxes). The 
Guatemalan press unanimously condemned the AFL-CIO, but the Guatemalan unions 
approved and once again condemned the maquiladora factories which are totally exempted of 
taxes, pay the lowest wages and don't utilise modem technology. 

Guerilla 
For three weeks, the papers mentioned some fights between the anny and the guerilla with 5 
or 6 dead. Here and there, the guerilla eut the electricity lines, bum a coach or destroy a road. 
Sometimees during the night, a village is invaded to keep a meeting and distnbute some 
literature. Nothing very dangerous for the government. For the 5 or 6 previous weeks some 
meetings of country people living in the highlands ask for the end of war and a peaceful solution, 
mainly asking that the guerilla stop war actions very damageable to ail the population. It is 
impossible to know what is the part of the 'special units' of the anny in these meetings, but it 
is evident that the majority of the population is fed up with a situation which bas been lasting 
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for more than 30 years, most of these civilians being squeezed between the two waring camps, 
each burnt coach aggravating their difficulties. The govemment declarations about the 
weakening of a more and more internationally isolated guerilla correspond more or Jess to the 
reality.MilitaiypeoplethinkthattheGuatemalanweaponequipmentcomesftomthedisbanded 
Salvadorian guerilla, but this assertion bas to be proved. The same source estimated that the 
guerilla numberes only between 800 to 1,000 fighters. 

In these conditions the army can impose its conditions. In an interview, the general 
mister of defenœ and 'el titular de Gobernacion' (?) have off'ered the guerilla an amnesty (still 
to define) and the possibility to be transfonned in a political party when it bas surrendered aU 
its weapons without conditions. The Union Revolucionaria National Guatemalteca (UNRG) 
bas considered these proposais as ridiculous ... (Siglo Veintiunq, 22/6/92) but it can 't hope for 
better ones ... the situation is far more worse for the guerilla than in Salvador or in Nicaragua 
where a fragile compromise bas been settled. It is evident anyway that in a poor and small 
country, the guerilla is still a problem, obliging the constant use of the military forces in 
conjonction with the police: the anny protect the banks, the department stores, the buses, ... the 
cars on the roads, etc ... 

Standard of living 
It is impossible to give acurate figures, to try some comparisons. Sorne wages taken ftom the 
papers: a bus or lony driver from 500 to 700 Q a month (50 to 70 I,-100 to 120 $), anaccountant 
from500to 700 Q, a cookfrom 400 to 700 Q(sometirnes gettingthefoodandanaccomodation), 
an office messenger from 325 Q up to 500 (if he owns a motorbike), a secretary ftom 500 up 
to 700Q (if she isveryskilled), A typographercanearn 20Qaday (2 f,or 1.50 $) butahairdresser 
canget700monthly(plustips),awaitress475Q.Theawardforexploitationcangotosomebody 
offering 300 Qtoa youngableto washand ironallowedonly torest on Sunday. Thesameyoung 
woman could get up to 700 Q a week if she work in a massage parlour ... According to the law 
the workers can get a yearly bonus and the working week is fixed to 44 hours, but parctically 
most of the workers work six days a week. I could not find infonnation about the very skilled 
jobs: electricians, engineers, technicians, etc ... A salesman very skilled (in mechanics for 
instance) can eam 1,000 Q plus commissions a month. An accountancy degree or a totally 
bilingual secretaJy means a very good level refering to the level of education in this country. 
MyAmericaninfonnertoldmethat2,000Q(200/300$)amonthforacouplecanbeconsidered 
as a very good income in Guatemala 

Prices 
Ali my infonners agree that the accomodation problem was very important in Guatemala; in 
the capitol town, the foreigners can live as kings... some rents have to be paid in dollars; 
according to the off'ers in the papers no rent is below 250 Q ( 25 / 40 $ ) a month which is quite 
alotforpeopleeamingbetween400Qand600Qamonth,oftenwithalargefamily. Thesolution 
is found in pilung up people, often a whole family living in one room or sharingthe housewith 
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etc ... ). They only other possibilities remaining is tighter control of wages and public expenses 
for welfare. 

The unions havemaintained theirusual positions during the wholepreviousperiod, i.e. a verbal 
opposition the the government proposais, to corne back more recently to a position of dialogue 
expressing the will to arrive at a trilateral agreement (govemement, employers, unions). The 
proœss followed by the govemement is a very classical one in 'democracy ': the government 
unveils its proposais for an 'industrial pact' and present it in a way and in such tenns that it is 
unacceptable for the unions. Theo it drops some words in its proposais (the Jess important but 
the most provocative) and then the unions agree first to corne to discuss and lastly to sign the 
agreement 

For example, the unions at first refused to discuss wage control; but at the beginning of July, 
they declared openly they were ready to meet the govemment on this question (of course to 
discuss thepace of the next wage rise ). The unions askedas a countenneasure a seriesof general 
measureson salarytaxaüon, promotion of employment, professional training, ail ofit measures 
characterised by their ambiguity. Even more, in this document of the unions (presented in 
common by CCOO and UG1) there was other measuœs presented as the 'reenforœment of 
negotiation' which actually means a reenforœment of the union role in thewhole of industrial 
relations and a guarantee to be present in the bodies managing unemployment benefits. 

One of the proposais from the employers needs to be closely examined: the proposai linking 
wagerisesto productivity increase. This measurewouldbeapplied individually foreach worker 
in such a way that the wage of a worker would be directly related to bis personal productivity 
level; a general agreement would fixa minimum wage for each sector, category, etc ... ( Seat 
Volkswagen already bas tried to impose this system in its Barcelona factory). It is in fact only 
another step forwards in the process of destruction of the working community build around the 
fordist organisation of work after the second world war. Presently the uniformity of wages and 
the negotiating procedure for wages raise are the last point of practical convergence of the 
workers' interestswhenexpressingclaims at thefactory level; these facts werethe mainelement 
of aggregation for the workers. I don 't know up to which point this disaggregation of the forms 
oïresistanœ linked tofordism willbringsomenewfonnsofresistancefrom the newproletariat 
We will have to look for new fonns of solidarity outside the traditional sphere of production, 
for instance in the sphere of the commodity concumption, where new identities are rising like 
style, rock music for instance, or mass sport events, fashion, etc ... These new forms of solidarity 
would include some more or Jess marginal facts conceming the balance of the commodity sale 
like crime, but essentially the fonns of resistance in several specific contlicts in developed 
capitalist society (squatters, desertion, etc ... ). We have perhaps to consider these new forms of 
solidarity as the problematic (contradictory) expression of the present phase of the capitalist 
system, as the expression of a decomposition of social life (parallel to the process of 
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transformation of society no longerfollows laws which were formed at the beginning of modern 
science according to a mecanist picture of the world. On the contrary, it is an open process in 
which it is possible to detect contradictions through conflicts and tensions which don't contain 
an hlstorical finality but only the decomposition of a model of social organisation (capitalist). 
Whatcommunismisandhowtobringittolifewasaquestionwhlchconsideredtheactualreality 
of a dominant capitalism from a point of view corresponding to the previous period. Presently, 
everything looks as if communism would only be the virtuality of social change springing from 
the multiplicity of conflicts. E.g. the negation of the social statu quo can be seen in the fact that 
there is still a lot of conflicts even ifthey are not seen by the actors as aiming at the substitution 
of a social order for another one. Finally, I don 't know until which point it is coherent to use 
these wordswith a finalist or deterrninistconnotation when we try to start the criticism of present 
society and its conflicts. 

On Spain and the political debate 
In Spain, the present political debate concerns the 'competetivity pact'. As I have already said 
in other letters (1) the government tries to push a new social pact and the unions are against. 
That is to say, the govemment put forward unacceptable conditions in its proposed text; unions 
played the same usual comedy, claimingloudly their refusai with the threat to start a new general 
strike like in December '88 (2) though r.-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.i 
agreeing 'to discuss'. The government 
proposais includeda tighterwage control, 
i.e. a bigger reduction of an already 
lowered living standard, a reduction of 
the employers' contribution to the health 
system (with as a counterpart an increase 
of the employees' contribution), a 
diminution of enterprises taxes, more 
'flexibility' in the working contracts and 
the possibilities of making workers 11 · _......._ · ~ ,11. ' -~ -- ") 11 

redundant (becoming Jess expensive for 
employers), etc ... All these measures aim at an increased productivity and competetivity, which 
is among the lowest of the European countries ( only a bit better than Turkey) according some 
OECD or other international forum reports. The reduction of the labour price is the Iast 
possibility to try to improve Spain 's competetivity on the European market and the counterpart 
offered by the govemement to the already invested transnational capital ( or that which could 
be invested in a near future). There is indeed no other measures to take. The modernisation of 
the productive apparatus is practically over, mainly in the industrial branches which had some 
future in the EEC and in the disbanding of the branches without a future. Most of the modem 
factories are already in the hands of the transnational capital (more than 90% of the 
agrobusiness, the whole of the electronics industry, computers, and automation components, 
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others. The poorest ones live in 'colonias', on the slopes of the 'barrancos', deep ravines around 
the town, in siums. An American-Canadian couple works for an international agency helping 
the poor to buy their 'home': this organisation lend the money for the land and the building 
materials to a cooperative in which the members provide the building work. .. These buildings 
are very simple, the walls ... the roof of corrugated iron ... the mortgage would be 40 Q a mon th. 
The unions complain about all the facilities offered to the import companies so that the 
purchasingpower bas diminished and ruining the national industries ... Effectively I can see that 
the shops are very well supplied and that prices are not so scandalously high as in the past ... 
The US products arenot theonly ones, ChineseandJapanese goods have theirpart of the market, 
But most of the prices are similar to the American prices in the popular stores: shirts starts at 
56 Q, a tailored dress at 80 Q, a not too bad pair of shoes 100 Q, chlcken starts at 7 Q a pound 
and mince meat from 7 to 11 Q a pound. The steak (very 
tough) l lQapound,abeercanbe2,50Qinthesupennarket t'9L.,_,--IIIIIIIIII 
but 3.50 to 5 Q in the restaurant. Transport is very cheap .......... a 
(subsidised by the state): 40 centavos in the capital, 2,50 Q 
from Guatemala City to Antigua. 

Don 't forget that besides the low wages, there is 
unemployment and underemployement. I don't have the 
figures but they are high ... AH youths have a lot of diffi.culties 
to survive, wandering around the markets, the buses, selling 
shoestring or chewing gum ... To sum up, for the poor: bad 
accomodation, a minimum of clothes and poor food ... 
beans, tortillas with onions, avocados ... And the ''mush' ', 
a kind of light porridge of oats or 'l 'atole', a kind of clear soup made with corn, ail that with 
sugar. Meat and milk are a luxury. I saw that the population practically don't eat fresh 
vegetables. 

Choiera bas actually caused about a hundred of deaths (lfl am not wrong). It is a disease 
linked to poverty, affecting mainly the rural sones where now and then the river water is used 
for everything. No cholera in Antigua where the water is pure and the reputation is of great 
importance for tourism. 

Ecology 
The first tanker delivering unlead petrol came to Guatemela Iast year, but it was the only one ... 
I havefound the same foui smell as previouslyin Guatemala City where hundreds ofbuses spread 
clouds of black smoke. On 4th Avenue where there is un uninterrupted stream of buses, the 
people - shop keepers, office workers, restaurant workers- work with doors and windows open 
and breathe this poison ail day long. 

More important is the problem of deforestation. A page in Prensa Libra ( l l/6/92) with 
the title Destruction de nuestro ambiente says that 30 years ago the forest covered 80% of the 
country ... now it covers only 25% and in 20 years everything will have disappeared, bringing 
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a situation similar to Haïti with the disappearence of agriculture as well as maritime life along 
the coasts covered by the earth brought by the erosion. When traveling I could observe that this 
was right. .. entire slopes in the mountains are completely deforested; when we see them from 
far away the green land is an illusion: it is not trees but chapparal ... the big trees are rare. The 
govemment can't ignore this situation and forest rangers replant trees and encourage the 
commercial production of tortillas in order to reduce the use of Jess economic domestic 
woodfires. Sorne of these measures are not very efficient and some are purely symbolical... a 
copwouldbeneededbehindeachpeasanttopreventhimtocutwoodwhennothingelseisoffered 
to him instead .. Electricity is rare and expensive, coal is nonexistant and gas stoves are 
expensive ... Another subject of anxiety in the same article: the high birth rate ... if the birth rate 
decline significantly the population will be 19 million in 30 years and 29 million ifthere is a 
smaller decline. The article proposes family planing. 

This is not all my notes, but I think I have covered the essential. It is easy to find statistics on 
mortality, hygiene, unemployment, education, etc ... Guatemala, like Mexico, bas strongly 
protested against thedecison of the US Supreme Court to legalise the kidnapping ofindividuals 
in foreign countries by the US security services. This imperialist arrogance brought strong 
protests in the US and the State Department sent its best acrobats to try to soften the reactions 
to this decision. El Grafico (17/6/92) published a virulent editorial against the US La 
legalizacion del terrorismo; as we say here "It takes one to know one" .... 

PL7/92 

GOODBYE TO THE UNIONS? 
A CONTROVERSY ABOUT AUTONOMOUS 
CLASS STRUGGLE IN GREAT BRITAIN 

REMARKS ABOUT SOME RECENT 
PUBLICATIONS AND TEXTS 

A book and a bad summary 
A book by Cajo Brendel on this subject was first published in Gennan in 1974 with the title 
"Autonome Klassenkampfe in England 1945-1972". An expanded French version was later 
published by F.changes (a few copies might still be available from our Paris address) with the 
title "Lutte de classe autonome en Grande Bretagne 1945-1977". However, there was never 
an Englishedition of this book, which isa longaccountoftheautonomous struggleof theBritish 
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On the workers' side, this means a break with the so-called workerist tradition and on capital 's 
side new neœssities and a new social consensus. But all that happens in an oœan of 
contradictions completely reshaped in a kaleidoscopic universe of tensions and conflicts. The 
contradictions which emerging at a certain level of social relations are not present at another 
level. For exarnple, to consider the human condition only as labour force (i.e. the growing 
proletarisation of the population) doesn 't correspond to a sociologically homogenous class 
formation we could see with the working class linked to fordism after the second world war. 
We can furthermore say that we are living in a process of transformation only understandable 
if we consider the crumbling of the form of domination of capital (from classical fordism to the 
deœntralised production, which implies the decomposition of the forms of class structure of the 
factory workers. 

We can say, accordingly, that theclassical model of confrontation hasbeen greatly transformed, 
when the extension of capital brings about the disappearance of the formal subjectivity which 
was formed as a social subject around the traditional working class and as a practical reality in 
the mass movement On the contrary, the new production and management techniques helped 
to build a very hierarchical structure in the whole labour force in such a way that what was 
expressedformerlyintheformofthestruggleoftwoclassesnowexpressitselfasan 'explosion' 
of multiple contradictions. There is no longer a fundamental contradiction, but a conflictuality 
which spreadsall overthe developed capitalist countries through a lot of small unfair 'cheatings 
', crimes, insubordinations in the production sphere and in the social life in general. This 
dispersion of the conflicts conceming the more or Jess large layers of workers and the 
proletarised population is not linked at all to a final aim, contrary to what we could see fonnerly 
amongst theworking classorganised in parties and unions. We can seeto daythis contradiction 
as a tendency towards the decomposition of capitalist society rather than a tendency to 
recompose an historical subject expressing a kind of alternative sociality. This does not mean 
the end of class struggle as the post modem sociology tries to explain, but its transformation 
corresponding to the present stage in the development of the exploitation of the labour force. 
And this also means new ways of expressing the resistance, even new values and concepts of 
struggles sometimes in contradiction with what we knew in the past 

In fact I tried to discuss this approach in an article (Dispersedfordtsm and the new organisation 
o/labor) inEtceteraconcerningthetransportstrikes and the new dispersed fordist organisation 
of work. I think you are right when you say that this discussion about the fonns of the struggles 
can be trapped in prejudices (anarcho syndicalist for instance) and it could be of a great help 
if we don 't look at these more general questions which are behind this discussion on the fonns 
oftheclassstruggleanditsmeaning. Infact, Idon'tbelievethatitispossibletohaveaninductive 
perspective of analysis of whatconœms the theorisation of communism; i.e. neither inductive 
(trytofind in thepresent struggles thefonns whichcould prefigurecommunism), nor deductive 
(to start from an ethical, ecological, teleological, etc. principle or premise). In my opinion, the 
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Aragon,Castilla).l.e. theywerenotusedtothecapitalistwayofmediationtosolvetheproblems 
of work; they only knew the previous current practice of 'caciquism' and relations sti11 sttongly 
tied to some kind of feudal remains. In this respect I see an important difference between the 
Asturian miners (where workers' organisations always have existed - it is not by chance that 
the CCOO had its irigin there) and the workers on the line at the Valladolid Renault factory: 
indisciplined, angry and hostile to the unions. Of course, I knowverywell both experiencesand 
I referto fonnal differences -differences in the formai expression of autonomous struggles. On 
one band, the Renault unions had to wait for the exhaustion of the autonomous movement to 
impose themselves, though staying rather weak; on the other band the same unions are still 
powerfull in the Asturias but they have to defend ail the working mies transgressions (refusai 
of work, Monday absenteeism, faked sick-leavesfrom the doctors through pressure or bnl>ery) 
in order to keep their influence amongst the miners. 

Ali that brings me to what you said in your letter [Echanges no. 63) on the need to avoid the 
'recipesforthesucœssofstruggles'. Wehaveofooursetoconsider'thedialecticalrelationship', 
in other words the existing conflicts between the fonnal expressions of the organisations and 

the struggle as the real 
batleground of the proletarian 
action. I asked myself for a long 
timeuptowhich pointwereferto 
prejudices, toinheritedoutof date 
concepts no longer related to the 
present world, when we are 
lookingat thepresentconflicts in 
developed capitalist countries. I 
am refering here to the 
disappearance of 'finalism', 
considered as the fading of the 
meaningof quite a lot of concepts 
linked to the theory of class 

struggle oorresponding to the moment when the workers' subjectivity was formed as a formal 
social expression in front of capital embodied as the bourgeoisie. I am directly linking the 
disappearanc:e of'finalism' andof themessianic concepts of emancipation tothedisintegration 
or the disappearance of the subject who supported them. We can observe a more and more 
developed process of decomposition of the social form of the classical proletariat (the factory 
workers who worked in large productive concentrations and had a certain homogeniety in its 
life and working conditions). The rise of the tertiary sector with a new fragmented and 
precarious proletariat and the dispersion of the large productive industrial units underline, in 
my opinion, a new stage of relationship in the exploitation of the labour force. 
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working class in the post-war period, based on an extended knowledge of and a lifelong 
occupation with the subject 

Sometimeagowe becameawareofa kindofabbreviated 
English version of the book which bas circulated for some years 
without our knowledge, an anonymously published pamphlet 
with thetitle' 'Autonomousclass struggle in Great Britain 1945- 
77. A summary". It was in general a goocl idea trying to put out 
such a pamphlet since an English version of Brendel's book 
doesn't exist. However, the pamphlet is a bad extract and 
summary (includinga nwnber of factual errors not found in the 
original) which does not give a goocl acx:ount of the author' s real 
ideas, analysis and experience with the working class struggle. 
Any critique of Brendel's work based on this pamphlet is 
therefore deemed to contain many unnecessary 
misunderstandings, Wedon'tsaythatonceareaderbashada 11 ··· ·-----·--- --- 11 
lookatthe original, hewould agreewith the analysis putforward 
- but a more fruitful discussion could then be possible. 

The remaries below is made for new readers of Echanges who might have seen the 
Englishpamphletorvariouscritiques, tomakeknown that wedisagreewiththesetextsandhave 
attempted to answer them. Forthosewho have seen the pamphlet Goodbye to the unionswhich 
we've published on the subject, the following remaries are made in ordertocomment and make 
known some other texts which are part of the same controversy. The work bas been started to 
translateandupdateBrendel'sbook,butitisuncertainwhenthiscanbefinishedandapublisher 
befound 

-~/~~®.13Î~ENIJÊL: :] 
AUT(JNOMC)US . -. C. 
CLJ.\ . . ·. ~~ÜGGLE 
IN: · REl.(t I HITAIN 

. 1945- . 0 :· 

: ;J\ ~U MAl~Y _ ·: 

.ECHANGES ET .. - 
·~{)lJVEMENT1:,)~I~ 

A hostile critique and a pamphlet trying to answer it 
A reaction to the English pamphlet was a 4 page leaflet with a critique of Brendel - or rather 
of the 'unauthorised' pamphlet: Some thoughts as 1 read the pamphlet "Autonomous Class 
Struggle in Great Brltain ''. By David Douglass, National Union of 'Mineworkers, wbere the 
author appearently is extremely offended by anyone daring to talk about the autonomous 
fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil struggle of the workers and especially anyone 

Some thoughts as I read the pamphlet criticising ·~s' union. There is little d~~ that the 
"Autonomous Class Struggle in Great Britain" author, even ifhe had could seen the original book, 

by David Douglass would disagree with much - and most likely the 
National Union of Mineworkers substance - of Brendel' s and our analysis. But the 

critique' s very large nwnber of extremely 'bard', 
hostile and unfriendly remaries are maybe to a larger extent than necessary caused by the 
distorted and/or uncomplete account of our views and by the nwnber of factual errors in the 
English pamphlet. Douglass appearently never cared to even take into account that he was 
criticising a summary made by someone else and that he had no knowledge whatsoever about 
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the authoror about bis ideas and the poJitical 'tradition' he cornes from. Instead be just jumped 
into making a critique in an extremely despicable and disgusting tone, some of the worst we 've 
seen on the Ieft for many years, in addition to some meaningless assomptions about the author 
being a 'situationist'. 

Because of the circulation of the 'unauthori:zed' pamphlet and of the above mentioned 
and other critiques of it, Echanges published the pamphlet Goodbye to the unions - A 
controversy about autonomous class struggle in Great Brttain, containing a brief summaty of 
Brendel's book, Douglass' above mentioned critique, an answer from Brendel and other texts 
by Echanges. This pamphlet bas been distributed to all subscnbers and is also for sale in 
bookshops or from Echanges and will therefore not be summarised here. 

of irritation? To have unconditional opinions, to believe that things could be done di.fferently 
and say so, is healthy and neœssary • sowe must banish the idea thatanyone whodœsn't think 
like meis against me. If not we'U finddiscussion tuming intopersonal confrontations, in which 
case we'll be the ones who lose out 

Ail this is without mentioning the clique (for lack of a better word) which never says 
anything, but with its attitudes - its smiles and munners, noises, or even in some cases threats 
- cets short free expression. With all this, I reclcon that our assemblies are notfree-they simply 
give out infonnation, then take a vote at the end 

Sowhobenefitsfromourorganisation'spresentcondition?Certainlynotthedockworkers' 
collective, when our assemblies are a reflection of the level of disillusionment, disenchantment 
andlack of confidenœwhich we have sunk to. Weneed toanalyseobjectively, without passion, 
what bas brought us to this situation. Who is to blame? In some ways all ofus - eve:ryone who 
makes up our collective - although the main responsibility lies with those who hold positions 
of responsibility and who have done so for years. 

If we do get back to a livingassembly in wbich people can participate freelywe will have 
breathed life back into an organisation which bas proved itsvalidity over theyears in numerous 
critical situations. If we are notable to do so, our dockworkers' collective is sure to disappear 
and a distinctive kind of trade union wbich distanced itself from the status quo - a union which 
raised the hopes of this country's captive and disorientated workers' movement - will have 
failed, 

A speech at a Oass War conference 
The above mentioned leaflet is not the only Douglass text in circulation criticising Brendel. In 
'91 theEnglish Class War Federation arrangedan international conference. An account of the 
conference in no. 47/48 of the Swedish anarchistjoumal Brand, in a paragraph called "The 
unions as resistanœ", says: "A speech which lead to standing ovations came from Dave 
Douglass, secretary of the Hotfleld section of the National Union of Min ers, when he give an 
accounl ofthe ('84- '85)miners strike. Heattackedthewhote leftforitssuperiorattitude towards 
theworkers. Dave was of the opinion that the autonomists/ council anarchistsare wrongwhen 
they say that the unions always oct as a brake on the resistance of the workers. -During the 
miners strike il was on our union meetings thatwe p/anned ail il/egal actions, our 'hit squads' 
against strike breokers and the Coal Board." 

Douglass' speech was published in no.5 of the Class War discussion journal HeavyStuff, 
in the article Charge of the left Brigade. The left, working class trade unionism and the 
experience of the miners- by DD, Doncaster Class War. (1) Elsewhere in the journal there's 
given the a<tdress to sometbing called Class War Colliers, do D. Douglass ... The bulk of the 
text is a critique - somewhat amusing and in some places with a couple of arguments and 
examples wbich we canappreciate-of the leninist left and its attempts to intervene in workers' 
struggles and teach the workers. It further argues that British workers express an attachment 
to the trade unions, that strugglesoften developout of orparallell tothe fonnal union structures, 
etc. and a lot of other points also made in bis leaflet mentioned above - all of which neither is 
unknown tous nor is in contradiction with our analysis. The differenœ is only that Douglass' 
onlyconcem is a stubbom defence of the unions at any cost, especially bis 'own'. In Douglass' 
text we also againfind the fantasies about the miners' union being "a catalyst in revolutionary 
upsurges" all the time from its inœption ... until the 1984-85 miners strikel 

Attheendofthespeech/articlethere'sanattackonBrendelwbichstartsasfollows: ''Not 
that such blinkeredvision iscorftnedto Leninists. Cajo Brendel, in 'Autonomousclass struggle 
in Bntain ', what I suppose is a Situationist work (in fact Brendel is ... a veteran Dutch council 
communist-Heavy Stuff editor 'snote), misses the relationshipof the worker to the trade union, 
in a period of mass Trade Union upsurge, sees al/ struggle as anti-union and non-struggle as 

Antoni Valero - Barœlona (La Estiba no. 56) 

ONTHEAUTONOMOUSMOVEMENT 
IN SPAIN AND IN GENERAL 

This is the continuation of the letter from the Spanish comrade published above (' Another letter from 
Barœlona'). 

.. .1 want to give some precisions on the autonomous movement in Spain, which could help to 
better understand its radical characteristics as the result of the proœss of adaptation of the 
'workïorœ moving from the countryside. During the last year of the Franco regime many 
workers were in such a situation, moving to the industrial towns in Catalonia, Madrid, the 
-Basque country, Asturias, Valladolid, etc. I think that the workers' attitude is linked to their 
personal and bistorical experienœ in the milieu where they have grown up. In short, most of 
theworkers involved in the mostcharacteristic, often autonomous struggleswereyoungpeople 
-the first generation bom in urban districts or having emigrated from other parts of Spain, all 
of them having a very new experienœ of factory life and of its contradictions, with no political 
tradition (most of thern coming from small villages in Andalusia, Extramadura, Galicia, 
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not.. it 's just nice words on a pièce of paper. Equally, there is no point in threatening to recall 
someone if it never happens-you might as welljustgive them an unconditional right to remain 
where they are. Ifthis distancing proœss between the delegatesand theirassembly isn 'tstopped 
the Agreement will have sucœeded in achieving its ultimate objective: destroying a fonn of 
workers' organisation which hasproved itsvalidity over theyearsand has enabled the Spanish 
dockers' voice to be heard because it is a expressien of our collective force. 

F. Aroca - Barcelona (La Estiba no.SS) ( 4) 

Notes 
(1) See Echanges no.S1 for nuderial about the Deœmber '87 dockers' strike, the negotiations leading to the Febnwy 
'88 agreement and reactions to this agreement among dockers. 
(2) 'Fijos' are asmall proportion ofthe wortcfon:e \\ho'sjobscannot be rotated liJce otherdockers becausethey are too 
specialist. 
(3) INEM is the body which sorts out job a-cation schemes. •• liJce MSC did in Britain. 
( 4) This docker had criticised the adoption of the agreement as early as in La Estlba no. 33. Apart from the contents of 
the agreement itself; be pointed out that the dockers' assemblies were not properly consulted during thenegotiations, but 
praented with a finished document on a 'take it or leave it' basis. He said the the whole thing had been done to quickly 
andthatthe agrecmenthad been amended afterthe majorityin the assemblies accepted il He is one of a group of dockers 
who left the Barcelona delegate committee of the Coordinadora in 1992 (see the document 'Liquidation of the 
Coordinadora published later in this issue of Echanges). 

FOR A FREE AND PARI'ICIPATIVE ASSEMBLY 
Perhaps a lot of people will ask ''Don't we a1ready have such a thing?'' I don't reckon that we 
have, and 1'11 try to expalin why. 

During Franco's last days, when the 'vertical' union which he had imposed was 
breathing its 1ast gaps, the Barœlona dockers - as a result of the 21 day strike fiom November 
12th, 1976 - began tO use assemblies for discussion, debate and decision making. From this we 
went on tocreate a union which our statutes define asassemblyist. Since then our great strength 
bas been our collective unity whichoperates through ourassemblies. We can ail rememberthe 
massive meetings ... where we learned - not without difficulties - to participate and debate in a 
constructive spirit, acœpting the decisions which were reached, because noone can deny the 
validity of decisions in which practically the whole collective bas participated. 

Nowadaysit'snotlikethis. Ifweconsidertheminutesofmeetin~overthelasttwoyears 
we see that the level of participation bas fallen to alxrut 60 or 70 comrades. I have to wonder 
"Can a minority hardly 10°/c, decide for the whole collective?", "Will such discussions be 
respected and accepted?". That's why I say that our assemblies are not based on mass 
participation 

They aren 't free either, because people do not speak up for themselves, they're aftaid 
of making a mistake, ofhavingan opinion that doesn'tfit in with what thedelegates want How 
many limes have we seen opinions which differed from those of the commission refuted, not 
by one person on the platfonn, but by several, repeatedly and in some cases with a great deal 
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trade unionism ... ''It's interestingonce 
again to note tlùs accusation about 
'situationism'. Apartfrombeing totally 
unjustified as a characterisation of 
Brendel, Douglass must must be the 
only person on the left nowadays who 
feels a need to attack something as 
datedas 'situationism' -hardlya 'force' 
present anywhere in Britain to deceive Douglass' trade unionists. 
Butwe guess it couldbea question of not knowingmuchaboutwhat 
situationism is/wasandjustusing it as a label toattach toandattack 
another individual. At the end of bis article Douglass actually bas 
a Glossary of Tenns defining situationism as follows: "In the die~~ ac11 odlc:r lib 11ups 1n 

context ofthis article refers to a beliefin the spontaneity of the 
workingclass, ratherthanaclion beinginstigatedbyanyestab/ished 
organisation." Hardly a veryprecise definition of situationism, the 
content of the definition is hardly specific to the situationists, and 
actually it says something which we could more or less say about 
ourselves. Douglass furthennore talles about "a period of mass 
Trade Union upsurge". Here's maybe in a nutshell one of the main 
differences between us. When there are massive working class 
struggles, or for that case as in the UK in the postwar period also a 
myriad of continous smalt struggles and resistance at local level, 
Douglassasalongtimetradeunionofficial(althoughatalowlevel) 
inhisstubbomnesshasonlyonewaytocharacterisethisis,as ''mass 
Trade Union upsurge" (trade union even with capital letters to 
empbasise the point) quite independently of what is actually going 
on. Thelogic is appearentlysimple: The majority of theworkers are 
members ofa trade union, so ... evetything workers dois simply an 
extension of the union activities. 

Douglass also writes that Brendel "sees ail struggle as anti-union and non-struggle as 
trade unionism". Here be is not even making a caricature of Brendel' s and our position, but 
makes it into something completely different. Not only ishis characterisation not in accordance 
with what our views actually are. But it is difficult to understand how one could get this 
impression even from the 'unauthorised' English pamphlet which started ail Douglass attacks 
-that is to say, difficult to understand provided the pamphlet actually was read properly and the 
intention was to give an honest account and critique. We will only give a brief quotation from 
it, which however is typical for Brendel 's analysis: "This does not mean that the autonomous 
struggle and the union struggle are automalica/lyopposed; the pure union strugg/e is as much 
a fiction as its opposite. Usually il oscilla tes from one side to the other. Some wi /dcat strikes 
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eventually submit to union control while others launched official/y end in breaking free from 
union contrai. This was the case with the miners strike of 1972." It is the analysis of such 
dialectical relationships, free from any ideological ororganisational hangups, which constitutes 
the strength of Brendel 's analysis. lt's the inability of any consistent analysis, the inability to 
have two appearently ditferent ideas in one's head at the same time, which is at the core of 
Douglass' writings. Anyone not blended by Douglass being 'a miner' and even a consciously 
'revolutionary' one. but calmi y looks al the style and contents ofhis writings, will see that it '' is 
a surrealistic blend of facts woven i nto a myth and on a canvasof dogma'' ( quotation taken from 
Douglass' diatribe against Brendel in "Some thoughts ... "). 

In connection with the Class War speech we sent the following letter to Heavy Stuff(a 
journa I w hich by the way in its front page header i ndicates that it wants to promo te "The thought 
behind the anger"): 

To: 'The Heavy Stuff' 1011/93 

Dear comrades, 

You wi Il find enclosed a pamphlet published b y our network: 'Goodbye to the Unions' 
which is a controversy about autonomous c/ass struggle in Great Britain. This pamphlet has 
an history and Class War was involved in if, though not beingpart of the controversy ... a speech 
by David Douglass, NUM bran ch delegate, to the Class War Federation Conference in London 
september '91. In this speech Douglass mixed a right criticism of the attempts of ail kind of 
organisations coming to teach the workers how to struggle, with the defence of some kind of 
perfect identitybetween theworkersstrugglesandthe unions. A passage ofthis speech attacked 
a tex/ trying to show how workers have to manage their struggle through a lot of barri ers, the 
main one being al first the unions; the text being attacked was a bad summary of a book 
published years ago by our network. Douglass, not even trying to know more about the se ideas, 
'supposed 'if wasa situationist work: infact the authorwas an old militant of the Dutch Council 
Communist movement which cannot be assimilated in any manner to these people coming to 
teach the workers, as most of his /ife and activity was devoted to leam .from the workers in trying 
to understand class struggles. 

771e text of this speech was published as a pamphlet by the 121 Bookshop!Anarchist 
Cenler with the signature of David Douglass 'Yorkshire Miner'. (Can we consider a NUA,f 
Branch Delegate as a miner?). The same text was published in your paper 'Heavy Stuf]' with 
the tiffe 'Charge of the Left Brigade' and with a pic/ure of Arthur Scargill cheerfully waving 
at the reader. 

David Douglass has the right to de fend his positions, which are not new at ail: ail 
unionists and ail "workers "pantes:' members have always defended the complete identity of 
their aimswith the workers 'struggle; itwas the corners/one oftheirorganisationsand ideology. 
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'professionalism ', 'profitability', 'discipline', etc. This kind ofideology isalready being put out 
by the ruling class, but it has never been in the workers' interest. It converts the bosses into 
altruists simply becausethey give us a job, and makes any workerwho doesn 't accept conditions 
which are more and more preca rious into an ungrateful saboteur. Constant and excessive contact 
with the bosses and the time spent studying their grand plans ends up convincing our 
representatives that their (i.e. the bosses') way is the best and only viable one, whilst ours is 
against the generalo interest. The workers take on the role of promoting the port, accepting the 
bosses' pressure to do nothing which would affect its competitive image. 

These changes in ourconditions of work, and r.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.-, 
the way in which they are carried out, are causing a 
rift between the committeeand the collective, between 
the representatives and the Assembly as a forum for 
reflection. Theworkers feel more and more alienated 
from those representatives and the unpopular 
decisions they are taking. The prestige which our 
representatives have and the majority's fear of 
confronting their dominance means that opposition 
does not manifest itself for Jack of organic channels 
of expression which would not cause suspicion and 
resentment [from the representatives]. This produces 
disillusionment, underhand criticism and, if not 
outright opposition, then passive resistance which 
implies a Jack of faith in any alternative. 

As this point people stop attending mass 
assemblies because ''there'~ ~othing to do", ''the li "LA COORDINADORA" Il 
samepeoplernakeallthedecisions", "someoneelse _ _ 
hasalreadydone it forme", etc. The representatives, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
who are more and more isolated by their actions, legitimise what they are doing through their 
high-minded sense of responsibility ... These groups grow more and more tight in response to 
their hostile environment and as a result become more and more isolated, turning on the worker 
in theirowndefenseby saying "theydon 'tknowwhat theywant' ', "they alwayscriticise behind 
ourbacks", "they'reboycottingthecommittee", etc. As a resultourassembliesarealarmingly 
empty, and this is a luxury which our organisation cannot accept when we define ourselves in 
contrast with ail theothersas 'participative' and open todiverseopinion, witha constant change 
of delegates, etc. Ifwe don't maintain this difference we will have not only killed our past but 
also failed to live up to our future ... 

The only alternatives we have is to face the trauma ofinexperienced new delegates taki ng 
on the representation of an Assembly which accepts responsibility for its own destiny, rather 
than delegating decision. 

Having revocable delegates only means something if it actually happens in practice, if 

FEDERACION ESTATAL 
ESTIBADORES PORTUARIOS 
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didn't have the strength to keep these rneans offight up, this would amount to pure suicide in the end. 
Third stage (86-88): When a new rnodel of the trade union struggle emerges and the Ports' 

Agreement ofFeb. '88 is signed. 
Period after Feb. '88 

Leaving behind the 'confrontation union' image which belongs to the last century, the 
organisation enters a phaseofrnaturity. It's notjust ail or nothing. In the 'new trade union model' the 
union concedes, negotiates, confronts, asks for, gives in, steps back to go forward, etc. 

What cornes next? A new set of tasks start to be formulated with the need for an enlarged 
Confcderation of dockers and seamen and in line with the autonornous collectives to fornent an overture 
to any other kindred organisation. Revision of the Coordinadora statutes to achieve these goals. 

So we were not surprised to find this position so vehemently defended by a NUM Branch 
Delegate. But we were surprised to find this union apology and this mystification exposed at 
a C/ass Warconference and devetopedwithout onycriticism in the Class War discussion forum 
paper. Howcou/dyoufight ail kindofmystiflcations in this society, most oflen in the rightway, 
and open the door to such confuse and dangerous ideas about unions which were and sti/1 are 
one of the pillar of the capitalist domination of labour. 

Fraternally; 

COORDINADORA - A NEW AREA 
The fa mous Agreement signed on Feb. 5th. 1988 ( 1) marks a change of direction on labour 
relations throughout the ports of our country. The acceptance of that decree not only involves 
great changes in the way ourwork is organised-which we are still involved with at this moment 
- but also a new kind of relationship with the administration-employers. By signing it the 
Coordinadora has begun a period of consensus based aroundanewmodel ofhow the ports could 
work which involves more porivatised ports where the multinationals can at last get rid of the 
smaller employers and impose the kind of technology and discipline which will make labour 
cheaper and increase productivity. This approach also requires a new attitude from the union 
and a new way ofnegotiating conditions. Without workers' collaboration this refonn would 
have been difficult. if not impossible. In fact, in those ports where this collaboration has notbeen 
achieved the restructuring has run into difficulties, eg. Las Palmas. 

Once we have accepted the major structural changes whcih were part of the Agreement 
- drastic reductions in the workforce. forced retirement, red tape, wage freezes or reductions, 
new payment prœeedures, separation of the 'fijos' (2) and an increase in their numbers, the 
creation of special types of dockers under INEM (3), reduction in those tasks reserved purely 
for dock workers. division and privatisation, increases in output, etc. Once these had been 
acœpted it'sjusta question of detail as to how each portadapts itselfto realising the goals it 
has already agreed to .... 

This period of consensus has imposed changes on the union which would be logical in 
an organisation who' s main aim is to achieve stability and ensure its owm pennenance. They 
are Iogical also for the committees which do not get renewed orwhen 'important' comradeswho 
spend too long in the same post cease to be an expression of collective developments. They feel 
more and more justified in interpreting the collective interests from their own perspectives. 
More and more information is kept back -which leaves people feeling uninfonned and inhibited 
- so they end up believing more in their own abilities to make decisions than in the strength of 
the collective. 

The (union's) representatives have to reann themselves ideologically to justify their 
acceptanceoftheAgreement, so they have initiateddiscqssionsabout 'competivity', 'productivity', 

As mentioned in this letter, Douglass speech was first published as a pamphlet withthe title 
"Refracted Perspectives" by 121 Bookshop in London. (2) The Heavy Stu.ffarticle and the 
pamphlet is identical, with one exception: the article contains some definitions, including one 
of 'situationism' quoted above. These are not in the pamphlet, which however contains some 
introductory remarksabout 'Who are we talking about?': "the departees.from trotskyism ... but 
a/so elements of the situationists ... Basically Ive dubbed them collective/y the 'substitutionist 
left ' - the bodies that substitute themselves for the working c/ass and address usas though they 
are the working c/ass, or even our leaders.'' So here' s another 'definition' of' situationism • 
- who cares that it's different from the one we've quoted above? 

A review in a libertarian journal 
Our pamphlet ''Goodbye to the unions'' was reviewed in no.6 of the UK libertarianjournal Flux 
(3), together with "Refracted Perspectives" and the Wildcat pamphlet "Outside and against 
the unions". A proper comment to this review can 't be made here, because it would mean a 
complete article in itself. Firstly because the journal even got the most basic facts wrong: 
Brendel's name is spelt wrong (a point which is of practically no importance but fils nicely into 
the rest of the review), they got the name ofourpamphlet wrong ( calling it ''Making the unions 
pay", a very 'militant' and 'revolutiomuy' tille we would never use) and the whole 'sequcnœ 
of events' is wrong (presenting it as ifBrendel/Echanges and Wildcat published something first 
and Douglass then answered, whereas in reality it was Douglass' writings which led to an 
answerfrom us-and completely separated from us, a comment by Wildcat). Secondly, because 
the review is rather confusing and contains many misunderstandings of Brendel 's analysis, so 
it would take a long time to clear them up. For example, it makes no sense to talk about the 
'categorically anti-union position' of'Brendel / Wildcat'. This isan identification we're sure 
Wildcat would disagree with also, because we 've stated our disagreements with their analysis 
of working class consciousness and actions and trade unions on several occasions. and we 
anyway never talk in the 'oh-so-revolutionary' tenns of 'anti-union', 'destroying the unions' 
etc ... ( 4) Sorne of the arguments the reviewerputs forward against 'Brendel/ Wildcat' we cou Id 
actually somewhat agree with (as they are stated in the review-we don 't know if the reviewer 
gives the same meaning to these sentences as we do and put them in the same overall analysis) 
and are hardly in contradiction with our view: "Day to day struggles (for compensation, a 
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Reviews 

Dave Douglass, 'Rdracted 
Perspectives'; 
Cajo Brenda!, 'Makillg the 
Unions Pay' Echanges et 
Mouvement, 90p 
Wildail, 'Oulside and Agaiost 
the Unions', 4Sp 

THEU ,.uaHu:rs U,USENT 1111 LA1EST 
round in the anarcho/communat Tndc 
Union d.ebate. The Dulcli Council 
Communat Cajo Bn:ndal and Wild.eat take 
thcir scalpel and c:rowbar rc,pcctivcly to 
d.emolish the m)'lhs ofleftilt tnd.e 
unionism. Dave Douglas,, of the NUM and 
Class Wu. gives hi, reply. 

For Brenda! md Wùd.eat tn<le WÙOIU 

arc c:.w:goricaHy not dcfcncc organisations 
of the working clasa. Rather, their rolc is to 
acl u • gc-betweens', between the boises 
and the woricing clu1. who negotiate the 
ra.te of exploitation and aim to 'normalise' 
class relationJ. But the one thing trad.e 
unions c:an't dois ncgotiatc away 
exploitation, To fulfù thia rote a-adc unions 
necd to exereise power ovcr working 
people. organiutionally md id.eologically. 
This powa i• a block in the way of working 
clas1 self-libc:ration and mak.e1 the unioru 
fundamentally anti-woricing clus 
organiutionJ. Worken" libention requires 
not tnde union action, but auumomous 
action - in Wildcat'1 t~ "outside and 
against the unions". 

This, of counc, U notas hcreric:al u it 
soundJ. The id.eology of "social 
partnership' with capital hu penneatcd 
tndc unionism sincc the beginning. A 
group like Big Flarne .rgued prctty much 
along theac lincs· whcn discu.ssing the Shop 
Steward, Movement in the early 70"s. That 
it might sound hcrctical rcally is lO do with 
the shecr Jack: of major work.c:n/trade union 
suuggle ovcr lhe lut dccadc. 

But whal mùes lhiJ "communisl' 
position diffcrcru Crom moat onhodo,; lcft 
criûciJm of lhe unions i, that Wildcal/ 
Brcndal do not sec lhis or that leaderslùp or 
the laclc of • urùon nnk and file as the 
problcm. They ace the problem u trade 
WÜonism pcr IC. 

Dave Douglu1' position is more 
onhodox. Whilst he concedes the problem 
of right wing leadenhip and wùon 
bureaucratisation hc gives the unionJ hi.s 
vigorous c:ndonemc:nt. In the proce.11 he 
demolishes ,orne mythl lûmself. He argues 
that what Bn:ndal 1ce1 u 'autonomoœ' 
action by the Britilh working clan in the 
poat war pc:riod wu vcry oftcn action 
fought by rank and file trad.e unioniste, u 
tracte unionists. 

Douglus sec, unimu u vehiclc, 
which workers can Wl:e u far and in which 

cvcr direction they choose. And he argua 
that to be antÎ•Wlion is to be anti-worlc:ing 
c)us. 

Therc i, more than a hint of 
,yndicaliJm in Douglu • thinl:ing. Thà 
clearly sets him apart Crom the l..cniniJt lcft. 
who (in thcory) sec 1D1i01U u pn:·political 
organisations whose miliuncy can only 
corne to revolutiona,y fruition with the aid 
of the pany. For Douglu,. the worken 
nced no party. 

The weaknCIICI of Douglu" position 
arc clear. He ovautimatcs the capacity of 
nnk md file wort.cn to movc unionJ, 
agairut the entrenchc<I power and p-octice 
of the buru.uc:n.cy. He alJo use.a a kind of 
trick argument whcn:by bccause "trad.e 
unions= worken' organisatiom', wodcn 
activity is by definition rrade union activity, 
whcther or not agW\St the hicnrchy. 
Imporuntly. he docm"t really d.eal with the 
aux of the Wùdcat/Bn:ndal argument - that 
it iJ the function of trad.e 1D1ionism which iJ 
at issue; and that. howcva democratic, 
bureaucntic, craven or bold the leadentûp - 
and thiJ includes rank and file self 
leadenhip - negotiation rpelJJ compromiJc. 

Howcvcr, 1 do sense a cc:nain 
ineonsistc:ncy in Douglas' position, a ,crue 
that his tracle union.ism il more pragmatic 
and conditional than hi, polemical defencc 
of trade unionism 1uggcsts. Then, Wildc.at 
arc cnough to drive anybody into 
inconsistencyl 

Yet there ÎJ a great dcal to favour 
Douglu' argwncnL Fintly, thc:rc iJ a 
powcrful sense of history. culture and 
tradition. This might involve JOme 
mythmaking, but;,·, not simply about 
mytlunaking. 

When we wulen1111d that people act 
out of an 'historica.l saue' of themselves, 
tlûs notion or culture bccomes important. 
Trade Unions not only mean compromise 
(the 'cornmunist' argument about function), 
they arc also felt to cmbody cultural values 
and expériences of ,olidmty and collective 
1truggle. As ,uch, howevc:r valid Wildcal/ 
Brcndal's lhcai, U:, implicit in Douglu' 
rcply is an cqually valid point: lhat Trade 
Unions arc not homogcneous organisations. 
Rather, they arc highly contradictory, 
"meaning' dHTercnt things to diffcn:nt 
people in diffcn:nt plllCCI. Wildcat can 
iconoclutically cite examples of the NUM 
leadenhip cunailing rank and file initiative 
during the 84 Minen" Strike. But we can 
also cite numerous cumples of workcn in 
1truggle during the 80"1. u Trade Unionists. 
for their own notion of Trade mûonism, 
dcspite the official Tra.de Union. Unions 
might be held within the framework of 
capit&list aocial relations (willy-nilly 
negotiating the price or exploitation), but 
lhey uc not frec of lhe system 's conniclJ 
and contradictioru:. 

This contradictorinC;s mak:cs a 
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c.ategorically anti-union position difficult to 
,usu.in. 

The problem with Brendal/Wùdcat is 
their unrcmitting 'ultn-lcftism •. Day to dsy 
sttUgglcs (for compensation, a shorta wcek 
etc) arc nothing to these ultra 
revolutionaries. On!y the complete and 
utt.cr destruction of exploit.ation coun11. 
Unfomuwcly. day to day iJsucs arc 
important. beclllle it ÎJ only through 
1trugglca around thcse that the 1truggle to 
change soc:iety can have any mcaning. 

This 1truggle iJ a precess. Tha-e uc 
time& of advance and of mrcat,· and thon: 
arc constant cluhe1 of intc:rcst al many 
levell (bu.-eaucracy: rank md file. the d.esire 
for autonomy-. the mundane constt'lints of 
daily life etc. etc.). lt ÎJ only through thiJ 
process of strugglc that the high points of 
rcvolutiorwy hi.ltory have bccn rc.achcd. 
The Factory Council Movement in 
rcvolutionuy Rwsia. the Italian aUlonomist 
,truggles of the 70",. Anton Pannekoek"s 
demolition of l..cnin the Philosopher. 
whatc•cr - none of thcse jwt hoppencd. they 
werc peak momenu in a proccs1 of struggle. 
Tiüs Î5 how we 1hould sec involvement in 
the trade wûons: not u an end but u a 
marnent in the procesa of 1truggle. But 
rathc:r than critical involvcmc:nt in a 
process. Wùdcat/llrendal offer us only 
hypcr-criticism and abstraction. 

Wildcat/Bmtdal an: right to focus in 
on the Inde wùoru' fu:nction ofnegotiation. 
They ccrtainly act u an emetic to th.ose 
Jefties who sec b'ade mûons u the be ail and 
end ail of "scrious" political activity. 
However. rank and file activity does not 
mean that you inevitably end up on the 
othcr side of the fcncc. Internai a,nllicts 
can and do create opportunities for struggle 
ouuide the official structures. Negotiation 
now (and Wildcat explicitly re.:ofnÎICS its 
inevitability) does mean compromise. lt 
can abo up the ante for nut time rowld. 
The traditions of colJectivity whi.ch are ,o 
mu.ch a put of the rank and file trade union 
pcrspcctive (if not always rcali.sed in 
practice) are important And wha1'1 more, 
taking WÙonJ scriowly doesn't me.an 
1upporting the view that a lcftist clique 
capturing lhe apparatus will change 
anything vcry much of substance. 
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struggle continuing until the redundant dockers were reengaged. It is this fact which saw the 
end and the almost total disappearence of the official unions in the port ofBarcelona .... to see 
where the lawyers and national leaders want to lead the Coordinadora, one must consider the 
texts "La Coordinadora a revisi6n" and "Propuesta de mcxlofication en el funcionerniento 
organizativo de Coordinadora" published in La Estiba no. 56, J une/July 90. These texts reveal 
the intention to change the assemblyist structures and principles of the Coordinadora, with the 
pretext of adapting them to the new working conditions in the port, etc .... ( 1) 

CVGl/92 

( 1) This letter continued with some more general remaries about Spain Immediately below we however publish some 
more relevant material about whatthe letter says about the Coordinadora. The restofthe letter is published afterthat aga in 
under the tille On the autonomous movement in Spain and in general. 

THREETEXTSONTHECOORDINADORA 
FROM 'LA ESTIBA' 

The following is a description of one of the La Estiba articles rnentioned 
in the letters above: La Coordinadora a Revisi6n. Thereafter follows two 
critical articles by Barcelona dockers frorn the sarne paper. 

, 

CHANGE IN THE FUNCTIONING OF THE COORDINADORA 
Reflecting on the internai division ,vithin the organisation which followed the February '88 agreement; 
the Wiiter wants to ask what is the better for the organisation and prefers to see the practical side - and 
that the agreement, which can have both positive and negative aspects, was signed and is functioning. 
Facing a decade ofturnrnoil, an organisation such as the Coordinadora, with the presence it has in the 
ports, cannot forego definite schemes of action. 

Tuen, to give an understanding ofwhat might be best for the organisation, the Wiiter gives an account 
of the union's history. 

Period before Feb. '88 
The first stage (77-79) was when the dock's collectives were part of the OTP (Office for Port 

Labour, astate board wlùch was responsible for the opemtion of the docks). The trade union functioning 
was very simple and it revolved around the skills of the leaders who played up to the patemalism of the 
OTP wlùch tried to survive without conflicts. The dockers' collectives were organised in separate 
'syndicates' without a global vision of the ports (trade unionism purely indi vidualistic ), until 1979 when 
the Coordinadom starts. 

The second stage (80-86):A very active period in the life of the organisation. Employing a mode! 
of confrontation, it tried to fight the interests of deregulationand privatisation. But since the organisation 
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acompletelybureaucraticunion, forinstancethedisappearanceofthe workers' collectivewhich 
allowed the existence of a ran1c and fi.le assembly body in practice counterbalancing the power 
of capital at the lowest level of working conditions. (See ÙJ Estiba (The Docker) no.56) These 
managers are directly pressuring the Barcelona dockers over publishing the dockers' paper La 
Estibabecauseitisnotcontrolledbythemselvesandisvexycriticalofthesebureaucratictrends. 
Thisexampledemonstrates well whathas been theevolution of manyworkers' unions in Spain 
in the recent past 

CVGl0/90 

(l)EchangeshaspublishedalotofarticlesontheCoordinadora,ontherestructuringofseatransportanditsconsequences 
for the docka11' and the seamens' struggles. This restructuring was not over when these lctters were written, as can be 
seenfnmsomearticlesabout 
deregulation and 
privatisation of Britain's 
por1s (Financ/al Times 6/21 
91 and 1212/91 which 
underlinethat "thewinds of 
competiton are blowing 
aroundthedock gates''), the 
deregulation of Brazilian 
ports (the end of restrictive 
laws which have operated 
unc:hanp since 1934 • FI' 
2212/92 gives the following 
chart on 'Cosls of loading 
steel shcets'), the failed 
attempts to achieve an 
Australiandocksrefonn(FI' 
30/4/91). (Copies of articles 
available 1nm Echanges.) 

Costs of loading steel sheets ,•:; 

Jan I Feb 1990 US$ per tonne 

.;::;:~~;; 

61 Il Il Il 11 11 Il 1 
O · Hamburg · . New Orleans Vitôrla Santos 

Antwerp Rotterdam Sao Sebastlao Rio de Janeiro 
Source : AMoclatlOn ol BrazlU!l" Prlvale Sec1or Steel Producer1 

Anotber letter from Barcelona 
Anyway, when refering to the Coordinadora and to its evolution towards more and more 
specifically unionist rnethods, we have to consider the important point that the dockers 
movement took place (since 1981) when the rnost important autonornous workers struggles 
(74,75, 77) already had ended In this rneaning one could say that the prœess followed by the 
dockers refers tothe lateperiodof autonornous struggles; then the CCOO andUGI'unions had 
already conquered their rnediation position in the dernocratic transition of Spain. In fact the 
Coordinadora was bom frorn a conflict having seen quite a lot of tactical errors frorn the UGI' 
and CCOO bureacrats; these unions abandoned the redundant dockers once they had signed 
an agreement with the port ernployers' organisation. Their error then was to underestimate the 
real feeling of solidarity arnong the dockers; tliis strong solidarity feeling was the start of a 
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shorterweek etc) are nothing to these ultra 
revolutionaries. On/y the comp/ete and 
utter destruction of the unions counts. 
Unfortunately, day to day issues are 
important, because il is on/y through 
struggles oround these that the struggle to 
change society can have any meaning:" 
Howthereviewer gets this impressionfrom 
Brendel's texts in our pamphlet is difficult 
tounderstand. Justpicking two single pages 
{p.12 and 34) quite accidentially when 
writing this, one finds for exarnple: 
" ... workers continued to act in accordance 
wilh their class situation, ... wilh thelr own 
experienceon theassemblylineorelsewhere 
al their workplace... uno.fficial strlkes 
became daily events ... Or: ''If/ understond 
the postwar history of the British working 
classcorrectly. ... il cou/d be summarized by 
a very simple and general formula: less 
work, more pay. So much for disregarding 
the daily struggles of the workers, which 
contrai)' to what this reviewer believes is a 
central startingpoint for Brendel'sanalysis. 
But it is precisely the understanding of and 
theintegration of theworkers struggles into 
a valid analysis, free frorn ail kinds of 
organisational, ernotional and ideological 
interpretations, which causes problems for 
this reviewer and for others and who see a 
contradiction where there isn't one. We 
'could go on lilce this quoting and arguing, 
but it seerns pointless ... 

OUTSIDE AND AGAINST 
THE UNIONS 

'"--- •• Datt Doqlla' .... "ltdncled l'alpcàlft") 

A Wlldc.!1 PamP'Jd 

A correspondance witb Douglass 
In the introduction to Goodbye to the unions it is said that Brendel 's letter/answer to Douglass 
reproduœd in the pamphlet wasn't answered and that it was doubtful if it would ever be. The 
reason whythisletteractually didn 't reach Douglass, contrary to what we had reason to believe, 
is of less importance, but since we made this staternent we fi.nd it correct to publish part of a 
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subsequentcorrespondence betweenDouglass and&hanges, which in addition containssome 
further remaries from Douglass on the pamphlet and on the question being debated: 

Letter from Douglass '23/8/93: 
"Firstly in response to 'to this letter Douglass has not yet replied, and il is doubtful ifhe ever 
willreplyat ail'. Since nobodysentmea copyof'answerto DavidDouglass 'whtchyou describe 
as 'a draft letter to David Douglass 'itwas a prediction with some chance of coming true ... You 
can rest assured I sholl be replying in due course. At the moment intervening in the actual class 
struggle is most pressing, as you will know we are still jighting a holding action against the 
massacre of pit communities. We are down to the last 18000 NUM min ers, NOT because of any 
LACK of combativeness, but because we have been a thorn in the side of the ruling classfor 
nearly two centuries (yeswe know at limes the leaders and the union apparatus hasconfronted 
the miners too, il 'sa battle not simply through unions but within unions, butwe 'Il come to that 
in the debate.) I note that Theo Sander won 't be too bothered about the Union getting wiped 
out, even though il meansourcommunities have to getwiped outto do il. Rememberthe U.SÀ. · 
carried out a similor programme in Vietnam (in design if not by the same meons). I shall be 
replying to him also, but I must inform Comrade Sander we do not have shop stewards in the 
mines, there are no 'convenors 'in the mines, andwe have no 'plant'. Thismayjust bea language 
problem, but understanding the structure of the NUM as against craft unions (the NUM is an 
industrial union) is important. (5) Needless to say I had no idea that what I was replying to was 
not Brendel 's original and complete text. '' 

Letter to Douglass 25/10/93: 
" ... letters were sent; we always had though they wou/d gel to you ... Your misunderstanding 
about Brendel 's /etter cornes from a too fast reading of the pamphlet. I can on/y quote the 
paragraJJh dealing with this question (p. 7): 'Brendel prepared a draft /etter to Douglass to 
clarify some of the issues raised in his paper. This draft letter was circu/ated to a number of 
comrades for comment. Brendel then drew up the final version integrating some of the 
comments made ... '' So what was sent was 'the final version 'and not al ail any of the draft 
versions discussed internai/y be/ore. Anyway, ail these questions are of petty importance 
considering the central malter of c/ass struggle. Ion/y want to add that ail these disturbing 
problems cou/d have been avoided ifyour criticism had been sent to Echanges with a persona/ 
/etter. Jt is easy to know our address: ail the various texts you have published on the subject 
were sent direct/y byvarious English comradeswho were in touch with us andwith you. J know 
that il is less ea.sy to write to Echanges than to be in touch with Dai/y Worker (6) or Class War, 
but qui te a lot of our texts have been distributed in the 'leftist' English milieu." 

In our letter we could also have pointed out the following: Douglass writes that "Needl~ to 
say I had no idea that what I was replying to was not Brendel' s original and complete text' '. 
When the pamphlet be was replying to says,' A summary' in capital letters on the front page 
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Yet while the increasing complexity of the 
productive proœss demands the consensuel 
submission of all involved in the logistical 
chain, cost cutting, subcontracting and inten 
silied exploitation create a multiplicity of dif 
ferentiated interests. The truckers' strike is a 
good example. The large corporations have 
transferred many operations to subcontractors 
for organizational and economic reasons, seek 
ing to maintain their control through economic 
power (forcing various contractors to compete 
with each other, for example). But as a result, 
the same companies find themselves depend 
ent upon their subcontractors Crom the logisti 
cal point ofview, and a strike (or sabotage) can 
quickly shut down not merely one part of the 
productive proœss, but much if not all of the 
interdependent productive chain. 

Thus localized struggles can often have a 
disproportionate impact on the company as a 
whole. Thus struggles which challenge the tra 
ditional trade unions in their formai expres 
sion (as with the Italian base committees), 
even if they continue to revolve within the 
bounds of tra!Utionally trade union demanda, 
are expressions of the forms of solidarity corre 
sponding to the new productive processes, in 
the same way tbat mass actions of the past 
expressed the forms of solidarity made pos 
sible by the "Fordist" organization of the work 
force. To criticize their sectoral character is, 
therefor, simply useless. Real solidarity, the 
possible sociality, is found in the process of 
stniggle and resistance against capitalism. 
When labor processes are atomized and dis 
persed, solidarity and resistance will often 

appear similarly atomized. But despite their 
limited character, these dispersed struggles 
represent, in a way, a questioning of the total 
ity that composes the logistical chain and the 
process of reproduction, and causes the propa 
ganda apparatus of the state and the commu 
nications media to orient themselves towards 
mobilizing the rest of the citizenry against the 
"anti-social" minority who would dare disrupt 
the consensus. 

While these struggles do not orient them 
selves towards the emancipation oflabor Crom 
wage slavery, they are still fundamentally 
radical sets in a world in which our very exis 
tence as human beings is increasingly defined 
as a source ofvalorization for capital. In an era 
when the very ides of emancipation seems 
hopeless, every act of resistance is an affirma 
tion ofthat ides. 

-Mike Hargis 
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to smaller firms wbich are given the tasks of 
providing the parts and components for the 
final prodw:t. 
The New Industrial Culture & its Li.mita 

In order for this new productive process to 
work in practiœ, it becomes increasingly nec 
essary that each link in the production process 
chain needs to . be perfectly c:oordinated. In 
other words, each part or component that goes 
into intermediate products on the way to final 
assembly must be at its destination in the 
correct quantity at the proper time. This sub 
stantially increases the vulnerability of the 
process, putting a greater burden on manage 
ment to eliminate the possibility of disruption 
of the continuous flow of goods and compo 
nents, whether by accident or design (sabotage 
or· other acta of worker resistanœ). Conse 
quently, we see the development ofnew meth 
ods of"human resourœ management," and the 
"enterprise spirit" becomes a priority. Hence 
the proliferation of"quality ofwork life," team 
concept," "customer focus" and other devices 
designed to get workers to identüy with man· 
agement's objectives. 

But the nature of the dispersed production 
process, which makes the situation ofincreas 
ingly larger sections of the work force ever 
more precarious (characterized by the growth 
of part-time and temporary workers),. maltes 
achieving such a consensus very dillic:Ult. For 
this reason, corporate strategy orients itself 
towards a ditrerential treatment of each 
worker, according .to hia/her relative impor 
tance in the chain, determining a wage and 
functional bierarchy within the enterprise. 
This renewed stratification of labor results in 
increased divisions witbin the working class, 
pitting employed against unemployed, tempo 
rary workers against permanent workers, 
skilled against unskilled, workers covered by 
fringe benefits against workers without these 
guarantees, etc. 

From Japan to the United States and Eu 
rope, one of the principal preoccupations of the 
transnational corporations ia the "manage 
ment of human resourœs." Management of 
the electronic technology demanda a comple 
mentary strategy that begins with the neœs 
sity of generating a consensus among the dis 
tinct levels of the bierarchy-a "corporate cul 
ture" in which each worker assumes as hia/her 
own the objectives determined by the techni 
cal-financial center. Such a consensus is essen- 
LIBERTARIAN LABOR REVIEW #11 

tial to the efficient management of the widely 
dispersed production process. Just-in-time, to 
tal quality, and other watchwords put forth by 
the most aggressive Japanese transnationals 
are in the technological, as:well as ideological, 
vanguard of this process. But the forma for 
obtaining this consensus differ from place to 
place. In Europe the welfare state, to the ex 
tent that it still lives, serves this role. But as 
the recession points towards the abolition of 
the welfare state, capital increasingly is turn 
ing towarda the Japanese model. 

The technologies of surveillance and con 
trol that are integrated in the automation 
proœBB in order to enforœ the physical control 
of the productive sequence demanda increased 
management control as well. 'l'he goal is to 
create the "ideal" in automation, a aelf-regu 
lating process in which humans and machines 
are fully integrated. This reduces workers' 
ability to organize resistance in a mass way 
reminiscent of the "old workers' movement." 
Thus, the struggles that have taken place 
witbin industrialized countries over the past 
decade have been largely localized and "corpo 
ratist" in form (railroad engineers, air traffic 
controllers, cleaning workers, bus drivers, 
health !'orkers, etc.). 
Winter 1992 Page 17 
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and the publishers' introduction also says that it's a sumrnary, what shall we think about this 
remarie? There are several possibilities - most of them not particularly flattering. 

An old review from Echanges 
From Echanges no. 49/50 we reproduce the following review: 
"Tell us lies about the miners by D. Douglass (Direct Action Movement) This pamphlet deals 
with 'The roleofthe media in the coalstrikeof 1984-85 '. The author isa NUM Branch delegate 
al Hatfield main branch, Doncaster. The choice of the subject and the role of the author can 
both explain this focus on a lot of facts as if they were essential to class struggle. These facts 
on the distortion of events through the media are we/1 known, impressive and accurate, and a 
lot more could have been quoted. But for what use? Class strugg/e does not rise and develop 
from removing such obstacles that are inherent to capitalism, but is risingfrom exploitation 
al rankandji/e levelwhere the truth is perceived in the dailyconditions of work: The spreading 
of conjlicts is nota malter of propaganda but of workers knowtngfrom their own conditions 
what is actually the jight of otherworkers: Nothing can prevenl the spreading of a strike when 
it isgoing tospread; nothingcan impulse thisspreadingwhen it has stoppedfora lot of specific 
elements. The importance given so to this role of the media has to be linked to the general 
concept of social democracy on the control ofmeans of domination." 

A recent book by Douglass 
The latest publication in this story is a new book by Douglass we just reœived: Pit Sense versus 
the State. A historyof militant miners in the Doncaster area. (1) Leaving aside the main subject 
of the book, which we haven't yet had the time to read properly, we will here just remark that 
it was finishedafter Douglass became aware ofourcomments to his critique ofBrendel and after 
he had been in contact with Brendel himself. Despite this one of the chapters, more or less 
identical with the text of the Class War conference, still contains the remark about Brendel 
having written 'a simationist work'. In a parenthesis as a kind of publisher' s comment,just like 
in the original article, we also find: "[in fact Cajo Brendel is not a situationist, but a veteran 
Dutch council communist] ". Not that this matters much tous, but it's worth pointing outthe 
ignorantattitudedemonstrated bynot botheringtoremove thisunfounded labellingafter having 
put it forward so many tirnes previously. That the whole passage looks rather stupid with the 
parenthesis added by 'somebody', is not our problem. 

Some final remarks 
We're notsureunderwhich labelDouglassor hissupporterswanthim presented: The grandiose 
"D. Douglass, National Union of Mineworkers" as in "Some thoughts ... ", "Hatfield Main 
Collieiy NUM Branch Delegate", "Yorkshire miner", associated with the Direct Action 
Movement, "DO, Doncaster Class War" representing an ( existing or nonexisting) network of 
''Class War Colliers'', or othervarieties we've seen - maybe it varies according cireumstances 
and time. In "Some thoughts ... " Douglass writes that "It will be bard not to be 'partisan' as 
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DISPËRSEù .. FORDISM. & THE NEW 
ORGANIZATION OF LABOR: 

TOWARDS A NEW TYPE OF STRUGGLE? 
The following article is adapted from one 

that appeared in the Spanish anti-authoritar 
ian journal Etœtera #18, June 1991. 

For eleven days in October, 1990 (10th • 
20th), Spain witnessed one of the most violent 
labor conflicts in recent memory in a strike 
conducted by the "owner-operators" in the 
trucking industry. 

While this struggle involved only some 15 
percent of those working in the sector, it 
brought with it wide-ranging disruption and 
tensions (confrontations with police, persecu 
tion of scabs, burning of trucks, etc.). Within a 
few days of the strike's beginning, its impact 
could be seen in the empty shelves of the major 
supermarkets in Bilbao and Catalunya, and in 
the scarcity of goods in the central markets of 
Madrid and Barcelona. Disruption in the in 
dustrial centers was even greater, with re 
ported losses ranging from 50,000 to 200,000 
million pesetas. General Motors had to close. 
Firestone, Nissan and Seat shut down their 
assembly lines, as did Citroen. Many other 
enterprises suft'ered similar interruptions in 
the productive process: Fasa-Renault, Miche 
lin, Ford (which had to hire 25 airplanes to fly 
in supplies Crom its plants in Great Britain and 
Germany), the chemical industry ofTaragona 
and many lesser industries. In addition, the 
border at Irun was blockaded by the strikers. 

Given the nature of the demanda raised by 
the strikers: government intervention against 
"illegal" truckers, demanda relating to the fix 
ing of tariffs, inspection of vehicles, etc.--this 
strike could be dismissed as simply a conflict 
between big and small capital; that is, be 
tween the large employers' organizations that 
control the major part of the longhaul trans 
port market.and the little guys who own and 
operate Crom one to five trucks. As such, this 
struggle would be of little interest. What is of 
interest, however, is how this battle highlights 
the profound structural weaknesses in the pro 
ducti ve process growing out of the capitalist 
restructuring of the past 20 years, as well as 
the objective limita of modern techniques for 
organizing and managing the workforce. 
LIBERTARIAN LABOR REVIEW #11 Wiriter 1992 

- •• • ~ ~· • . - •· • - - r . •· .. ' 

a miner in looking at this [Brendel's] work .... " What we would like to state clearly is that bis 
'partisanship' doesn 't primarily stem from being 'a miner'. In reality Douglass is just as much 
arguing from and defending his position as not only a longtime, but also extremely committed, 
union official (although at a relatively low level), as well as from a position of a leftist political 
being and activist. 

For those who have read the above mentioned critiques, until a proper translation of 
Brendel's book is available we can say little more than what we 've said here, and to refer to the 
pamphlet "900<fbye to the unions" and much other material published by Echanges 
throughouttheyears. Forthose readingFrench, wecanstronglyrea,mmenda200pageanalysis 
by a participant in Echanges of the 84-85 miners strike, situating it in the context of the trade 
union movement, the autonomous struggles and the history of the NUM in the postwar 
period.(8) 

RH 

(l) THE HEA VY STUFF présents itself as follows in Anarchist Y eaibook 1994: "New look and emphasis 
have been given to the thoughts of Class W ar activists. Every edition will put our ideas to the front of struggles and help 
create areal revolutionarymovement that isnotaftaidtomuckit, ratherthansnipe fromtherear." Address: c/o London 
C. W., P.O. Box 467, London E8 3QX. 

(2)Available from 121 BOOKSHOP, 121 Railton Road, Brudon, London SE24. This bookshop isopen 1- 
S Wed and Thurs, 2-S Fri, 1-S Sat and 3-S Sun. Tel: 07127466SS. 

(3) FLUX is a 'Magazine oflibertarian socialism' published in Nottingham. In Anarchist Y earbook 1994 it 
presents itself as follows: '' Aiming to question old dogma and ideas in a constructive and non«cterian way. Covers a 
range ofissues relevant to libertarian socialism today. Past editiom have included debates on anti-fascism, pomography, 
New Social Movements, the judicial system, veganism, and lots more. Quarterly, nearly. Always looking for peopleto 
get involved." The address is: flux, Box A, The Rainbow Centre, 180 Mansfield Rd., Nottingham. ES for a year's 
subsc:ription. 

( 4) We are making a general statement here about the phrases used bythe revie\\'el' and about the differences 
we've had with Wildcat on such questions - on the latterwe can referto aitiques in Echanges no. S 1 and S3. At the tirne 
of writing this we haven 't read ''Outs ide and against the unions" carelùlly enough to have an opinion on it or to know 
if the reviewer's critique in anyway isjustified. The pamphlet is 14 pages. writeto: Wildcat, BM CAT, London WCl N 
3XX. 

(S) For readers who haven 't seen Goodbye to the unions, this remarie by Douglass refers to an mticle in this 
pamphlet by Theo Sander, with the title "Rise and decline of the shop stewards movement as a mediating force". 
Although naturally with some emphasis on the miners union, it isa very short and general article on the subject. lt is this 
- and nota question of'language' or ofknowledge • which is the reason why general tenns lilœ 'shop stewards', 
• convenors' and 'plants' are used. The references to Vietnam, and to not caring about unions and conummities being 
wiped out, we don 't go into here - the latter is a purely polemical remarie meaningless to try to discuss. 

(6) This is a referenceto that Douglass fora whilehad a oolunm in aoommunist partypaper, theDaily Worker. 
(7) D. Douglass: PIT SENSE VERSUS THE ST ATE. Phoenix Press. !4.50. ISBN O 948984 26 O. Write 
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Capital'& Project 
The cycle of capitalist restructuring of the 

past two decades has had as its main objective 
the reopening of a path for a renewed cycle of 
capital accumulation, an accumulation that 
was increasingly being restricted by the very 
process that had been instituted to bring it 
about. This process, which bas come to be 
called "Fordism," was characterized by the 
massive concentration of the labor force 
around the assembly lines of the giant manu 
facturing complexes (especially in the auto 
industry and the manufacture of consumer 
goods), and the appropriation by management 
of workers' inherent knowledge, leading to a 
deskilling and degradation oflabor. This proc 
ess, however, was limited by the very fact that 
great numbers of workers were brought to 
gether in the productive process, thus making 
possible the formation of a class opposition. 
Succeeding cycles of struggles eroded the accu 
mulation of capital in the industrialized coun 
tries, causing management to seek to intensüy 
the exploitation of labor power in the 1970s. 
This is the epoch of social pacts, of austerity, of 
the neo-liberal models that sought to under 
mine the foundations of the welfare state. 

In order to achieve its main objective, capi 
tal has been obliged to institute new methods 
of organization-both to eut down on the costs 
of production and to overcome the resistance of 
the so-called mass worker. These new methods 
have resulted in a territorial decentralization 
and increased flexibility in the production 
process through the displacement of much of 
the assembly and finishing process towards 
the capitalist periphery, composed of countries 
which offer advantages in the availability of 
cheap labor (Turkey, South Korea, Philip 
pines, Brazil, Mexico). This dispersion on a 
world scale bas its counterpart on the regional 
level within the industrialized countries them 
selves. So we see the decentralization of the 
big manufacturing centers in smaller produc 
tion units, and the extension of subcontract 
ing, through which big corporations displace 
certain phases of production (and their costs) 

Page 16 
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Notes byEchanges: 
(1) PSOE (Parttdo SocialistaObrera deEspana!Socialist Labour Party of Spain, the ruling 'socialist' party in power 
since 1982) 
(2) UGT: Union General de Trajabadores/Gmeral Union ofWorken, traditionally close to the socialist party) 
(3) CCOO: Comisiones Obreras!Wotkers Conunissions, traditionally close to the communist party). 
( 4) PCE: Comrmmist Party of Spain 
(.5) Coordinadora: The narne nonnally used for Coordinadora Estatal de los Estibadores Portuartos, meaning 
somcthing lilœ the national coordination of port stevedores. 

DISPERSED FORDISM AND 1HE NEW 
ORGANISATION OF LABOUR 

This article by a Spanish commde was origina)ly appeared inEtcetem, a journal published in Barcelone. 
We publish a facsimile of a sunuruuy from the US journal Libertarian Labor Review. The reason for 
publishing it is firstly that it provides some infonnation about a truckers strike in Spain in 1990, and in 
a forthcoming issuewe will have more about latertruckersstrikesin Spain and France. Secondly because 
thegeneral subjectofthe is relevant for a letter bythe samecomrade published belowand whichcontains 
a reference to this article. 

LEITERS ABOUT 1HE DEVELOPMENT 
OF TIIE COORDINAOORA 

Below we publish letters from a Spanish to a Norwegian and a French cornmde, answering some 
questions posed about the Coordinadom. 

Letters from Barcelona 
... ln regard to Coordinadora: 11ùs is a question to be critically evaluated because it is a good 
exampleforunderstanding how a workersorganisation bom ina context defined both by social 
political conditions and by a detennined concept of dock activities, becomes a classical union. 
strongly managed by the bureaucracy. ln fact a new strategy is being implemented in the 
worldwide sea commodities transport. Consequently, the rote of the ports is changing and so 
aneworganisationoftheworkingproœssistakingplaœinthedocks. Thisprocesswhiehbegan 
in the late 70s, is now finishing. (1) In fact the history of the Coordinadora is also the history 
of the resbucturingproœssofport activitiesin Spain. Sincetheworkers resistanœ is overcome, 
Coordinadora is developing its own resteructuring in the sense of adopting to the new era; that 
is to say, to change from being a 'confrontation union' (where everybody could make 
spontaneous interventions) to a 'concertation union' (1 mean a union closely attached to the 
policy of the social agreement). In this sense can be seen a proposai of the managers of 
Coordinadora (legal advisers and union leaders) to introduce a fundamental revision of the 
Coonlinadora statutesforthe removal of the clauses wbich makes it difficult to transform it into 
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" 

to PHOENIX PRF.SS, PO Box 824, London NI 9DL for a list of ail their tilles and for a Joan system whereby its 
publications can be supported. In Anardûst Yearbook 1994 Phoenix Press presents the book as follows: "Important 
doaimentfromtheminers'strikeof84/8S,showinghowthepicketingwasorganised.Aworkingclass,insider'saccount, 
not the usual midcDe class outsider'& one. Altacks the left for their ignorance and irrelevance. •' 

(8) Henri Simon: "To the bitter end Grive des mineurs en Grande-Bretagne (Mars 1984-Marsl985}, 
Editions Acratie. Available from Echanges for FF3.5 or a similar amount in English money. 

LEITER FROM AN AMERICAN COMRADE 
The pamphlet "Goodbye to the unions", read three times, interested me, but also disappointed 
me. I am neither surprised norupset bythe quotations about the British unions in general given 
by C.B. and in particular the quotation concerning the miners union. 1 could give similar 
quotations myself. ... among many I suggest the book 'King Labour {British Working Class 
1850-1914)' byDavidKynaston published in the UK. Ali the unions have skeletons in their 
cupboards and perhapsthe English more than the others because their movement is olderthan 
in other countries. We also have to consider the specific conditions of this country. IfI am right, 
in 18S4 Engels complained about the 'l'embourgeoisement' of the English working class. 
David Douglass (bureacrat of the English miners union NUM who launced the polemic) even 
though beautifyingthepresentadvantagesof the unions, recognises mistakes, errors, corruption 
and bureacratisation. Maybe be irritates us with bis seductive implications about the unions 
which, accordingto him, still embodiesprinciples which can allowthem to go beyond what we 
can think. (lt is evident that the unions, or at least the membersl, can and must go 'further'. It 
is also clear that in a period of social tension any organisation can become a catalyst). But DD 
don 't say for sure that they are instrument for a social revolution. .. I have no knowledge of this 
milieu to have a well founded opinion on the various facts given by CB and DD ... 

It is not the heavy 'attack' on D.D. about the actions of the unions which bothers me, 
but a certain attitude of C.B ... 1 have often seen the sarne thing with some ultraleft people on 
the question of the party .... To sum up: we have the 'workers' and/or the unions on one sideand 

the other side a mythical working class 
(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil hanging between the sky and the earth 

f~~ J,tft-/:.~.iî g,~.7 and acœpting in fact the crumbles (it 
:f~~~e would be stupid to refuse them, CB tells 
CLASS... us) brought by unions œrtainly built by 

some little green men imported by the 
bosseswho,notbeingsilly,haveinvented 
the union to castrate the working class. 
See page 30, 7th line: "ln this sense the 
origin of the trade unions ... have nothing 

11~ ___. '-A ,...._,.n ~3.2~1 Il todowiththesimp/edefenceofworking 
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c/ass people or workers' rights.'' Myself I believe that generations of proletarian militants 
risked and gave their lives and fteedom to build the unions. In the same paragraph be tells us 
aboutmediation. Thatis1RUE,buttherehasbeenmediationsinœthebeginningoftheworld ... 
everything is mediation. Belonging to a tenants union means to accept the principle of 
ownership and of renting, exactly as to get a wage or a retirement benefit from the state also 
means accepting the wages system and the state. Of course we are not talking about obtaining 
the democratic freedoms that is also mediation. The only solution would be the ideal suicide 
like 'the Bonnot gang' the permanent insum:ction? 

C.B. is somewhat joking with us (p.32-33) when with despise he's pushing aside the 
'achievements' of the trade unions. Of course I agree that it is better to keep your ten fingers 
than to get an invalidity benefit, but can we completely eliminate accidents? Accidents happen 
every day on the street or at home. In fact, with this example (well chosen I admit) all social 
regulations are concemed. The workers fought for these regulations 1) politically to get it 2) 
fonning their own solidarity funds. It is a very superfial view of the proletarian conditions to 
neglect that.. 

P. 36: "Let me just add a final word. It bas always been my point of view that workers 
themselves know bettertllan anybody else or any sort of group or organisation what 's good for 
them and what their interests are ... " Pure demagogyl If the working classknows whatis good 
for it and where its interests are leading it, what is the need to go ahead with such an useless 
discussion?Either 1) everything iswell ina blue sky and theworkingclass has got what it wanted 
or 2) it bas been manipulated and emasculated since thevery beginning, and after so manyyears 
there is no hope and we can discuss something else. 

The key to these surprising declarations is perhaps page 33, where in the second 
paragraph C.B. reproach to the unions to ignore that capital and workers are natural enemies ... 
C.B. haswithoutdoubta reasonforsayingthis-1 am notoneofthosewhomaintainorpropagate 
illusions.about the role of unions, and I see that their membership number is diminishing. A 
member of Solidarity (1) told me some time ago that "we spend too much time in the union". 
In a certain meaning C.B. is fighting ghosts, but I don't agree with bis abrupt declarations on 
the origin and role of the unions. Limited, corrupted, reformist if you want, the unions are a 
creation of the worlcing class ... I think that by definition a union can 't be revolutionary in an 
advanced capitalist system. Changing society has nothing to do with a wage rise. It is for this 
reason that anarchosyndicalists ( or the different varieties of factory worlcers groups) are futile 
in their endeavours (see Spain). 

PL3/93 

(1) Noteby F.chanp: A leftwing US socialist organisation, many ofwhosemembers amtnl>uteto joumals likeAgatnst 
The Currem and Labor Notes. 
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the recognition of the union groups in the enterprises) and the [iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil 
"refonnist" CGT (taking part in the enterprise elections), both 
having little influence amongst the worlcers. As a political 
manoeuvre, a courtdecision gavethe "historical property" of the 
CNT confiscated by the fascists to the CNT/AIT, thus giving the 
money and buildings to an organisation with no real presenœ in 
industrial relations, while it might have given the CGT fuel after 
wiruùng the SEAT factory committee elections at the Barcelona 
plant Anyway, the SEAT sucœss could not be repeated, leaving 
the CGT as a minority force with punctual presence in some 
conflicts, but all in all marginal. 1 1 

,. 

The Coordinadora: From autonomy to bureaucracy 
The roleof theports haschanged with the globalisationof marlcetsand changes in international 
production processes, so a new organisation of work was introduced with new information 
technologies and automated systems for the handling and moving of freight between different 
means of transport Traditionally port worlcers had had some autonomy at work which meant 
a real power over the goods. The restructuring at the end of the 70s tries to shift that power to 
the employers. With workers' resistanœ against this restructuring finally being defeated, the 
dockers' union Coordinadora (5) goes through its own restructuring to adapt itselfto the new 
phase. It no longer tries to be a "fighting union" where everyone could intervene and act 
spontaneously, but changes into a "concerted union" doing collective bargaining and 
regulating working relations according to the companies' mies like the usual unions. Sorne of 
the reasons were the erosion of the assembly dynamic, the inertia of struggles and the low tide 
of theseyears wherethe delegates remained the sameeven though theoretically they could have 
been premanentlyreplaced bynewones. Themechanismsof negotiationsfavoured specialisation, 
demanded certain konwledges, the worlcers delegated their representation to the bureaucrats 
who had the competenœ. A competition between ports about higher parts of the transport 
throughloweringofcostsandtheofferofsocialpeacesplitthefonnerpolicyofacommonfront 

* 
In my opinion the general strike on Dec. 14, 1988 was a tuming point in the reœnt history of 
tradeunionisminSpain. Thecall ofCCOOand UGTwasasucœss; Spain wastotallyparalysed, 
not because the unions were able to mobilise but because they were able to create an outlet for 
the diffuse discontent in the countty. But, paradoxically, this success was useless, it did not 
hinder or prevent any of the bard measures against the workers, thus questioning the meaning 
of such confessors' actions (days of strike) that have become syrnbolic and ritual acts of the 
masses. 

CVG 
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SPAIN: UNIONISM AT A CROSSROAD 

The following is a surnmary of a much longer article by a Spanish comrade, covering rnuch of what he 
has written in Echanges no. 58 onwards. 

Background 
A low level ofunion membership. The unions search for mechanisms thatallow its bureaucracy 
to survive within the frarnework of the new working and production conditions since the 
restructuring of the end of the 70s. A climate oflow conflictuality after a successful government 
strategy of splitting the class in regions and sectors. The rapid introduction of automation in 
industry together with work organisation techniques from Japanese industrial authoritarism, 
and a growing precarisation ofwork, let the unions' tactics to defend basic workers' rights 
appear obsolete. 

Two fondamental positions inside the PSOE (1) and the government: traditional 
socialists see unions as useful instruments of mediatorship that have to get adjusted and 
integrated; the neo-liberal currency sees the unions' apparatus as an obstacle for a normal 
economic development, above ail since the unions have finished their job of crushing the 
autonomous workers' movement and legitimating the new mode! of exploitation. The 
marginalisation of the union bureaucracy and its loss of power ex.plains its radicalisation and 
orientation towards a unity of action between the national union federations UGT (2) and the 
CCOO (3). The changes in the relations of production puts the existence of these unions 
themselves in question, so they are. looking for a new definition of their fonction, like the 
"service union" and "social policy" (travel agencies, housing, pensions etc.), thus trying to 
adapt themselves to the "social worker", the mass workers' possibilities having been destroyed 
by electronie technology and new organisation of work. They demand the right of participation, 
a stronger legal position for collective bargaining, but they are in a deep financial crisis too. The 
CCOO have to carry the additional load of the PCE (4) crisis, with the latter being in a phase 
of dissolving. Two positions developed inside CCOO, the "pressure bargaining" and the 
"mobilisation bargaining", both demanding to be recognised as negiotating partners in the 
future labor market, regulating industrial relations. Yet they are conscious of the dangers that 
lie in mobilising the workers, which shows a certain inability of the union to control the workers' 
movements. 

Anarcho-syndicalism: a marginal force 
After the fall of the Franco regime, libertarian organisations were booming, but not for long, 
one reason being the criminalisation of the movement ( e.g. the Scala case) that was to prevent 
a disruption of the consensus policy of the Moncloa pact of 1978. The internai reasons being 
the non-adaption to the new conditions and the split into two organisations, the " traditionalist'' 
CNT/ AIT (boycotting the union and factory committee elections, demanding assemblies and 
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USA 

ON THE DEMOCRATS COMING TO POWER 

Bill Clinton arrive, tout va changer, 0 K 

LEITERS FROM 1WO AMERICAN COMRADES 

Clinton' s victory in the elections has palpably raised man y people' s hopes - particularly arnong 
groups who have been excluded under the past 12 years of'Republican mie. There is a vague 
but widespread feeling, "things will change". Already Clinton is being very cautious, waming 
people not to get their hopes up high. Significantly, a few days after the election, the Chamber 
of Commerce, a very influential business group, issued a statement stating that the recession 
may very well have a third wave coming and that no comforting indications of any sort of 
recovery are on the immediate horizon. But expectations are there -and the new rulers may not 
be able to dampen them. And as these expectations are dashed - as they inevitably will be-there 
is of course the possibility of new cycles of struggles erupting ... 

CP 11/92 
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The Clinton 'operation' has already lost its brilliance ... Saw an article in The Nation which 
mentions that Clinton took only two minutes to impose his austerity programme while it took 
Carter two years to do the same. Every twelve years one has a Democratic president to do the 
dirty work that the Republicans don't have the guts to do. In fact Clinton has done litle until 
now ... Alomostall his plans have to bediscussedin theCongress. Theideaof'sacrifice' seduced 
naive Americans, but this was shortlived. For the average man there is nothing ... there was a 
bigfuss about the health insurance and now there is practically nothing ... This morning I heard 
that in fact the project was to organise a competition between the 'groups' providing medical 
care ... A dream ... It is frightful... this makes you frightened to be sicle. There are too much 
capitalist interests in the health business to think about imposing a real national health system. 
The unions are in favour of such a system but their opinion has less weight than the pressure 
of any politician. Wall Street is going well ... after all, the companies are still sacking workers. 

PLJ/93 

THEDEMANDFORHUMANSACRIFICE 

(Extracts from Workers Solidarity no.5, March 93): 
On January 20th the Clinton administration officiallytook power ... able to winthe presidency with fewervotes than M. 
Dukakisreceived when he lost theelection in 1988. The reason forthis strangetumof eventscan betraced tothe spurious 
campaign of rnillionaire industrialist H. Ross Perot, who managed to soak off sufficient support from Bush to allow 
Clinton to win. It becarne very clear during the election campaign that no substabtial difference existed between the 
candidates. The biggest differences were in style and circumstance. Clinton claimed to represent "change" (as did Perot 
and, patheitically, Bush), but he also professed to "care" more about people. Ail candidates embraced the trickle-down 
economics ofReagan, believingthat deregulation and tax incentives for capitalists wouldrevive the economy .... Ail three 
agreed that any hope for American capitalism would entai! sacrifice on the part of the American people ... 

By any analysis, Bush was a failure as a conservative president. He had tried to "hold the course" set by 
Reagan ... but unlike Reagan he was unable to advancethe conservative cause and was beginningto face opposition from 
the Arnerican people and congress ... If we jettison the beliefthat the ruling eliteofthe US has sorne overwhelrning loyalty 
to either of the capitalist political parties, the idea that they could seek to engineer the defeat of the candidate of the most 
conservative party ... does not seem infeasible. lftheir interests are viewed as maintaining capitalism above ail else, then 
facilitatingthe election ofthe candidate most capable ofdoingthat... seems a logical move. lt's no accident that Clinton 
owes his election to the overt actions of a millionaire industrialist. He probably also owes it to the covert actions of many 
others. 

The capitalist reorganization began under Reagancouldno longercontinueunder Bush. With thatreorganization 
pushing more and more people into poverty, a crisis of legitimacy was looming on the horizon A social system which 
can no longer provide the basic needs of a large portion of it 's population can expect nothing else. So, in steps Clint on 
with ... a calculated similarity to Kennedy ... Clinton's fiscal conservatism and sales ability ... made him an extremely 
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an exemplary case of the possibility of having a permanent 'struggle organisation'. Because of its 
organisation principles and practices mentioned above, and because of the history ofSpanish anarcho 
syndicalism, particular attention has been paid to the Coordinadora by a number of 'Iibertarian' 
organisations ail over the world. Interestingly some ofthis 'discovery' of the Coordinadora took place 
at a time when signs of the direction the union would develop could very clearly be seen. The tendency 
has partly been to consider the Coordinadora as embodying the 'anarcho-syndicalist principles', partly 
to argue that it shows the possibility ofhaving permanent 'revolutionary' unions under capitalism. 

We will here just quote one example from the libertarian press, qui te accidentially chosen: some 
articles by Don Fitz, anAmerican who has done very much valuable to make known the struggles of the 
Spanish dockers. In an article in Discussion Bulletin no.31 the comrade writes: 
"Finding the US labor movement in such a degenerated state often results in radicals abandoning the 
workplace as af ocus of organizing. Ore/se, it can lead to bizarre ideas about unions, such as the belief 
that unions "must " become refonnist or that unions cannot survive as revolutionary organisationsfor 
any length of time within capitalist society ... Coordinadora lias survived since 1976 as a union which 
is as revolutionary in ifs intemal structure as in its social goals. ·' In an article in ldeas & Action no.11 
it is talked about "the revolutionary union of longshoremen ". 

Irrespective of sympathywith, admiration for and recognition of the importance of the struggles 
of the Spanish dockers, our analysis has ail the time been another one, that the workers struggles under 
present-day capitalism in no way can be ascribed to more or Jess expressing some old political and 
ideological ideas and that ail experience shows the inpossibility ofin the longrun maintaining permanent 
mass struggle organisations. The development of the Coordinadora shows this clearly. And even if 
putting forward this idea of permanent struggle organisations, it' s something else to even describe the 
Coordinadora as 'revolutionary' or more or less 'anarcho-syndicalist'. This amounts to nothing else than 
trying to press a real, living movement into one's own political and ideological schemes and 
preoccupations. Even ifwe don't use political labels on ourselves, many people describe Echanges as 
'council communist' (with some justification given the background of some participants). In relation to 
an organisation as the Coordinadora with what used to be its organisation principles and the struggles 
it has waged, we would be just as justified to call it 'council communist'. However, to do something Jike 
that - rather than just spreading information aboutit and analyse it - wouldn 't make any sense for us at 
all. We will publish a separate pamphlet about the Coordinadora, which partly will contain some of the 
material below in full version and better translations. 

RH 

( 1) Material about Spain, and about the Coordinadora, has appeared regularly in Echanges from the beginning. For the 
last years we canin particular refer firstly to the last article dealing specifically with the Coordinadora in no.5 7, written 
shortly after it concluded an agreement with the bosses and the state in 1988 in which could be seen signs of changes in 
its practicepointing to developments becorning more and more clear in the followingyears.Secondlyto an article in no. 5 8 
about the December '88 general strike in Spain and to the discussions and material which followed after that on the 
subjects we just mentioned (see no. 58, 61, 63, 64 and 65). 
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SPAIN attractive candidate for the ruling elite. As a Demoaat, bis potential ability to control amgress ... likewise increased bis 
appeal. 

The coune of the Clinton administration bas already become clear ... The promise of a midcDe class tax eut .. 
bas been immediately abandoned. The promise of a reorganized healthcare system has been tumed into a program of 
"controlledcompctition"whichbenefitnoonebuttheinsuranœindustry.TheClintoncabinetissofullofpro-business 
conservatives that any chance of"change" can be immediately dismissed. .. Clinton's inauguration speech, with it's 
overriding stress on sacrifice, bodes il1 for the working people. .. 

WORKERS S1RUGGLES - TIIE DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE DOCKERS' UNION 
COORDINADORA AND THE QUESTION OF ALTERNATIVE UNIONS: FROM 
AUTONOMY TO BUREAUCRACY -DISCUSSION ABOUTTIIEDEVELOPMENT OF 
CAPIT ALIST PRODUCTIONME1HODS ('POST-FORDISM') AND CHANGES IN THE 
WORKING CLASS 

Introduction: 
The material below is to a large extent written by a Spanish comrade of the jo\U"I18l Et cetera, 

who has contributed to Echanges for many years with material and discussions we have found very 
useful. It deals with many of the same questions as similar articles by and discussions with the conirade 
in the pages ofEchanges: ThecharacteranddevelopmentofSpanishcapitalismandcapitalism ingeneral 
and correspondingly of the trade union movement and the composition of the working class, worlcers 
strugglesin Spain,Spanishsyndicalism,and thedevelopmentoftheSpanishdockers' union Coordinadora. 
( l) Rather than having a lot of smaller articles and discussions scattered over a number of issues of 
Echanges, Ihavehereput togethermaterial written overa period of a coupleofyears, and complemented 
it with explanatory headlines, remaries, notes and with various other material relevant for the themes 
being discussed. I have chosen to print the material more or less chronologically according to the dates 
when it was written, rather than trying to separate it in various sections. This because even if dealing 
with various subjects lilce the Coordinadora, actions of Asturian miners or Madrid bus drivers, or the 
changes in capitalist production methods, it's to a large extent the same discussions and problerns being 
posed. Sorne ofthematerial was written as letters toEchanges and someofit forotherjoumals, so there 
will be a certain grade of repetition of some of the points made, but this doesn 't matter that much since 
it's important questions which are discussed. 

One of the subjects discussed below is recent changes in capitalist production methods ( often 
called 'post-fordism', in the articles below called 'dispersed fordism'): decentralised production,just 
in-timeproduction, etc.; and theeffectson the composition of andstrugglesoftheworkingclass. On these 
questions many participants in Echanges have views differing from the Spanish comrade which don't 
need to be repeated here. A separate pamphlet will be published which contains the articles below (in 
better translations) and other contributions. 

Another subject is the development of the Spanish dockers' union Coordinadora and the 
questionof'altemativeunions' in general, Anumberof articleson this bas appeared thoughtout theyears 
in Echanges. TheCoordinadora struggled effectively formanyyears againstrestructuring in the Spanish 
ports, withstood attacks from unions, governments and employers, and has managed to remain 
independent from the UGT and CCOOunion federations whileorganising 80-900A, of the 10.000 dockers 
in Spain's 23 ports. It was a 'strugg]e organisation' launching a number of conflicts, based itself on 
workers' assemblies, revolœble delegates, delegates and officers having the same wage as ordinary 
dockers and actually working on the docks, job rotation (no dockers working for a particular shipper/ 
company) and control over hiring, and autonomy for the branches in the local ports. It appeared to be 

PHll..ADELPmA SOLIDARITY 
This US publisher and distnbutor bas published a catalogue with a great number of' 'anti 
authoritarian socialist publications'', most of them written/published by or in the tradition of 
the English Solidarity group and Castoriadis, but a lot of otherthings also. Write to Box 25224, 
Philadelplùa, PA 19119, USA. 

WORKERS SOLIDARITY 
This is a veryuseful 8 page newsletter produced by the syndicalist Workers Solidarity Alliance 
(PO Box 40400, San Francisco, CA 94140). Subscription for six issues plus one issue of their 
bigger journal Ideas &Action costs $7,50. No.4/Jan. 93 contains: The situation in Gennany 
(interview with Gennan syndicalists) - On General Motors in Canada, USA and Mexico - 
Houston transport workers - Short articles about a number of struggles in USA and Canada. 
No.5/March 93: A number of articles on struggles and union organising efforts in USA, and 
on various anarchist/syndicalist meetings. 

(AJ(IIA/1 
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"WORKERS AGAINST WORK: LABOR IN PARIS AND 
BARCELONA DURING THE POPULAR FRONTS" 

In no. 56 we published a short review of a pamphlet reprint of Michael Seidman's essay "Towards a 
history of'workers' resistance to work: Paris and Barcelona during the French Popular Front and the 
Spanish Revolution, 1936-1938". Seidman' s work on this subject is available as a 400 pages book with 
the title in the headline above. The following review written by an American comrade was originally 
published in the journal Discussion Bulletin. We might return to Seidman 's book and other material on 
the same subject in another issue. 

The underlying thesis of"WorkersAgainst Work" is a provocative one: despite their phraseology, both 
the Spanish and French Left during the Popular Fronts essentially functioned as agents of modemization 
in their respective countries for a bourgeoisie.that was either too lazy (as in the case of Spain) or too 
wrapped up in authoritarian parochialism (as in the case of France). As for the workers, they were 
expected to work and increase production. Butitdidn 't corne off quite that way. In both countries during 
the Popular Front period, a massive résistance to work and work discipline in the forrn of sabotage, 
absenteeism, slowdowns, theft and other factory related actions erupted in the wake of rising 
expectations. According to Seidrnan, this resistance, 'apolitical' and hidden, and ignored by traditional 
historians' ernphasis on what political parties were saying or doing, can be measured in reports frorn both 
management and revolutionary militants who seern curiously united in denôuncing the 'Iaziness' and 
'irresponsibility' of workers in meeting production goals. This spontaneous resistance against work, 
which had no ideological platform or conscious expression, left no rnernoirs or reprots, nevertheless lay 
bare a trernendous gap between the expectations of ordinary workers and the expectations of the rninority 
of militants and activists in ail groups of the Left claiming to represent theworkers' interests. Injust one 
of the many examples, while in power, Leftist parties' 'anti-fascism' led to political and electoral 
alliances, workers on the shop floor interpreted anti-fascism quite differently. "Fascist" became a 
popular everyday epithet applied to particularly hated foremen and managers. Thus, from an ordinary 
worker' s viewpoint, the stmggle against work discipline also became a struggle against 'fascism'. 

In a book that is nearly 400 pages, Seidman backs up his arguments with a fascinating wealth 
of documentation from the period. If there is one complaint I could make - beside the outrageons price 
of the book - it is that perhaps he treats the categories of ideological militant and apolitical worker in 
too static a mBIU1er. In periods of ferment and change, where everything becomes open to questioning, 
probably there was a much more Iluid interchange between the two layers, especially on the shop Iloor, 
than is credited here. 

Certainly, the questions raised here are still far frorn being dated. In fact, they are relevant to 
today's issues and struggles and it is to the author's credit that he challenges rnany of the orthodox 
'Iiberal', 'rnarxist' and 'anarchist' interpretations of the time period. 

C.P. 

Michael Seidrnan: Workers Against Work: Labor in Paris and Barcelona during the Popular Fronts. 
University ofCalifomia Press, 1991. ISBN 0-520-06915-3. $42,50. 
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The main bulk of material in this issue of Echanges has to do with Spain: The development ofSpanish 
capitalism and capitalism in general - Varions workers struggles - The developrnent of the dockers' 
union Coordinadora and in general the question of 'alternative', 'struggle' unions. This issue also 
con tains other rnaterial about this everlasting discussion about various forms ofunionism, in a section 
inconnection with our pamphlet ' 'Goodbyeto the unions". Wehavepreviously had some material about 
rnovernents in Europe outside of the traditional union channels, especially in Italy in France. Much 
material which has appeared in our French edition or in other journals has previouslynot been translated 
into English, but the last half year we have made an effort to have a lot of material translated into English 
on these rnovernents and a lot of other questions. There is now a lot of rnaterial ready for publication. 
We have focussed on Spain in this issue. In the next issues we will publish more material on especially 
struggles in ltaly and France frorn the beginning of the 90's and link the Spanish, ltalian and French 
experiences to a discussion on 'alternative unions' in general. 

Alltogether there will in the next issues be a great nurnber of articles which we think will be of 
interest to the present and future readers. Sorne of the rnaterial more or less ready is the following: Latin 
America (Argentina, Guatemala, El Salvador)-Class struggles in France 1991-93 (general analysis, '91 
Renault strike, '92 lorry drivers actions, struggles in the health sector, '93 Air France strike, Jan. 94 
dernonstration against private schools) - Discussion on alternative struggle organisation and unions 
(Italy, France, Spain)- Struggles and social conditions in the US - Stmggles in Germany- Stmggles in 
ltaly - Stmggles and conditions in ex-USSR - The Nordic countries - Yugoslavia - Indonesia - UK. - 
Struggles in Holland - Rernarks on ongoing debates on the ultra-left. 

We are as always interested in receiving material on struggles and social conditions frorn 
readers. Echanges has never been preoccupied with achieving a big circulation, but we are of course 
interested in the help of our present readers in getting new readers and subscribers and other help and 
ideas for the distribution of the Echanges bulletin and pamphlets. The production of Echanges is the 
work a couple of persons and any help in any way is highly appreciated. 

BONNE ET HEUREUSE ANNÉE 199,! 
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THE REFUSAL OF WORK 

This Echanges pamphlet (il ,50) originallypublished in l 978but being reprinted regularly, was 
for the most part a discussion on the meaning of the then trendy ideas around the 'refusai of 
work'. The debate started with some comments on Paul Lafargue' s book 'The Right to be Lazy' 
and other more recent publications on the subject (e.g. Zerzan's 'The revoit against work'). 
Sorne considerations could seem out of date and irrelevant to the world crisis, but the various 
texts still bring a lot of material and diverse opinions not at ail out of date and still useful for 
an analysis of the some present tendencies of the class struggle. 
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